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ABSTRACT 

Dewatering of silica and alumina suspensions was accomplished using 

electrodecantation and electrocoagulation. Electrocoagulation was found to occur in high 

conductivity alumina suspensions (250-1300 //S/cm), while electrodecantation was found 

to be the separation mechanism in low conductivity suspensions of alumina and silica 

(< 20 /iS/cm). With these low conductivity suspensions, a clear fluid layer developed on 

the surface of the suspension. A clear fluid layer did not develop in high conductivity 

silica suspensions, 250 //S/cm, even though electrodecantation was found to dominate the 

separation. Spatial variations in the pH and conductivity were measured at the 

completion of electrodecantation experiments. 

A boundary-layer model was developed to quantitatively establish the principles 

of electrodecantation. This model provides an explanation for the formation of the clear 

fluid layer on the surface of colloidally stable suspensions and provides an understanding 

of how buoyancy driven motion redistributes ions produced/consumed at the electrodes, 

which results in the formation of pH and conductivity gradients. The growth rate of the 

clear layer at the top of the chamber is initially slower than that predicted by the model; 

at later stages the theory and experiments are in agreement. 

Numerical simulations were performed to support the boundary-layer model and 

were used to incorporate important features such as electrode reactions, ion gradients, and 

cell geometry omitted from the model. Two-dimensional simulations were performed to 

study the effects of buoyancy driven motion in the absence of any ion gradients. Due to 
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limited computer resources, one-dimensional simulations were used to show that a clear 

fluid layer would not necessarily be expected in high conductivity suspensions and to 

study the effects of electrode reactions in the absence of any fluid motion. 

To characterize properties important to electrodecantation, two techniques were 

developed to measure particle diffusion coefficients, size, and electrophoretic mobility. 

Taylor-Aris dispersion measurements are shown to provide accurate diSusion coefficient 

measurements for colloidal particles up to about 0.3 foa in diameter and capillary 

electrophoresis is used to establish a novel method for measuring electrophoretic 

mobilities of colloids that compares favorably with existing methods. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope 

Chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) has emerged as a preferred 

planarization technology in the manufacture of multilevel integrated circuits for both 

dielectric and metal films. Polishing of dielectric layers such as Si02 typically involves 

use of a highly alkaline (pH « 11), silica-based slurry, whereas acidic (pH « 4), alumina-

based slurries are used for planarizing metal films such as W, Al, and Cu. The alumina 

or silica particles in the slurry are sub-micron in size and hence may be considered to be 

in the colloidal regime. Along with slurry, a large amount of ultra pure water (see below) 

is consumed during CMP. For each liter of slurry applied to the CMP tool, between 20 

and 120 liters of water will be used in the CMP process. This accounts for more than 

25% of the total water usage associated with wafer processing. As the implementation of 

CMP increases, it is predicted that slurry use will increase by 21"% per year through the 

year 2010. Consequently, by the turn of the century, the amount of water used during 

CMP is expected to grow to between 30 and 40% of the total wafer processing water 

(Corlett, 1998). 

High-purity water, known as ultra pure water (UPW), is used during CMP to 

minimize defects during wafer manufacturing. These imperfections may occur if 

impurities present in the rinse water deposit on the wafer surface or if the wafer surface is 

not thoroughly cleaned after polishing. To decrease the probability of defects, water is 

sent through a water purification loop. Ultra-purification systems vary by organization 

but all processes involve three crucial treatment strategies; filtration, ion exchange, and 
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the application of ultraviolet light (Tolliver, 1988). Throughout the purification process, 

reverse osmosis and ultrafiltration are used to achieve solids concentrations on the order 

of 1 ppb. The particle-depleted water is sent through an ion exchange column to remove 

ionic impurities, e.g. dissolved silica or metal ions, and is treated with UV light of 

varying wavelengths to break down organic and biological impurities. A more complete 

description of the UPW system, and each stage involved in the processing of UPW, is 

provided by Chen in his Ph.D. dissertation (1997). 

The combination of ultra pure water and spent slurry constitute the major waste 

stream generated by CMP (see Figure l.l). The solids discharged in this waste stream 

form a stable suspension containing between 0.03 and 1.0 wt% solids (Corlett, 1998, 

Mendicino & Brown, 1998). As the demand for CMP grows, the need to develop new 

and efficient recycle strategies is becoming increasingly important. The introduction of 

recycle strategies will reduce the cost associated with slurry use, waste disposal, and the 

produaion and consumption of ultra pure water. In addition, many industries are finding 

it harder to comply with local environmental regulations for discharging suspended 

solids. Typical limitations on the total suspended solids discharged range from 0.02 to 

200 mg/L (Corlett, 1998). The introduction of effective treatment and recycle strategies 

can aid in achieving acceptable disposal limits. 

To avoid excessive fouling of the filtration membranes of an UPW process, solids 

must be removed from recycled waste streams prior to their return to the UPW system. 

The research presented here aims to study alternative solid/liquid separation techniques 

that will allow for recycling of water while avoiding the disadvantages of current 
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treatment strategies (see below). In addition to recycling of water, there is some interest 

in recovering the used solids. Concern over an inability to hold slurry makers 

accountable for variations and impurities in slurry composition has prevented the reuse of 

slurries by the semiconductor industry. However, applications beyond the semiconductor 

industry, such as in disk drive or optics manufacturing, which require less stringent 

controls on particle size, are growing (Corlett, 1998). Solids may be reused as fillers in 

asphalt or concrete, reclaimed silica particles may be used in foundries for forming 

molds, and in the case of some new slurries, titanium dioxide particles may be reused in 

paint pigments (Corlett, 1998). 

Traditionally, waste streams containing larger colloidal particles have been sent to 

holding tanks and the particles allowed to sediment under the effects of gravity. 

However, for suspensions that contain sub-micron particles, such as CMP waste streams, 

sedimentation without chemical assistance requires a prohibitively long time. The Stokes 

settling velocity of a particle is given by 

where is the particle radius, vt is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, g is the 

acceleration due to gravity, and Pp and pt are the density of the particle and fluid, 

respectively. A silica particle of radius 100 nm and density 2.96 g/cm^ has a Stokes 

settling velocity of 4.3 x 10"^ cm/s in water and would require approximately 65 hours to 

settle I cm. Consequently other methods are used to efficiently treat large volumes of 

waste containing sub-micron particulates. 

( l . l )  
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Currently, two techniques, filtration and chemical flocculation, are predominantly 

employed to remove solids &om suspension. Filtration is usually performed with a 

crossflow ultrafiltration apparatus. The crossflow filtration process will remove particles 

from CMP waste streams until the solids content in the retentate approaches 1 to 10 wt%. 

At this point, permeation rates diminish and fiirther water recovery requires a different 

treatment strategy. For example, the retentate may be sent to a filter press where the 

remaining water is removed and a solid cake of particles is formed. 

Chemical flocculation consists of continuously adding chemicals, i.e. coagulating 

agents or flocculants, to aid in the sedimentation of suspended solids. Coagulating agents 

are usually polyvalent electrolytes such as calcium, aluminum and iron salts, which 

reduce electrostatic interparticle repulsion and, so, allow van der Waals attractions to 

drive particles into agglomerates. Flocculants are typically high molecular weight 

polymers that adsorb onto particles and bind the solids together by the formation of 

interparticulate bridges. In both cases, aggregates result, which then settle under the 

action of gravity. The major drawback to this approach is that the addition of flocculants 

or coagulating agents can be costly when large amounts of waste are involved. 

Furthermore, these chemicals may cause environmental problems of their own. 

The focus of the research described here is to investigate alternatives to chemical 

conditioning that rely on the effects of electric fields to de-water colloidal suspensions. 

Two electrical separation techniques were studied, viz. electrodecantation and 

electrocoagulation. Both of these separation processes have the advantage of not 

requiring flocculating or coagulating agents, and both methods can concentrate CMP 
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waste streams to higher solids content than those realized in crossflow filtration. 

Additionally, electrodecantation collects the solids without altering the size of the 

particles, which is desirable if the solids are to be recycled and reused. These 

electrochemical processes represent an alternative approach to chemical conditioning for 

solid-liquid separation in colloidal suspensions, and have been previously used for the 

separation and purification of organic and inorganic colloidal matter on both industrial 

and laboratory scales. 

1.2 Disclaimer 

The following literature review is not intended to be all-inclusive, rather it should 

provide the reader with an overview of the material central to my research. 

1.3 Electrocoagulation 

Electrocoagulation has been studied as a means of treating waste waters 

containing food and protein (Beck, et al., 1974), oil (Biswas & Lazarescu, 1991), dyes 

(Do & Chen, 1994), and various suspended particulates including clays and silica 

(Donnin, et al., 1994, Szynkarczuk, et al., 1994, Matteson, et al., 1995, Renk, 1988). The 

mechanism is believed to involve the in-situ generation of ions by the dissolution of the 

electrodes. Consumable metal electrodes, such as iron or aluminum, are used to 

continuously produce metal ions in the vicinity of the anode. Electrophoretic motion 

simultaneously concentrates negatively-charged particles in the region of the anode. The 

released ions neutralize the charge of the particles thereby facilitating coagulation (Vik, 
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et al., 1984, Dalrymple, 1994). Inert electrodes, such as titanium (Dalrymple, 1994), and 

the passage of an alternating current (Parekh, et al., 1990) have also been observed to 

remove metal ions from solution, and to initiate the coagulation of suspended solids. 

During electrocoagulation, an electric field is applied to the suspension, which is 

subsequently transferred to a separation stage, where settling occurs. Investigators have 

observed that, once flocculation has begun, gravitational sedimentation adequately drives 

the separation process. Thus the electric field can be removed to reduce the amount of 

power consumed in an electrocoagulation process (Sauer & Davis, 1994, Shang, & Lo, 

1997). The efficiency of electrocoagulation may also be improved by gentle agitation 

during the electrochemical treatment, e.g. by stirring or bubbling gas (Beck, et al., 1974, 

Do & Chen, 1994). In the latter case, a combination of electrocoagulation and flotation 

has been found to be an effective treatment of urban wastewater (Beck, et al., 1974, Pouet 

& Grasmick, 1995). When used in conjunction with filtration, electrocoagulation can 

extend the life of ultrafiltration membranes (Pouet, et al., 1992, Pouet & Grasmick, 

1994). 

1.4 Electrodecantation 

Electrodecantation, by contrast, is a technique that has drawn limited interest in 

recent years. A complete historical perspective of the subject can be found in various 

review articles (Stamberger, 1946, Svensson, 1948, Bier, 1959). The phenomenon was 

first observed by Pauli (1924) who noted that the passage of a direct electrical current 

through a suspension of charged colloids resulted in the development of two distinct 
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strata, or layers, with the bottom layer containing most of the colloidal material. A 

mechanism for this stratification process was first proposed by Blank and Valko (1928), 

and then verified by Verwey and Kruyt (1933). 

Blank and Valko postulated that electrodecantation results fi'om the charged 

particles migrating electrophoretically towards the electrode of opposite charge. The 

accumulation of particles around that electrode increases the density locally and thus the 

particle-enriched suspension sinks to the bottom of the vessel. At the opposite electrode, 

a colloid-depleted region develops and rises. The stratification, or decantation, process is 

stabilized against mixing by the resultant vertical density gradients. 

Electrodecantation has been applied to the separation of gold sols (Pauli, et al., 

1939), proteins (Kirkwood, 1941, Gutfreund, 1943, Nielsen & Kirkwood, 1946, Cann, et 

al., 1949, Cann, et al., 1949, Bier, et al., 1953), and viruses (Largier, 1956 & 1957). 

Variations have been exploited to facilitate the separation of a variety of colloidal matter. 

For example, particles with a specific gravity less than the surrounding medium tend to 

accumulate at the top of the vessel, and rubber latex has been collected as a cream in this 

way (Murphy, 1942 & 1943). The passage of an electric current has no effect on 

uncharged material; this allows the separation of mobile particles from those at their 

isolectric point (Gutfreund, 1943). Multiple membrane devices (Largier, 1957, Poison, 

1953) and semi-continuous/continuous flow designs (Murphy, 1943, Pauli, 1942) have 

also been developed. Many of these approaches have been adapted to industrial scale 

applications. 
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Despite the many variations and applications described above, a quantitative 

understanding of the principles of electrodecantation is all but non-existent. In 1946, 

Nielsen and Kirkwood published experimental data for the fractionation of protein 

mixtures by electrodecantation. These experiments were performed in an apparatus they 

termed an electrophoresis-convection channel. A relationship describing the influence of 

the electric field, column length, time, and protein mobilities was presented (Nielsen & 

Klrkwood, 1946). A few years later, Kirkwood, et al., (1950) presented a theory for the 

time dependent transport of species based on experiments performed in an 

electrophoresis-convection channel. This theory was developed for certain limiting and 

ideal conditions. These include the assumptions that Joule heating is negligible, the flow 

through the electrophoresis-convection channel is laminar, and that the electric field is 

uniform in the horizontal plane. The theory is also based on the limiting condition that 

Pe, = —-— «1 (1.2) 
D 

where; Peg is an electric Peclet number weighing the relative importance of 

electrophoresis and diffusion; A/E is the electrophoretic mobility of the suspended 

particles; E is the electric field strength; b is the separation channel width; and D is the 

diffusion coefficient of the particles. The requirement that the electrophoretic Peclet 

number be small is rarely satisfied under practical operating conditions. For instance, 

typical values of = 10~* cmW-s, D = \0~^ cmVs, and 6 = 1 cm would necessitate that 

£«IO''V/cm to ensure Pe, «1. Nevertheless, this theory provided an order of 
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magnitude approximation to the time of transport and separation factors observed in 

experiments performed in Kirkwood's electrophoresis-convection channel. 

1.5 Clarification of Other Colloidal Suspensions 

The work presented here is focused on treatment of CMP waste streams, but the 

techniques developed lend themselves to treating many colloidal suspensions. For 

example, coal-fired power plants produce colloidally-contaminated aqueous suspensions 

of coal and clay. These stable suspensions are usually treated with chemicals, i.e. 

chemical flocculation, to increase the sedimentation to an acceptable rate. Electrokinetic 

separation strategies can eliminate the need for chemical addition (see above). Other 

possible applications for electrokinetic separation processes include the removal of mill 

tailings from waste streams (Sprute & Kelsh, 1982), dewatering of phosphate clay (Shang 

& Lo, 1997), the concentration and purification of proteins, and the removal of impurities 

from non-aqueous suspensions. Previous studies on non-aqueous suspensions have 

included removing illite particles from toluene (Shih, et al. 1986), sedimentation of a-

alumina particles from xylene (Lee, et al., 1979), and separating oxidized aluminum and 

iron particles from kerosene (Matsumoto, et al., 1981). Most of these studies have been 

focused on feasibility rather than the advancement of the understanding of the underlying 

fundamental phenomena (Sauer & Davis, 1994, Johnson & Davis, 1999). The 

dissertation to be presented illustrates fundamental processes important to effectively 

applying electrokinetic separations techniques and quantitatively describes phenomena 

relevant to electrically-driven solid/liquid separations processes. 
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1.6 Explanation of Dissertation Format 

The majority of the research presented here is furnished in the form of published 

or publishable manuscripts that have been appended at the end of the dissertation (see 

Appendix A-D). Except where noted, the work (experiments and analysis) contained 

within these manuscripts was performed by myself. The intent of this section is to 

explain the relationship between the appendices and how they fit in the overall layout of 

this dissertation. 

Appendix A has been accepted for publication in the Journal of the 

Electrochemical Society and was written primarily by myself under the guidance of my 

advisors (Assoc. Prof. James C. Baygents & Prof Srini Raghavan). This manuscript 

contains the initial studies on the application of an electric field to stable colloidal 

suspensions. Two separation mechanisms, electrodecantation and electrocoagulation, 

were observed, and the conditions under which each mechanism dominates were studied. 

Dr. Phillip D. Haworth, carried out the initial screening studies on electrodecantation and 

generated the resuhs presented in figures 3 a, 3 b, 5, 6, and 7 of this appendix. 

A model describing the buoyancy-driven flow in electrodecantation is presented 

in Appendix B (primarily authored by Assoc. Prof Baygents, Prof Raghavan, Prof Lee 

R. White, of Camegie-Mellon University, and myself). This model is not limited to the 

low Peclet number regime, in contrast to the theory presented by Kirkwood (see above). 

After an initial lag time, the predictions of the model match the experimental results. 
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Appendix B has been submitted for publication to Industrial & Engineering Chemistry 

Research. 

For completeness. Appendix C (published in the Journal of Colloid and Interface 

Science) and D (published in Applied and Environmental Microbiology) have been 

included to illustrate techniques for characterizing particle properties that are important to 

the electrokinetic separations processes described above. The third manuscript 

(Appendix C), co-authored by Assoc. Prof. Baygents and myself^ presents a method for 

measuring the diffusion coefficients of colloidal particles. The diffusion coefficients 

determined using this technique are in good agreement with those measured by photon 

correlation spectroscopy and results calculated from a model set forth by Silebi and 

DosRamos (1989). 

The primary authors of Appendix D, Dr. John R. Glynn, Jr., Prof. Robert G. 

Arnold, and Assoc. Prof. Baygents, describe a novel method for measuring 

electrophoretic mobility of colloidal particulates, which compares favorably to existing 

methods. Working in parallel. Dr. Glyim and I developed the capillary electrophoresis 

protocol for measuring the electrophoretic mobility of colloidal-sized particles. Dr. 

Glynn provided the data published in this manuscript, but I performed much of the initial 

work on the protocol. 

The remaining chapters contain a survey of the entire dissertation. A summary of 

the important results and conclusions of the appended manuscripts are presented in 

chapter 2.0 PRESENT STUDY. In addition, chapter 2.0 contains a numerical approach 

to solving the equations put forth in Appendix B. Under the direction of Assoc. Prof. 
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Baygents, Mr. Thomas L. Sounart and I developed one and two-dimensional time 

dependent numerical simulations to elucidate the principles of electrodecantation. One-

dimensional simulations were performed to investigate the effects of ion gradients on the 

distribution of suspended solids when fluid motion is not present. In addition, two-

dimensional simulations were developed to account for fluid motion and a two-

dimensional electric field in the absence of ion gradients. The simulation results are used 

to further explore the differences observed between experimental results and results 

predicted by the boundary-layer model of electrodecantation (Appendix B). Finally, 

chapter 3.0 FUTURE STUDIES will describe possible implications of the research for 

future studies. 
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2.0 PRESENT STUDY 

2.1 Overview 

The material in chapter 2 is intended to summarize the important methods, resuks, 

and conclusions presented in the papers appended to this dissertation. In addition, 

numerical simulations of electrodecantation are included in this chapter; these studies are 

in support of the analytical boundary-layer model described in Appendix B. The chapter 

is organized such that experiments on electrodecantation and electrocoagulation are 

summarized first (i.e. the material from Appendices A and B). Next, a model for 

electrodecantation describing the balance laws, boundary-layer scaling, and the primary 

implications of the analysis is presented. Two-dimensional simulations are then provided 

to verify the boundary-layer scaling and to study the effects of chamber geometry on 

electrodecantation. Subsequently, one-dimensional simulations are developed to study 

the effects of electrode reactions, pH gradients, and conductivity gradients in the absence 

of fluid motion. Finally, experiments on particle characterization (cf Appendices C and 

O) are summarized. A nomenclature section is included at the end of this chapter to 

assist the reader. 

2.2 Experiments on Electrodecantation and Electrocoagulation 

2.2.1 Methods 

Stable suspensions of colloidal silica and alumina were prepared as described in 

Appendix A and B and placed into a Plexiglas chamber (Figure 2.1). Two vertically 

oriented electrodes were submerged into the suspension and an electric field between 0.4 
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and 10.0 V/cm applied. To suppress accumulation of particles on the electrodes, a 

manual switching device was used to periodically reverse the polarity of the electric field 

with a frequency between 0 and 0.5 min'^ During the experiments, suspensions were 

visually monitored for the formation of a clear fluid layer and, when such a layer 

developed, the height of this clear layer recorded as a function of time (see Figure 2.8, 

page 45). At the completion of the experiments, the conductivity, pH, and turbidity were 

measured fi-om samples taken at six different depths, and on the bottom of the container. 

To determine if the particles concentrated on the bottom of the chamber were altered 

during the experiments, particle size and electrophoretic mobility measurements were 

performed before and after treatment. 

2.2.2 Results 

Large aggregates were visually observed to form and settle when an electric field 

was applied to high-conductivity (100 to 1350/iS/cm) alumina suspensions. This 

electrically-assisted separation technique has been known historically as 

electrocoagulation and was found to be the dominant separation mechanism in high ionic 

strength alumina suspensions. These observations indicate that the applied electric field 

either induced or accelerated coagulation processes within the suspension, since the 

native suspensions were stable for at least 24 hours. Particle size measurements, 

performed before and after application of the field, confirmed that coagulation had 

occurred. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the removal of alumina particles as a fiinction of 

time; samples were taken during the experiments, which were done for two different 
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Figure 2.2; Normalized concentration of alumina 2.5 cm below the surface for high-
conductivity suspensions. (Legend; o, 203 nm alumina and ImM KNO3, Co « 0.40 w/v%, 
a* 150 nS/cm, pH « 5.2, E = 7.3 V/cm, polarity switched every 2 minutes; •, 203 nm 
alumina and 10 mM KNO3, co « 0.40 w/v%, a « 1350 ^S/cm, pH « 5.7, E = 3.6 V/cm, 
polarity switched every 2 minutes.) 
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ionic strengths and for different electric field application schemes. Electrocoagulation 

was found to be most effective when the electric field was applied intermittently. 

!n low-conductivity (<20^S/cm) alumina and silica suspensions, aggregation 

was not observed. Electrophoretic mobility and size measurements indicated that the 

collected solids were unaltered by the separations process. Figures 2.4a & b show the 

buildup of particles on the bottom of the separation chamber and the depletion of 

suspended solids from the top of the suspension. During these experiments on low 

conductivity suspensions, a clear fluid layer developed on the surface of the suspension, 

as depicted in Figure 2.5. The precipitous drop in concentration, shown at 2 hours in 

Figure 2.4b, occurred when the clear layer thickness had increased to include the 

sampling position. The particles collected on the bottom of the chamber showed no 

detectable change in size or electrophoretic mobility. The absence of any aggregation or 

changes in the electrophoretic mobility indicates that the active mechanism causing 

stratification of the solids was natural convection, which developed as a result of the 

suspended particles electrophoretically migrating away from the electrode of similar 

charge. This stratification process has been traditionally known as electrodecantation and 

is explained by the boundary-layer model summarized in section 2.3. 

In contrast to the high-conductivity alumina suspensions described above, tests 

performed on silica suspensions at high conductivities («250//S/cm) exhibited no 

change in particle size or electrophoretic mobility. This results in part because silica 

suspensions at pH % 9 are stabilized by a large electrical repulsive force between the 

particles. Experiments performed on silica suspensions of approximately 2S0/iS/cm did 
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Figure 2.4a: Normalized concentration of solids measured on the bottom of the 
container. (203 nm alumina, Co = 0.32-0.63 w/v%, cy « 20 (iS/cm, pH « 4.2, E = 7.3 
V/cm, polarity switched every 2 minutes. Legend: o. Stainless steel electrodes; 
•, Inert platinum electrodes.) 
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Figure 2.4b; Normalized concentration of solids measured 2.5 cm below the surface. 
(203 nm alumina, Co = 0.32-0.63 w/v%, CT « 20 (iS/cm, pH « 4.2, E = 7.3 V/cm, polarity 
switched every 2 minutes, with stainless steel electrodes.) 
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Figure a^SThe qualitative features of batch eiectrodecantation of stable colloidal dispersions, a. a uniform disper
sion at the inception of the experiment, b. a clear layer forms atop a particle-laden region, particle concentration 
increases beneath the electrodes, c. the clear layer grows with time. d. the end of the experiment: the clear layer 
reaches the bottom of the electrodes and continued application of the field produces little subsequent change. 
The initial height of the suspension above the bottom of the electrodes is denoted / (panel a); h(t) indicates the 
suspension height at subsequent times t (panel b). 
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not develop a clear fluid layer (see Figure 2.6) on the surface of the suspension, though 

electrodecantation was determined to be the separation mechanism. One-dimensional 

simulations, summarized in section 2.5, show that in high-conductivity suspensions, a 

clear fluid boundary layer fails to develop at the electrodes. This resuks in paiticle-laden 

fluid being reentrained onto the top of the suspension, preventing the formation of a clear 

fluid layer on the surface. 

At the completion of the electrodecantation experiments, conductivity and pH 

measurements were recorded for seven different sample positions. These measurements 

showed that vertical stratification of both the pH and conductivity had developed. The 

reason for the stratification was explained by the boundary-layer model (section 2.3.2) 

and then confirmed by numerical simulations presented in section 2.5. 

To summarize, the experimental results demonstrated that two distinct solid-liquid 

separation mechanisms could be employed to remove particles from dilute suspensions, 

viz. electrocoagulation and electrodecantation. Electrocoagulation was operative in high-

conductivity alumina suspensions; large aggregates were observed to form when an 

electric field was applied. In low-conductivity alumina and silica suspensions, 

electrodecantation occurred; electrophoretic mobility and size measurements indicated 

that the collected solids were unaltered by the applied electric field. During 

electrodecantation of these low-conductivity suspensions, a clear fluid layer developed on 

the surface. High-conductivity silica suspensions did not manifest this clear fluid layer, 

though electrodecantation was determined to be the controlling separation mechanism. 
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Figure 2.6; Normalized concentration of solids measured 2.5 cm below the surface. 
(208 nm silica, co = 0.66 w/v%, a « 250 ^S/cm, pH a 9.3, no polarity switching. 
Legend: •, E = 2.5 V/cm; •. E = 5.0 V/cin;B. E = 10.0 V/cm.) 
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At the conclusion of the electrodecantation experiments, measurements indicated that 

conductivity and pH strata had developed in the separation chamber. 

2.3 Boundary-Layer Model of Electrodecantation 

A boundary-layer model was developed to quantitatively establish the principles 

of electrodecantation and, thus, explain the development and growth of a clear fluid layer 

on the surface of colloidaily-stable low-conductivity suspensions. In addition, the 

boundary-layer model was used to understand the formation of pH and conductivity 

gradients during electrodecantation experiments. The following sub-sections (2.3.1 and 

2.3 .2) summarize the development and implications of the model, which are given in 

greater detail in Appendix B. 

2.3.1 Balance Laws and Scaling 

As noted in chapter 1, Blank and Valko (1928) were first to explain that 

electrodecantation resulted from natural convection. To describe the natural convection 

associated with electrodecantation in stable colloidal dispersions, a simple model was 

developed (Appendix B). This model predicts that a clear fluid boundary layer will form 

next to one of the electrodes when an electric field is applied to a stable suspension. 

Provided the particles are more dense than the surrounding fluid, this clear fluid will 

experience a large buoyancy force causing it to rise upwards, along the electrode, and be 

layered onto the surface of the suspension (Figure 2.7). The thickness of the clear layer 

on top of the suspension will grow with time as more clear fluid is convected upward. 
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Bulk Suspension 

Figure 2.7; Sketch of the phenomenon that occurs during electrodecantation. In this 
figure, negatively charged particles are shown to electrophoretically migrate away 
from the cathode, forming a clear fluid layer which rises to the surface. Note, for 
illustrative purposes, the thickness of the fluid layer rising at the cathode has been 
exaggerated, and the electrodes extend to the bottom of the chamber. 
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Assuming that the system is isothermal and free of ion gradients, the balance laws 

that apply are the conservation of momentum and mass. The momentum balance is 

written in differential form, but is expressed in terms of an ensemble average, or bulk 

average, suspension velocity. This velocity is denoted u and, formally at least, is the 

local velocity at position x obtained by averaging over a representative volume element 

in the neighborhood of x. Note that the representative volume element encompasses both 

fluid and particles, so u is not the locally averaged fluid velocity. Formulated in this 

manner, the (dimensionless) momentum balance reads 

where; O is the local particle volume fraction; P is the dimensionless djoiamic pressure; r 

is the scaled time; and /i(<I>) are, respectively, the suspension density and viscosity 

normalized to their pure fluid values pc and fK, and c is a unit vector in the direction of 

gravity. The scale factors used in (2.1) are given in Table 2.1, along with related 

parameters and dimensionless groups (e.g. Re, A). A list of nomenclature is given in 

section 2.8. 

Equation (2.1) is completely analogous to the suspension momentum balance 

used by Acrivos and Herbolzheimer (1979) to substantiate PNK theory for particle 

settling in inclined vessels; (2.1) applies as long as the particle Reynolds number Re^ is 

small. Here Re^ = Pr'^o^p/Mr . where Op is the particle radius and vo is the characteristic 

(2.1) 

with 

V u = 0 ,  (2.2) 
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Table 2.1; Representative values for parameters, scale factors, and 
dimensionless groups. The magnitudes are consistent with 
the experimental conditions described in section 2.2. 

Magnitude 

Parameter 
ap, particle radius 

particle density 

D, particle diffusion coefficient 

Mb, particle electrophoretic mobility 

£, electric field strength 

a, electrical conductivity 

Scale factor 
Co, concentration 

vo, velocity 

/, length 

//vo, time 

//fVo//, stress 

Dimensionless group 
Re, Reynolds number 

A, Grashof over Reynolds number 

PCe, electrical Peclet number 

Rep, particle Reynolds number 

1 to 2 X 10'^ m 

2 to 4 X 10^ kg/m^ 

2 X 10-'^ mVs 

2 t o 4 x  I Q - ' m V V - s  

ICQ to 1000 V/m 

I to 2 X 10-' S/m 

initial volume fi'action of particles, 10*^ 

electrophoretic velocity Ve(co), 10"' m/s 

electrode height, 10*' m 

lO^'s 

10-* to 10 "' N/m^ 

, 0(1) 

. O(10') 

Vo//D,0(10^) 

PfVo^p/z^f. 0(10"®) 

Pep, particle Peclet number VgAp/D, 0(1) 
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velocity of the particles, which is their electrophoretic velocity Ve at a representative 

volume fraction in the suspension (e.g. the initial volume fraction co). Using typical 

values for the relevant quantities, one can show that Rep is 0(10"®). 

The term -A(l-<i>)e on the right hand side of (2.1) represents a gravitational 

body force; this body force is nil when the volume fraction of the suspension is equal to 

Co (i.e. when the scaled volume fraction O = 1). However, the parameter A is 0(10^), so 

where the local volume fi-action deviates from co, a strong buoyancy force results. It is 

this buoyancy force, which couples with the particle electrophoresis, to drive 

electrodecantation. 

Because the buoyancy force depends on the local volume fraction of particles, it is 

necessary to account for local variations in This is done through a particle 

conservation relation, viz. 

^ + Up •V<D = -<I>V u,, (2.3) 

with 

Uj s Up - u = F(<I))E = electrophoretic slip velocity of particles. 

Here F(<I)) is the volume fraction dependence of the scaled electrophoretic velocity and 

E is the electric field. In writing equation (2.3), two approximations have been made. 

The first is that particle diffusion has been omitted. This requires that the electric Peclet 

number Pce, defined in Equation (1.2), be large. For typical values, Pe® is 0(10®). The 

second is that particle sedimentation has been ignored. For silica or alumina particles in 

the 100 nm size range, the electrophoretic velocity exceeds the Stokes sedimentation 
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velocity by a factor of roughly 500, assuming electrophoretic mobilities on the order of 

10"® m"/V - s at field strengths of 10^ V/m. 

An important implication of equation (2.3) is that, unless there are significant 

volume fi-action gradients in the suspension at the outset, volume fraction gradients can 

only develop as a result of events at the boundaries of the suspension. This can be seen 

by recognizing that, when there are no spatial gradients in the time derivative dO/dr 

vanishes. 

2.3.2 Boundary Layer Scaling & Primary Implication of the Analysis 

Because particle diffusion is negligible, the volume fraction variation propagates 

outward fi-om the boundaries. In particular, the particles move away from the electrode at 

which they experience an electrostatic repulsion and establish a particle-depleted region 

in which ct> = 0. In the bulk of the suspension, the particle volume fraction remains at 

O = I. One can estimate that the transition from the particle depleted region to the 

homogeneous bulk region is 0(//Pee), which is about the size of a single particle. From a 

macroscopic viewpoint, the suspension segregates into a particle-depleted region and a 

homogeneous region with a sharp transition from one region to the other. 

As noted previously, the particle-depleted region will experience a large 

buoyancy force, and this will drive the clear fluid layer upwards, causing it to flow along 

the electrode. To some extent, this rising clear fluid boundary layer is similar to a natural 

convection boundary layer that develops adjacent to a vertical, heated plate. The 
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buoyancy force on the fluid is balanced by viscous stresses, which resist the motion of the 

fluid upwards and continuity requires that the rising fluid be replaced. 

The resultant of these three efFerts: buoyancy, viscous stresses, and the need to 

replace the rising fluid, is that the particle-depleted region does not grow indefinitely. In 

fact, on a time scale on the order of , the depleted layer has ceased to grow and 

has established a steady arrangement. A detailed analysis of the particle depletion at the 

electrodes follows rather closely that of Acrivos and Herbolzheimer (1979) for 

sedimentation in tanks with inclined walls, and the features of the analysis that apply to 

electrodecantation are highlighted in Appendix B. From the analysis in Appendix B, it 

was found that for typical values of A, the electrophoretic velocity, and the electrode 

dimensions (cf. Table 2.1), the boundary layer develops in approximately 

A""V/ Vq = 50 sec and is of thickness 0{ A'^V ) = 0.5 mm. 

The boundary layer analysis has several important implications for 

electrodecantation. First, the boundary layer is thin compared to the dimensions of a 

separation chamber, but still large compared to the particle size. Provided the rising 

boundary layer is stable and is folded onto the top of the suspension, one can decant clear 

fluid to the top of the chamber. The rise of the clear fluid sets the core of the suspension 

in motion, but to the level of approximation employed here, Acrivos and Herbolzheimer 

show that motion within the core of the suspension has little influence on the particle 

distribution. As a consequence, the suspension is forced downward and particles 

concentrated at the chamber bottom. 
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The analysis in Appendix B also shows that the thickness of the clear layer on the 

top of the suspension will grow as / -h(t), where 

is the height of the suspension above the bottom of the electrode and t is time. When the 

thickness of the clear fluid surface layer becomes comparable to that of the electrode 

height, electrodecantation will cease. 

The experimental data in Figure 2.8 illustrates the decrease in the suspension 

height, normalized to the electrode height, as a function of dimensionless time vo//6. As 

can be seen from the figure, the data overlap within experimental uncertainties even 

though the conditions between experiments varied significantly. Periodically switching 

the polarity of the electric field, described below in this section, did not have a-significant 

effect on the decantation as long as the period of reversal was long compared to the time 

required to form a clear fluid boundary layer adjacent to one of the electrodes. 

Also shown in Figure 2.8 is that the rate of decantation measured in the 

experiments at long times is comparable to the decantation rate predicted by the boundary 

layer model. A line is fit to the data on Figure 2.8 for dimensionless times greater than 

3.75, and the slope of this line is determined to be 0.42; a slope of 0.43 would be 

predicted from equation (2.4). This suggests that there is considerable agreement 

between the experimental data and the boundary-layer model. The overprediction of the 

decantation rate at short times, may be explained by myriad factors; e.g. electrode 

surfaces, electrochemical reactions at the electrodes, cell geometry, and pH and 

(2.4) 
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Figure 2.8: The nonnilized height of the suspension hfl venus dimenrionless time . Data are 
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conductivity gradients. In developing the boundary-layer model, electrodes were 

assumed to be electrochemically-inert, flat surfaces located at the sides of the container, 

providing a uniform electric field throughout the chamber. In actuality, the electrodes 

used in the experiments were stainless steel wire mesh and were displaced from the 

chamber walls (Figure 2.1). The stainless steel wire (0.24 mm) and mesh spacing (0.41 

mm) are comparable to « 0.5 mm, the thickness of the predicted particle-free 

boundary layer. These discrepancies give reason to believe that the electric field was 

neither entirely uniform nor perpendicular to the electrode surfaces. Furthermore, the 

simple model assumes that the electrodes extend dowTi to the bottom of the separation 

chamber. As Figure 1 (Appendix A) illustrates, the experiments were performed with the 

electrodes submerged 11.5 cm into the suspension, leaving approximately four 

centimeters of dead space below the electrodes. 

In addition to these geometric considerations, pH and conductivity gradients 

measured at the end of electrodecantation experiments provide fijrther evidence that there 

are spatial variations in the electric field (see section 2.5). Over the course of an 

experiment, If ions are consumed at the cathode, e.g. 

2H^+2e-<^H,(^) (2.5) 

while at the anode, ions are generated, e.g. 

2H,0 <-> 4H" +4e +0,(^) (2.6) 

Since Si02 particles are repelled from the cathode, a rising particle-firee layer would 

convect higher pH and lower conductivity fluid to the top of silica suspensions. 

Conversely, AI2O3 particles are repelled from the anode, and this would cause lower pH 
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and higher conductivity fluid to rise to the top of alumina suspensions. The consequent 

pH and conductivity gradients are qualitatively consistent with those reported in sections 

2.5.1 and 2.5.2 and because the measured changes are significant, it seems reasonable to 

conclude that the electric field varies with position in the chamber. 

Finally, the boundary layer develops quickly compared to bl\Q, the time required 

for a particle to migrate electrophoretically across the electrode gap. Nevertheless, 

during this brief period, one can expect that some particles will deposit on the electrode 

toward which they are driven. Particle buildup on this 'other* electrode must be 

controlled or suppressed, if the desire is to effect a solid/liquid separation and concentrate 

particles on the chamber bottom. Particle deposition will also affect the applied electric 

field and, presumably, alter the process dynamics. As can be seen in Figure 2.8, periodic 

reversal of the electrode polarities can be used to control particle buildup at the electrodes 

without substantially altering the clearing rate of the suspension. This practical measure 

suffices so long as the period of reversal is long compared to the time scale for boundary 

layer development (A" "^6/VQ ), but short compared to 6/vo. 

2.4 Two-dimensional Model of Elcctrodecantation 

As discussed in section 2.3.2, certain important features were omitted from the 

boundary-layer model. In this section, the results of two-dimensional numerical 

simulations, which where performed to examine the effect of cell geometry, are discussed 

and compared to the boundary-layer analysis. 
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2.4.1 Balance Laws and Scaling 

The balance laws and scale factors are essentially the same as those described in 

section 2.3.1. The only significant differences are that particle diffusion has been 

included in the numerical simulations and, owing to the electrode geometry, the electric 

field may vary with position. 

2.4.2 Numerical Method and Strategy 

For modeling purposes, the electrodecantation chamber is represented by a two-

dimensional box, with vertically-oriented electrodes on the left and right and electrically-

insulated horizontal boundaries on the top and bottom (see Figure 2.7). In the model, the 

electrodes on the left and right boundaries do not necessarily extend to the bottom of the 

box. 

To make comparisons to the boundary-layer model, two-dimensional simulations 

were performed under conditions where the ion concentrations remained uniform 

throughout the simulation. By removing the possibility of ion gradients, the effects of 

density gradients and the resuhing buoyancy driven flow can be studied in isolation. 

As noted in section 2.3, a coupled set of balance laws and boundary conditions 

must be solved to describe electrodecantation. Electrodecantation is governed by the 

formation of density gradients that develop as suspended particles electrophoretically 

migrate away from an electrode of similar charge. If the suspended solids are treated as 

macroions, the particle conservation relation is given by the following set of equations: 

—+ Vf = 0 (2.7) 
dr 
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with 

V-f = u V<D-Pe;'V'<I>-V-(<I>E); (2.8) 

where f is the flux of the suspended particles. 

Table 2.2a and 2.2b provide the electrophoretic mobility data as a function of pH 

for silica and alumina particles. With the Debye-Huckel-Henry expression, the valence 

of the particles as a function of pH can be inferred from the electrophoretic mobility data, 

viz. 

(l + «ar„) 2 = _rL-E_L.h Ll. (2.9) 
« /(«Op) 

Here Me is the particle electrophoretic mobility, fir is the fluid viscosity, Op is the particle 

radius, and k is the Debye screening parameter. The function f{Ka^) was defined by 

Henry and varies in a sigmoidal fashion firom 1 to 1.5 (Mosher, 1992). The valence 

versus pH data, calculated from (2.9) are also given in Tables 2.2a and b and were used to 

establish electrophoretic mobility at other suspension ionic strengths. 

Since ion gradients are omitted and constant voltage was applied to the 

suspension, a publicly-available elliptic equation solver (de Zeeuw, 1990) could be 

adapted to numerically solve Laplace's equation to determine the electrical potential on a 

two-dimensional grid. The elliptic equation solver takes the coefficients of a user 

provided linear system of 9-point difference equations on a rectangular grid and uses a 

multi-grid technique to determine the solution at each node. The number of nodes in 

each direction need not be the same. The following four boundary conditions were 

discretized and imposed: a potential is prescribed on the left and right electrodes to 



Table 2.2a: Electrophoretic mobility and valence data as a function of pH for silica. 

Silica. Low Conductivitv Silica. Hi^h Conductivitv 

Electrophoretic Electrophoretic 
Mobility xlO'* Ionic Mobility xio " Ionic 

pH ( m Y V s )  Strength (M) tatp Valence* pH ( m V V s )  Strength (M) KUp Valence 

3.00 -0.11 9.98x10-^ 9.87 -98 2,73 -0.21 5.93 xiO'^ 24.1 -383 
3.54 -0.44 2,86x10-^ 5,28 -235 3.58 -0.93 5.13 xio' 22.4 -1637 
4.08 -1.13 8.10 xio ' 2.81 -385 4,33 -1,45 5.02 xlO-' 22.2 -2519 
4.64 -2.05 2.07 xlO ' 1,42 -463 5,01 -1.96 5.00 xiO'^ 22.1 -3398 
5.36 -3.26 2.18 xlO-*^ 0.46 -462 6.01 -2.74 5.00 xiO"^ 22.1 -4746 
6.20 -3.93 3.30 X10-^ 0.18 -456 7,39 -3.57 5,00 xlO'^ 22.1 -6193 
6.49 -4.26 1.92 X10-^ 0.14 -478 9.73 -3.12 5,03 xlO"^ 22.2 -5421 
7.89 -4.93 7.82 xio"' 0.28 -616 10.62 -3.46 5.21 xlO"^ 22.6 -6117 
9.20 -4.96 1.58 xio ' 1.24 -1044 

Diffusion Coefficient = 2,58 x 10" cm ' f s  

* Calculated from Equation (2.9) 

en 
o 



Table 2.2b: Electrophoretic mobility and valence data as a function of pH for alumina particles. 

Alumina 

pH 

Electrophoretic 
M o b i l i t y  x l O  ®  

( m 7 V - s )  
Ionic 

Strength (M) Ulp Valence* 

2.51 4.34 3.09 X10-^ 18,5 6847 
3.25 4.40 5,55 XlO"* 7.85 3402 
3,59 4.14 2.53 xlo" 5.29 2354 
4.59 4.18 2,22 xlO-^ 1.56 1056 
5,15 3.89 3.54 xlO-^ 0.63 646 
5.99 3.87 5.19 xio-^ 0.24 500 
7.07 3.97 1.59x10'^ 0.13 472 
8.01 2.67 1.03 xlO-^ 0.34 371 
8,56 1,89 3.64x10-^ 0.63 316 
9.07 0,22 1.18 xio' 1.14 48 
9,58 -1,93 3.80 X10-^ 2.05 -570 

10,01 -3,05 1.02 xlO-^ 3.36 -1250 
10,51 -4.02 3.24 xlO"^ 5.98 -2509 
10,91 -4.44 8,13 xio" 9.47 -3993 
11.91 -5.00 8,13 xiO"' 30,0 -12093 

Diffusion Coefficient = 2.43 xio " cm^ls 

* Calculated from Equation (2.9) 
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provide the electric field; at the remaining surfaces, which are considered electrically 

insulating, the normal component of the local electrical field is required to vanish. 

Because Re is less than or equal to 0(1), and motion within the boundary layer is 

essentially inertialess (cf. Appendix B), the suspension velocity is taken to be quasi-

steady and thus not be integrated in time. At each time step in the numerical integration 

of equation (2.7), a quasi-steady suspension velocity, driven by the concentration field of 

suspended solids at that time step, is calculated. The suspension velocity is governed by 

(2.1), with the inertial and temporal acceleration terms omitted. To effect a numerical 

solution for the suspension velocity, the curl of (2.1) is taken, and the stream function ^ 

is introduced. The momentum balance thereby becomes; 

V^T = A^, (2.10) 
oX. 

where T is scaled on vj, and the velocity components follow as 

M, = and i/„ = (2.11) 
' 5Y ^ AdK 

with A  =  b j I .  The velocity components are determined from the stream function using 

second order central differences on the interior nodes and are set to zero on the boundary 

nodes. 

The stream function is prescribed as an arbitrary constant (taken to be zero) at 

each boundary, and the normal derivatives are assigned as zero at each boundary to 

satisfy the no-slip condition at the walls. On the top surface, a stress free condition is 

applied which requires that the second derivative of the stream function with respect to 

position in the normal direction (y-direction) equal zero. Equation (2.10) is discretized 
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on the interior nodes using second order central differences and on the boundary nodes 

using second order forward or backward differences where needed. The resultant 

discretized stream function equation is solved for Y at each node using the method of 

conjugate gradients; a publicly-available subroutine, written specifically to solve this 

problem (Bjorstad, 1980), was employed. 

To advance the solids distributions forward in time, the following explicit time-

step strategy was employed for the numerical integration of equation (2.7). The 

divergence of the particle flux f was determined using second order central differences on 

the interior nodes. Once V • f was established for a given time, the component 

concentration is advanced explicitly in time using a second-order predictor-corrector time 

integration scheme called Phoenical Low Phase Error Flux-Corrected Transport (PLPE-

FCT). The suspended solids are not allowed to pass through the boundaries. 

PLPE-FCT is a monotonic flux-limiter algorithm developed by Boris and Book 

(1976) to solve general unsteady convection equations. An in-house code was written to 

apply this algorithm to the solution of electrodifflisional/hydrodynamic transport 

problems. A Strang-type operator splitting is used on the spatial derivatives (Book, 

1981) to permit application of the one-dimensional PLPE-FCT flux limiter algorithm to 

two dimensions. The size of the time steps is determined by the stability limit of the 

PLPE-FCT scheme, viz. 

Co=«„|^- = Pe,:^=0.5 (2.12) 
Ax Ar 

where Co is the Courant number and A/ is the size of the time step. The cell Peclet 
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number. Pec, is defined as Pe^ = u^^jD, where i/max is the maximum velocity (natural 

convection and electrophoretic motion) of the particles, Ar is the distance between nodes 

in the direction of //max, and D is the species diffusion coefficient. To assure that stability 

is maintained, a Courant number of 0.4 was used in the simulations. The previously 

described steps are repeated for each time step and a sununary of the simulation steps is 

provided in Table 2.3. 

Test calculations were performed to establish if each section of the code was 

performing properly. Electromigration of proteins, treated as macroions, were simulated 

using the PLPE-FCT modified code in one dimension and compared to figures (5-2, 6-6, 

6-7, 6-9, 7-6, and 7-48) published by Mosher, et al. (1992). No significant differences 

were seen between the published results and the results generated using the PLPE-FCT 

modified code. To test the elliptic solver, a free convection problem with a known 

analytical solution was solved, viz. natural convection induced by a linear temperature 

profile in a high aspect ratio chamber (Bird, et al., 1960). The elliptic solver was also 

used to solve Poisson's equation, with a constant forcing function, in one dimension and 

the test results agreed with the analytic solution. Finally, to test the stream function 

subroutine, two prototype problems with analytical solutions were solved; analytical 

solutions for both buoyancy-driven flow in a high aspect ratio chamber and for lid-driven 

flow in a long thin cavity agreed with the numerical results (Leal, 1992). 
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Table 2.3: Summary of numerical approaches. 

Two-dimensional Simulations (Buoyancy-Driven Flow) 

1. Calculate electric field by solving Laplace's equation for the electrical potential. 

2. Calculate the stream function for current particle distribution from the momentum 
balance (2.10). 

3. Calculate the suspension velocity from the stream function with (2.11). 

4. Calculate the unsteady particle flux with (2.8). 

5. Calculate the particle concentration at the new time, i.e. update the particle 
distribution, with (2.7). 

6. Repeat steps 3 to 6. 

One-dimensional Simulations (Ton Distribution) 

1. Calculate pH, conductivity, and particle valence from initial conditions (2.9), (2.15)-
(2.17). 

2. Calculate the electric field for current ion and conductivity distribution with (2.18). 

3. Calculate the unsteady fluxes for the particles and ions from (2.8) and (2.14). 

4. Advance the particle and ion concentrations to the new time with (2.7) and (2.13). 

5. Calculate new pH, conductivity, and particle valence from new particle and ion 
distributions, using (2.9), (2.15)-{2.17). 

6. Repeat steps 2 to 6. 
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2.4.3 Results 

To test the boundary-layer model scaling, clear layer growth, and effects of cell 

geometry, along with studying electrodecantation as a two-dimensional buoyancy-driven 

flow, simulations were performed for A of 10^ and 10'*. It should be noted that the 

electrodecantation experiments, described in section 2.3.1, were performed at lambda 

sslO^. Because a very thin hydrodynamic boundary layer develops at the electrodes for A 

felo', a large number of nodes are required to resolve the boundary layer. This resuhs in 

a prohibitively long time (ca. six months) to run a simulation, given the current algorithm 

and computational resources (see Chapter 3, Future Studies, for ways to address these 

limitations). Nevertheless, the boundary-layer formulation applies so long as I, 

with Re » 0{\ \ and two-dimensional simulations are manageable for A < 10^. 

For these simulations, the dimensions of the chamber were 10 cm x 10 cm and the 

electrodes were taken to cover the top % of the side walls. An electrical potential drop 

of 40 V was applied between the electrodes. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the formation 

and evolution of a particle-depleted boundary layer at the cathode and the growth of a 

clear fluid layer on the surface for A = 10^ and A = 10'*, respectively. It should be noted 

that the clear fluid layer extending well below the bottom of the electrode may be an 

artifact of the boundary conditions applied at the side walls. Figure 2.11 shows the 

streamlines for A = lO" at 555 minutes; it is evident from the figure that a strong upward 

flow develops at the boundary layer adjacent to the cathode. This buoyancy-driven flow 

results in the mapping of clear fluid onto the surface of the suspension and forces, by way 

of continuity, the suspension downward (Acrivos, 1979). 
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Figure 2.9: Contours of normalized volume fraction equal to 0.95. = 40 V, 
A = 10^ Re = 0.26, silica mobility = 5.8x10"^cmYV s, conductivity = 

250 //S/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 8x10"'° M, 1.95x10'' M 
HNO3 and 1.97x10*' M KOH added to maintain a constant ion distribution. 
Anode on left boundary. Grid: 130 x 130. 
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Figure 2.10: Contours of normalized volume fraction equal to 0.95. = 40 V, 
A = lO'*, Re = 0.26, silica mobility = 5.8xlO'^cm^/V s, conductivity = 
250 pS/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 8x10'*° M, 1.95x10'^ M 
HNO3 and 1.97x10*^ M KOH added to maintain a constant ion distribution. 
Anode on left boundary. Grid: 130 x 130. 
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Figure 2.11: Stream function contours at 555 minutes. = 40 V, A = lO", 
Re = 0.26, conductivity = 250 /S/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 
8x10-^° M, 1.95x10'^ M HNO3 and 1.97x10-^ M KOH added to maintain 
constant ion distribution. Anode on left boundary. Grid: 130 x 130 
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Figure 2.12 shows concentration contours after 555 minutes for A = 10^. These 

contour lines indicate the accumulation of solids in the bottom of the container, with 

some bias towards the comer next to the anode. Because Pe^ is on the order of 10^, 

particle diffusion is inconsequential and electrophoretic motion of the particles (see 

Appendix B), coupled with the natural convection, will govern the separation process. 

As the separation unfolds, solids accumulate at the anode since there are no significant 

forces to keep the particles off the wall. This is evident in the simulations shown in 

Figures 2.9 and 2.10—and in the experiments, some particle deposition was observed 

when the polarity of the electrodes was not switched (see section 2.3.2). As the particles 

accumulated near the anode, solids begin to fall to the bottom of the chamber because of 

the density increase associated with the particle accumulation. 

The contours for the normalized volume fi'actions of 0.05 and 0.95 indicate that, 

as the clear fluid is mapped onto the surface, a transition zone from clear fluid to the 

initial concentration of the bulk suspension may develop. Figure 2.13 compares the 

transition zone for simulations at lambda of 10^ and lambda of 10^. It should be noted, 

the formation of a transition zone may be an artifact of the (coarse) grid spacing used in 

these simulations and further studies are needed to investigate this matter. The formation 

of a transition zone is not predicted by the boundary-layer model, which states that a 

sharp interface should form if the boundary layer is stable. 

As described in section 2.3.2 and Appendix B, the clear fluid boundary layer 

-1/ 

should grow to a thickness proportional to A' ̂ . For the two simulations shown in 

Figure 2.13, A is 1/10 and 1/22 for A of 10^ and 10^ respectively. The ratio of A 
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Figure 2.12; Increased concentration of solids on the bottom of the chamber. 
Contours of normalized volume fraction at 555 mins. = 40 V, A = 10^ 
Re = 0.26, conductivity = 250 /iS/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 
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for these two cases is 2.2. From the boundary-layer model, the boimdary layer for A 

O(IO^) should be approximately 2 to 2.5 times thicker than the boundary layer for A 

OCIO"*). Figure 2.13 shows that this is indeed the case. 

To suppress deposition of solids on the electrode surface, experiments were 

performed where the polarity of the electric field was periodically reversed (section 2.2 

and Appendix A). To investigate the prediction of the boundary-layer model that 

switching the electrode polarity would not significantly affect electrodecantation, 

numerical simulations were performed with a periodically-reversing electric field. Figure 

2.14 shows the results of a simulation where the polarity of the electric field was reversed 

every 180 minutes. As is expected, the boundary layer reforms at the opposite electrode 

when the polarity is reversed. Also apparent from this figure is that, when the polarity is 

reversed, the accumulated solids at the electrode surface electrophoretically migrate 

towards the opposite electrode and disperse back into the bulk suspension. 

Shown on Figure 2.15 are results from a simulation where the polarity was switch 

every 180 minutes (open circles), juxtaposed against the simulation without switching. 

The resuks shown in Figure 2.15 suggest that reversing the electric field polarity did not 

have a significant effea on the decantation. This should be the case if the frequency of 

reversal is long compared to the characteristic time required to form the boundary layer. 

For these results, the polarity was switched every 180 minutes and the characteristic time, 

A '^'^A/VQ , was approximately 30 minutes. The slight effects due to switching can be 

attributed to the fact that the ratio of the frequency of reversal to the characteristic time is 

only 6. For the experiments summarized on Figure 2.8, the ratio of the frequency of 
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Figure 2.14; Contours of normalized volume fraction equal to 0.95. Polarity 
switched every 180 minutes, 6/(v,A'^^)« 30 minutes. = 40 V, A = 10^ 
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reversal to the characteristic time was at least IS and no effect due to polarity switching 

was observed. 

Finally, the decantation rate from the boundary-layer model was compared to that 

of the simulations. Figure 2.16 shows a plot of the bulk suspension height normalized to 

the electrode height as a function of dimensionless time. The solid line is the predicted 

rate from the boundary-layer model. The circles represent the height of the suspension 

for simulations where the electrodes were the top 7S% of the chamber side walls (no 

polarity switching). These data are taken from Figure 2.10 at the midpoint between the 

cathode and anode. The squares depict for the case where the electrodes were the 

top 95% of the chamber side walls and the remaining parameters the same as those used 

in Figure 2.10. The filled and open symbols are used to represent the normalized volume 

fractions of 0.9S and O.OS, respectively. It is evident from the simulation results 

presented in Figure 2.16 that the boundary-layer model is in agreement with the 

simulations. The boundary-layer assumes the electrodes extend to the bottom of the 

chamber. Figure 2.16 shows that as the amount of space below the electrodes is 

decreased from 25% to 5% of the vertical boundaries, better agreement is seen between 

the boundary-layer model and the simulation results. This suggests that the dead space 

below the electrodes does indeed have an influence on the rate of decantation, albeit a 

minor one. In Chapter 3, Future Studies, steps to identify the effect of the chamber 

design on electrodecantation will be discussed. 

One final note, all of the two-dimensional simulations were performed on a 130 

by 130 uniformly spaced grid. In the current state, the length of time required to perform 
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simulations with a uniformly spaced grid of 500 by 500 or even a grid of200 by 200 will 

be prohibitively long. A discussion of how this can be overcome is given in the future 

studies section. 

2.4.4 Summary of the Two-dimensional Simulations 

Two-dimensional simulations confirm the formation of a clear boundary layer and 

illustrate the redistribution of clear fluid onto the surface of the suspension as a result of 

buoyancy-driven motion. The buildup of particles at one of the electrodes and the 

eventual accumulation of particles on the bottom of the container are also confirmed by 

the simulation results. In addition, the simulations demonstrate that, as seen in 

experiments, the periodic reversal of the electric field polarity only has a minimal effect 

on the decantation rate. 

The two-dimensional simulations were also used to investigate the effects of cell 

geometry on electrodecantation. The boundary-layer model does not account for the 

space below the electrodes or the space between the chamber walls and the electrodes, as 

was the case in the experiments. The two-dimensional simulations suggest that the 

distance the electrodes were submerged may modestly influence the growth rate of the 

clear fluid layer on the surface of the suspension. These results did not explain why the 

experiments revealed a slower accumulation of clear fluid than that predicted by the 

boundary-layer model. 
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2.5 One-dimensional Model of pH, Conductivity, and Concentration Variations 

As discussed in section 2.3.2, experimental measurements on electrodecantation 

showed vertical stratification of the conductivity and pH (see Figures 2.26 and 2.27 

below; also Table 3, Appendix B) in the suspension chamber. As hydrogen ions are 

either consumed or produced at the electrodes (equations 2.5 & 2.6), the rising fluid will 

redistribute the ions resuhing in vertical pH and conductivity stratification. This non

uniform ion distribution will cause local variations of the electric field between the 

electrodes. To study, in the absence of any fluid motion, the effects of the electrode 

reactions, pH gradients, and conductivity gradients, one-dimensional numerical 

simulations were developed. To perform full two-dimensional simulations, with fluid 

motion, would required more computing speed than is currently accessible. An electric 

field of 6.0 V/cm was chosen as a representative electric field strength since experiments 

were performed at electric fields between 0.5 and 10 V/cm. 

Determining the local electrical conductivity and pH of the suspension requires 

that the distribution be determined for all ions in solution. Conservation equations 

similar to those written for the suspended solids can be used to determine the ion 

distributions, viz. 

% + V.f, =0, A^ = l,2,...,/ (2.13) 
at 

where the flux of species k is 

ft = -ez,^<o^n^'^iP-k^T<a^Vn^, it = 1,2,...,/ (2.14) 
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Here Hk is the concentration, Zk is the valence and eok is the mobility of species k, and / is 

the number of ionic species present excluding H^ and OH~. 

The approach taken in advancing the ion and suspended solids distributions 

forward in time is very similar to the procedure described in section 2.4 for the particle 

concentration. Initial ion and solids concentrations are used to calculate the pH, 

conductivity, and particle valence. If the number of colloidal (particulate) species is A/, 

the local electrical conductivity is given by 

o- = -2Vj2° +VJ]Q)^CJ, (2.15) 
i=i j=i 

where P^is the average number of protons that are dissociated, and r^and Cj are the 

valence and local concentration of particulate species j, respectively. The definition for 

pH, 

pH = -log[H*], (2.16) 

the relationship for the dissociation of water, = [H"^ ][OH"] = , and 

electroneutrality, 

i:=I y=I 

are the used, along with equation (2.9) and (2.15), to solve simuhaneously for the 

suspension pH, conductivity, and particle valence. Here is the dissociation constant 

for water, [H^] is the hydrogen ion concentration, and [OH~] is the hydroxyl ion 

concentration. Locally, electroneutrality may be invoked since the relevant length scales 

are much greater than the Debye screening length. 
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Invoking conservation of charge, the electric field E can be determined by 

combining the ion and particle balances; an equation for the electrical potential 

results; 

with E = -V <f>. The elliptic equation solver is not required to resolve the electric field 

since the simulation is one-dimensional and simple central differences can be employed 

where needed. To determine the one-dimensional solids and ion distributions at the new 

time, the numerical integration of equations (2.7) and (2.13) for each component requires 

that the unsteady fluxes in equations (2.8) and (2.14) be calculated. The divergence of 

the fluxes are again determined using a second order central differencing scheme. A no 

flux condition is prescribed at the boundaries for the suspended solids and ions, except 

H" and 0H~. The boundary conditions on the fluxes of FT and OH~ must satisfy the 

charge balance. To satisfy the conservation of charge requirement, the flux of and 

OIT must provide a current, which is consistent with the reactions given in equations 

(2.5) and (2.6). 

It should be noted that Mosher et al. (1992) have discussed these balance laws in 

more detail, describing diffusion, electromigration, and convection of solutes in 

electrophoretic separations. The balance laws are summarized by Baygents et al. (1997) 

and include dissociation-association equilibria needed to describe amphoteric 

compounds, weak bases, and weak acids. The conservation and equilibrium equations 

for ampholytes, weak bases, and weak acids have not been reproduced here since the 
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ionogenic species present in the current study are treated as fully-dissociated (except for 

+OH-. 

As before, the PLPE-FCT algorithm is used in the integration of equations (2.7) 

and (2.13). This flux-limiter was developed by Boris and Book (1976) to solve general 

unsteady advection-dominated (hyperbolic) equations and is used here to suppress 

numerical oscillations that may result from sharp concentration and pH gradients that 

arise since Pee is O(IO^). The size of the time step used is determined by the stability 

limit described in equation (2.12). 

After the concentration profiles of all the species are determined at the new time, 

the process is repeated, i.e. the pH, conductivity, particle valence, and electric field are 

recalculated for the new time step. The fluxes are once again determined and the process 

advanced explicitly forward in time to determine the new ion and suspended particle 

distributions. Table 2.3 provides a summary of the procedure used to advance the 

concentration and ion distributions forward in time. 

2.5.1 Particle Migration Away from the Electrode 

Figures 2.17-2.20 illustrate the case for low-conductivity media at 

E = 6.0 V/cm; electric fields on the order of 1 to 10 V/cm were used in experiments. 

Figure 2.17a shows that, in the absence of any fluid motion, suspended silica particles 

accumulate at one of the electrodes, as would be expected. Figure 2.17a also shows that 

silica particles are being electrophoretically pushed away from the cathode. After IS 

seconds, the concentration at the boundary has decreased to nearly zero, and a particle-
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Figure 2.17a; One-dimensional simulation of the accumulation and depletion of 
silica solids at the electrodes using an initial uniform electric field of 6.0 V/cm, 
conductivity of 16.5 /jS/cm, and pH = 4.4. Initial silica concentration = 
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boundary. 
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depleted boundary layer has formed. Were fluid motion included, a buoyancy-driven 

flow up the surface of the electrode would develop (see section 2.3). Figure 2.17a also 

shows an accumulation of particles adjacent to the particle-depleted boundary layer. This 

stems from an increase in the electric field in the boundary layer where particles (Figure 

2.17a) and NOs" ions (Figure 2.17b) have been removed. The electric field strength is 

given in Figure 2.18. As the particles and ions are electrophoretically pushed away from 

the cathode, the local conductivity is diminished and the electric field increases, causing 

an increase in the electrophoretic velocity of the remaining particles; particles accumulate 

in the adjacent suspension as a result. Figures 2.18 to 2.20 provide a self-consistent 

picture of these results. 

Another set of experiments was performed to investigate the effects of ionic 

strength on clear fluid boundary layer formation. Silica suspensions at ionic strengths 

around 250 fjS/cm did not develop a clear fluid layer on the surface, even though 

electrodecantation was controlling the separation process. Figure 2.21 provides the 

results of a one-dimensional simulation on a silica suspension at 250 /iS/cm. A 

comparison between Figures 2.17a and 2.21 shows that for comparable field strength 

experiments, a particle-free boundary layer will develop at the cathode in approximately 

10 seconds in low conductivity suspensions (16.5 //S/cm), but even after 4 minutes, a 

particle-free boundary layer had not yet formed in the 250 /iS/cm suspension. This is a 

consequence of ions building up at the electrodes, increasing the local conductivity 

(Figure 2.22 and 2.23), resulting in a decreased electric field (Figure 2.24). The 
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Figure 2.21: One-dimensional simulation of the accumulation and depletion of 
silica solids at an initial uniform electric field of 6.0 V/cm, conductivity of 
250 fiS/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 8x10*'° M, 1.95x10"^ M 
HNO3 & 1.97x10'^ M KOH added to adjust pH and conductivity. Nodes = 2001. 
Anode on left boundary. 
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Figure 2.22; One-dimensional simulation of the accumulation and depletion of 
KNO3 ions at an initial uniform electric field of 6.0 V/cm, conductivity of 
250 //S/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 8x10*^° M, 1.95x10'^ M 
HNO3 & 1.97x10*^ M KOH added to adjust pH and conductivity. Nodes = 2001. 
Each line represents 2.0 minute intervals starting at time equal to zero. Anode on 
left boundary. 
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Figure 2.23: One-dimensional simulation of the electrical conductivity 
distribution at an initial uniform electric field of 6.0 V/cm, conductivity of 
250 //S/cm, and pH = 9.3. Initial silica concentration = 8x10*'® M, 1.95x10*^ M 
HNO3 & 1.97x10*^ M KOH added to adjust pH and conductivity. Nodes = 2001. 
Anode on left boundary. 
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Figure 2.24: Electric field strength. Initial experimental conditions: conductivity 
of 16.5 /iS/cm, and pH = 4.4. Initial silica concentration = 5x10*'° M, 4x10'' M 
HNO3 added to adjust pH, Nodes = 2001. Anode on left boundary. 
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decreased electric field strength causes the silica particles to electrophoretically migrate 

at a slower rate; giving rise to a slowly developing clear fluid boundary layer. 

Since the particle concentration has decreased in the region next to the cathode, a 

buoyancy force will still result, causing suspension to rise along the cathode toward the 

surface; while this suspension has a diminished volume fraction of particles, it is not void 

of particles. This will result in a reduced concentration of particles at the surface, though 

a clear fluid layer will not develop. Results for the ion, conductivity, and pH 

distributions are provided in Figures 2.22, 2.23, and 2.25, respectively. 

2.5.2 pH Variations 

Figure 2.19 shows the pH changes for the simulation in section 2.5.1 at an initial 

electric field of 6.0 V/cm. Due to reactions at the electrodes (Equations 2.5 and 2.6), pH 

gradients develop adjacent to the electrodes. Since silica particles electrophoretically 

migrate away from the cathode, the resulting upward convection will carry higher pH 

fluid to the surface while lower pH suspension is driven to the bottom. Conversely, for 

positively charged particles, such as alumina, the particle-depleted layer will form next to 

the anode, causing the lower pH fluid to rise to the surface. These results are consistent 

with measurements conducted at the completion of electrodecantation experiments 

(Figure 2.26 and Table 3, Appendix B). 
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Figure 2.25; One-dimensional simulation of the pH distribution at an initial 
uniform electric field of 6.0 V/cm, conductivity of 250 /iS/cm, and pH = 9.3. 
Initial silica concentration = 8x10"'° M, 1.95x10'^ M HNO3 & 1.97x10'^ M KOH 
added to adjust pH and conductivity. Nodes = 2001. Anode on left boundary. 
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Figure 2.26: Stratification of pH. •, Silica particles, Electrodecantation after 7 
hours, E = 7.3 V/cm, polarity switched every 30 minutes, co = 2.3x10"', 
<7o =5.7 ̂ S/cm, and initial pH = 4.4. •, Alumina particles, Electrodecantation 
after 8.5 hours, E = 3.6 V/cm, polarity switched every 30 minutes, 
Co = 1.3x10"', (Tq = 15.5 //S/cm, and initial pH = 4.2. The lines are fit to the 
data to assist the reader and the clear fluid surface layer is approximately 1.0 cm 
above the bottom of the electrodes. 
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2.5.3 Conductivity Variations 

As the hydrogen ion concentration is increased at the anode, the conductivity of 

the layer of fluid adjacent to the electrode will increase, while at the cathode, the 

conductivity will decrease as hydrogen is removed. Because the mobility of hydrogen 

ions is high (36.25 x 10"^ cm'/V s) and the ionic strength is low, these local alterations 

of the electrical conductivity are substantial. Results from the numerical simulation at 

6.0 V/cm, shown in Figure 2.20, illustrate the formation of conductivity gradients during 

treatment of silica suspensions. For the results presented in Figure 2.20, 85 to 90% of the 

local conductivity can be attributed to the hydrogen ions, with the remainder attributed to 

the NO3' ions. The current carried by the silica particles is negligible. As a result of the 

depletion of the silica particles near the cathode (Figure 2.17a), lower conductivity fluid 

will rise to the surface. 

The calculations for the conductivity and pH support the postulate that 

electrodecantation couples with the electrode reactions to redistribute and stratify the 

ionic solutes. Experimental data presented in Figure 2.27 (see also Table 3, Appendix B) 

show that, for silica suspensions, low-conductivity fluid has been convected to the 

surface, while high-conductivity fluid has been driven to the bottom of the chamber. The 

opposite effect is observed in alumina suspensions: buoyancy effects force higher 

conductivity fluid to the surface. 
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Figure 2.27; Stratification of electrical conductivity. •, Silica particles. Length of 
electrodecantation = 7 hours, E = 7.3 V/cm, polarity switched every 30 minutes, 
Co = 2.3xlO'\ cTq = 5.7 /iS/cm, and initial pH = 4.4. •, Alumina particles. 
Length of electrodecantation = 8.5 hours, E = 3.6 V/cm, polarity switched every 
30 minutes, co = 1.3 x 10"^, = 15.5 //S/cm, and initial pH = 4.2. The lines are 
fit to the data to assist the reader and the clear fluid surface layer is 
approximately 1.0 cm above the bottom of the electrodes. 
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2.5.4 Summary of One-dimensional Simulations 

To study the development of pH and conductivity gradients in the absence of fluid 

motioa, one-dimensional simulations were performed. Taking into account the electrode 

reactions, one-dimensional simulation results indicated pH and conductivity gradients at 

the surface of the electrodes. The resulting pH and conductivity changes produced during 

the numerical simulations were found to be in agreement with pH and conductivity 

gradients measured at the completion of experiments. 

One-dimensional simulations on high (250 /iS/cm) and low-conductivity (< 

20 //S/cm) suspensions were compared. The simulations show that in high-conductivity 

suspensions a particle free layer fails to develop next to the cathode, in contrast to low-

conductivity suspensions where a clear boundary layer forms. This results in particle 

depleted suspension (but not particle-free fluid) being mapped onto the siuface and the 

formation of a particle-depleted layer but not a clear fluid layer being formed on the 

surface of the suspension. 

2.6 Summary of Modeling versus Experiments 

In summary, numerical simulations were an important tool in explaining 

experimental observations and verifying boundary-layer model predictions. The two-

dimensional simulations confirm the formation of a clear boundary layer and illustrate the 

redistribution of clear fluid onto the surface of the suspension as a result of buoyancy-

driven motion. The buildup of particles at one of the electrodes and the eventual 

accumulation of particles on the bottom of the container are also confirmed by the 
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simulation results. In addition, the simulations demonstrate that, as seen in experiments, 

the periodic reversal of the electric field polarity only has a minimal effect on the 

decantation rate. 

The two-dimensional simulations were also used to investigate the effects of cell 

geometry on electrodecantation. The boundary-layer model does not account for the 

space below the electrodes or the space between the chamber walls and the electrodes, as 

was the case in the experiments. The two-dimensional simulations suggest that the 

distance the electrodes were submerged may influence the growth rate of the clear fluid 

layer on the surface of the suspension. However, these results did not explain why the 

experimental results had a slower accumulation of clear fluid than that predicted by the 

boundary-layer model. Further research needs to be completed to determine the effects 

of the area between the chamber walls and the electrodes and to completely understand 

the effects of the area beneath the electrodes (see Chapter 3, Future Studies). 

Numerical simulations may explain the experimental observation that a narrow 

transition zone between clear fluid and the bulk suspension develops. This is in direct 

contrast to the boundary-layer model predictions which state that a sharp transition will 

occur between the clear fluid and bulk suspension if the boundary layer is stable. Further 

studies are required to establish if numerical convergence was achieved before any 

conclusions can be made regarding the transition zone. 

To explain pH and conductivity gradients observed during experiments, one-

dimensional simulations were performed. Taking into account the electrode reactions, 

these simulation results indicated pH and conductivity gradients at the surface of the 
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electrodes. These pH and conductivity changes will be convected to the surface or 

bottom of the chamber by the attending fluid motion. The pH and conductivity changes 

measured at the completion of experiments were in agreement with those predicted by the 

simulations. 

Finally, to help explain why a clear fluid layer failed to develop during 

experiments on high conductivity silica suspensions, one-dimensional simulations on 

high (250 ^S/cm) and low-conductivity (< 20 //S/cm) suspensions were compared. The 

simulations show that in high-conductivity suspensions a particle free layer fails to 

develop next to the cathode, in contrast to low-conductivity suspensions where a clear 

boundary layer forms. This results in particle depleted suspension (but not particle-free 

fluid) being mapped onto the surface and the formation of a particle-depleted layer but 

not a clear fluid layer being formed on the surface of the suspension. 

2.7 Characterization of Particles in Suspension 

Two techniques were developed to characterize the important properties of 

suspended particles. Taylor-Aris dispersion measurements and capillary electrophoresis 

experiments were used to determine diffusion coefficients, particle sizes, and 

electrophoretic mobilities of the particles in suspension. 

2.7.1 Tayior-Aris Measurements 

A Beckman P/ACE 2100 capillary electrophoresis system was used to carry out 

Taylor-Aris dispersion experiments (see Fig. 1 Appendix C). A small volume of dilute 
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analyte suspension, containing either microspheres or tobacco mosaic virus, was injected 

into a narrow bore capillary. Preparation and characterization of samples and capillaries 

is described in Appendix C. By imposing a pressure drop across the capillary, the sample 

plug was driven down the capillary past an UV detector and the changes in absorbance 

recorded. The spatio-temporal distribution of the solute was then fit with a Gaussian 

curve, and from the equation parameters, the first and second moments determined. The 

diffusion coefficient was then extracted from the first and second moments (Alizadeh, et. 

al., 1980). 

Taylor-Aris dispersion measurements of a slug of sample traversing down a 

narrow bore capillary were shown to yield accurate measurements of diffusion 

coefficients for particles less than 0.3 jum in diameter. Experiments on rod-shaped 

Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) and hydrophilic polystyrene spheres in uncoated and 

coated fused-silica capillaries yielded diffusion coefficients to Avithin 5% of benchmark 

values (results presented in Appendix C). Benchmark values for TMV were provided by 

the supplier, and the benchmarks for the spheres were obtained from photon correlation 

spectroscopy measurements. As a reasonable indicator for when the dispersion data 

would yield accurate difiusivities, the shape of the elution profiles were required to be 

Gaussian. This constraint did not suffice as the sole determinant of when Taylor-Aris 

theory could be used to interpret the dispersion data. An additional constraint that 

A/^ /cr be less than unity, where is the difference between the mean residence times 

of the particles and some tracer solute and a is the standard deviation in the particle 

residence time, is required. The particle elution profiles measured when 
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approached or exceeded unity where not adequately interpreted using classical Taylor-

Aris theory. 

2.7.2 Capillary Electrophoresis Measurements of Electrophoretic Mobility 

Dilute samples of bacteria or microspheres (preparation described in Appendix D) 

were injected into a narrow bore capillary using a P/ACE capillary electrophoresis 

device. An electric field was applied down the axis of the capillary, causing samples to 

migrate past an UV detector. The analytes were transported down the capillary by two 

mechanisms; electrophoresis and electroosmosis. Electrophoresis stems from the native 

charge on the analyte particles, while electroosmosis involves the bulk motion of the 

electrolyte in which the particles are immersed. The electroosmosis rate was measured 

by doping the sample with a neutral solute marker, mesityl oxide, which moves with the 

bulk fluid. The change in absorbance was recorded as the analyte and neutral marker 

passed a UV detector. The difference between the measured translation rate of the 

sample and that of the neutral marker was then used to determine the electrophoretic 

mobility of the particles. 

Capillary electrophoresis was shown to be an accurate and feasible way to 

determine electrophoretic mobilities of colloids (Appendix D). Capillary electrophoresis 

measurements were performed on three different strains of bacteria and three chemically 

distinct microspheres. The electrophoretic mobilities determined using capillary 

electrophoresis were in good agreement with electrophoretic mobilities determined by 

microelectrophoresis. The standard deviations of the electrophoretic mobilities 
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determined by capillary electrophoresis were typically 2 to 10 times smaller than 

comparable measurements by microelectrophoresis. In addition, capillary electrophoresis 

provided a means of resolving multimodal behavior found in some of the bacterial and 

microsphere samples. Mobility measurements with microelectrophoresis did not resolve 

the multimodal characteristics. 

2.8 Nomenclature 

Variable Definition 

flTp particle radius, m 

A aspect ratio of the separation chamber 

b distance between electrodes, m 

c local concentration of suspended particles (e.g. local volume fraction) 

Co initial concentration of suspended particles (e.g. initial volume fraction) 

D dif[usion coefficient, mVs 

e charge of a proton, 1.6 xlO'^' C 

E electric field, V/m 

f flux of species, s"' 

g gravitational constant, 9.8 m/s^ 

h height of suspension above the bottom of the electrodes, m 

I number of ionic components 

kg Boltzmann constant, 1.381 xlO'^ J/K 

I height of electrodes, m 
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M number of suspended colloidal species (particles) 

A^e electrophoretic mobility, mV V • s 

n concentration of ionic species, mol/L 

P dimensionless dynamic pressure 

t time, s 

T temperature, K 

u dimensionless velocity 

t/max maximum dimensionless velocity 

Ux dimensionless x-component of the velocity 

Uy dimensionless y-component of the velocity 

v suspension velocity, m/s 

Vo characteristic velocity, m/s 

Ve electrophoretic velocity, m/s 

X horizontal coordinate 

X dimensionless x-coordinate 

y vertical coordinate 

Y dimensionless >'-coordinate 

z valence of species 

(ff electrical potential, V 

O normalized local volume fraction of suspended particles 
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K Debye screening parameter, m'' 

//g suspension viscosity, kg/ m • s 

Vo suspension kinematic viscosity, m^/s 

Pg suspension density, kg/m^ 

Pp particle density, kg/m^ 

Pf fluid density, kg/m^ 

a local conductivity, S/m 

T dimensionless time 

0) mobility, m/(N s) 

^ dimensionless stream function 

Co Courant number 

Gr Grashof number 

Pcc cell Peclet number 

Pce electric Peclet number 

Pep particle Peclet number 

Re Reynolds number 

Rep particle Reynolds number 
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3.0 FUTURE STUDIES 

The purpose of this dissertation is to delineate physical and chemical phenomena 

that substantively influence electrically-assisted separation of colloids from stable 

suspensions. Two distinct separation mechanisms, electrodecantation and electro

coagulation, were found to occur in different situations. The work presented here has 

focused primarily on electrodecantation. Even so, some questions regarding the 

fundamentals of electrodecantation remain unanswered and further studies are needed to 

clarify other points. 

The existing chamber was designed to test the feasibility of using electric fields to 

destabilize colloidal suspensions and to provide visual insight into the clarification of 

suspensions. To more fairly compare theoretical predictions to experimental results, a 

new electrodecantation chamber needs to be developed. The first change that needs to be 

implemented is to replace the wire mesh electrodes with solid, flat plates. This will 

eliminate local non-uniformities in the electric field caused by the wire grid, as well as 

difficulties with the no-slip boundary conditions applied to the motion of the suspension. 

The use of inert electrodes should also be considered to ensure that metal ions are not 

being produced at the electrodes and the placement of the electrodes should be carefully 

planned. The electrodes should be placed at the sidewalls of the chamber, eliminating the 

zones of suspension in the current setup between the electrodes and walls. Furthermore, 

the depth the electrodes are submerged should be adjustable. Experimental tests can be 

performed where the distance between the bottom of the chamber and the bottom of the 

electrodes is systematically changed and the effect on the decantation rate investigated. 
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These experimental results can then be used to further test whether the boundary-layer 

model and numerical simulations accurately describe electrodecantation. The efficiency 

of eiectrodecantation can be investigated experimentally by adjusting the aspect ratio of 

the chamber. The scaling in the boundary-layer model indicates that eiectrodecantation 

will be more effective in a high aspect ratio chamber. 

The lag in the experimental decantation rate at early times, as compared to the 

boundary-layer model, can be studied by introducing membranes to isolate the electrodes. 

By isolating the electrodes fi'om suspension, fresh electrolyte can be continuously 

circulated in the electrode chambers to reduce ion polarization. Eiectrodecantation 

experiments can be performed as before, measuring the growth of the clear fluid layer on 

the surface, to determine if the delay is indeed due to pH and other ion gradients. 

In addition to isolating the electrodes, membranes can be introduced to assist in 

the separation process, especially at higher ionic strengths. As was described in the 

previous chapter, high ionic strength suspensions do not readily decant. A more effective 

way to treat these high conductivity suspensions may be to filter them through a 

membrane while applying an electric field to counter the build up of particles at the 

membrane surface. By electrophoretically migrating the particles away from the 

membrane, cake formation will be retarded and filtration can continue. Therefore, even if 

a clear fluid boundary layer doesn't develop, the solids levels at the membrane will be 

low, allowing filtration to efficiently remove water from the suspension. 

After the decantation chamber is redesigned, experiments to resolve the boundary 

layer and fluid flow patterns can be done using polystyrene spheres in water. Since 
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polystyrene spheres have densities close to that of water, suspensions at low volume 

fractions will decrease lambda significantly to 0(10^). By decreasing lambda, the clear 

fluid layer at the electrode may become thick enough to measure and compare to theory. 

Other parameters that may be manipulated to reduce lambda include the suspension 

viscosity, initial volume fraction of particles, and the gravitational constant, which can be 

reduced by performing the experiments in a microgravity environment. 

One major advantage in using two-dimensional numerical simulations to study 

electrodecantation is that certain aspects of the separation can be turned off For 

example, in the simulations presented here, ion gradients have been turned ofi^ thus 

allowing a steady electric field to be applied across the suspension. Though these 

simulations substantiate the essential predictions of the simple model, the discrepancy 

between the model and experimental results at short times remain unresolved. As 

described in chapter 2, experimental and one-dimensional numerical studies have shown 

that, due to electrode reactions, ion gradients develop during electrodecantation. To 

determine if vertical stratification of pH and conductivity play a significant role in 

electrodecantation, two-dimensional simulations need to be performed under conditions 

where ions can be redistributed by electrodifflisional and convective processes. 

Though numerical simulations at A on the order 10^ and 10^ were valuable in 

illustrating the buoyancy-driven flows that underlie electrodecantation, the experiments 

were performed with A on the order of 10^. Numerical simulations were not performed 

at a higher lambda because, with a uniform numerical grid, prohibitively long time was 

required. For example, a lambda of 10^ will require approximately one month to simulate 
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one hour of experiment time. The reason for this is because as lambda is increased, the 

thickness of the boundary layer diminishes, requiring more grid nodes to resolve the 

concentration and velocity fields. Since most of the changes take place over this thin 

boundary layer, applying a uniformly spaced grid to the entire suspension wastes a 

significant amount of computational time. To eliminate this numerical inefficiency, an 

adaptive mesh needs to be introduced. By applying a non-uniform grid, many nodes can 

be used to resolve the large gradients at the boundaries while comparatively fewer nodes 

need to be used to resolve the bulk suspension. The introduction of an adaptive mesh 

will allow an entire array of conditions to be simulated in a reasonable amount of time. 

Studies, experimental and numerical, on higher conductivity suspensions may 

prove to be more applicable to real life situations. For example, solid laden waste 

streams from CMP processes contain many additional impurities, such as complexants, 

corrosion inhibitors, and metal ions that will increase the conductivity of the suspensions. 

As described in Appendix A, solids in high-conductivity suspensions may exhibit a 

tendency to form aggregates when an electric field is applied. Experimental studies to 

determine the rate of aggregate formation and the size of the aggregates should be 

performed at different ionic strengths and electric fields. Using this experimental data 

and existing coagulation theory, numerical simulations can be adapted to account for the 

possibility of aggregate formation. By developing a numerical simulation that can 

predict the formation of aggregates and the rate at which they will precipitate, the 

intermittent application of the electric field, and the strength of the electric field needed 

for efficient separation, can be optimized. 
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As mentioned above, CMP waste streams may contain metal ion impurities, and 

the removal of these impurities to comply with environmental regulations is becoming 

increasingly important. Recently, experiments have shown that metal ions can be plated 

onto a cathode while the suspended solids are simultaneously electrodecanted or 

eiectrocoagulated. Numerical simulations that account for the electroplating chemistry, 

and the interactions between the metal ions and decantation rate, would prove to be a 

valuable tool in determining the extent of metal ion removal. In addition, the proper 

numerical code would provide a unique opportunity to study electroplating and effects, 

e.g. altering the electrode surface or distorting the electric field, that electroplating might 

have on the concentration of suspended solids. The optimization of experimental 

parameters would simplify significantly the process of designing and improving the 

efficiency of a process for simultaneously removing solids and metal ions from 

suspension. 

One additional factor to consider is Joule heating. Natural convection due to 

temperature gradients may disturb the separation processes by disrupting the structure of 

the flow field, reentraining particles into the boundary layer at the electrode, or inhibiting 

the formation of aggregates. Especially in higher conductivity suspensions, care needs to 

be taken to avoid significant heating of the suspension. Experiments can be performed to 

determine when Joule heating will disrupt the separation process, and numerical 

simulations can be extended to predict the maximum electric field strength that may be 

applied to a suspension, of prescribed ionic strength, before Joule heating becomes 

important. 
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Finally, the boundary-layer model is predicated on the clear-fluid boundary 

driving the separation process, and no attempt has been made to describe what is 

occurring at the other electrode where particles are accumulating. A more complete 

model will be very important if membranes are introduced into the system for either 

isolating the electrodes or performing filtration. An expanded model may provide some 

insight into how to minimize membrane fouling that will occurring as the particles 

electrophoretically migrate and concentrate at the membrane surface. 
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APPENDIX A: Treatment of Alumina and Silica CMP Waste by Electrodccantation 
and Electrocoagulation 

This manuscript has been published in the Journal of the Electrochemical Society, 

(146(11), 4124-4130, 1999) and is reproduced here with kind permission from The 

Electrochemical Society, Inc. 
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Treatment of Alumina and Silica Chemical Mechanical Polishing Waste 
by Electrodecantation and Electrocoagulation 

B. M. Bcioiigia,'̂  P. D. Hawortk,^* J. C. Baygcnts,* and S. Rafhavu^*-* 

"Deparmcnt of Chemical and Envtnmmenial £nguuering and ̂ Department of Maserials Science Engineering, 
The Vniverxiiy ofArizpna. Tucson, Arizpna 8S72I, USA 

Elccirocoagulaiioa and electnxkanaiiaa were imenigaud as owiliodt lo coacaunic loCds (coiii Ac dihiu smpeiuiaas lypicaUy 
encounietcd as wane xiicams of ctemicat mefhaniral poEdiiiig opetaiiaas. Model silica and ahimma ampoaioat cnwaining pani-
cies of appanimauty 200 nm in diamcur were smdied. 3 L of npniiinB were subiecied to electric fields of several volix 
per couimeter md mooitafed for particle remoial. Ffri tnnfri aiiiaT'~' was shown to clarify charse xabiliied. low conductivicy sns-
pesstioat (20 mS/cml without modifyiag the mean particle size or sutfiKe^faatfcdiaracietisacx. The tedmiqiie is tbus suited to cir> 
cumnances where recycle and icnse of particles is desinhle. thoagb die cesalis abo show ihac Joule heating nuy (fisnipt the decanta-
tioo process and so must be coMroIIcd in aider to apply ibe meiiiad to higher coadacovity niapfasinni Bctuucoagiilaiion was 
shown to cfTectively destabilize and clarify high condoctivity saspensiaiis (1300 iiSton). producing aggiegaes several-fold larger 
than the primary particle size, which sibsequeotly setfimemed (ram suspension. Imomiaeat application of the electric Seld was 
found to yield niperior cates of panicie removal while consuming substantially less electrical power (or. 1 Wh/L of clear solution). 
C 1994 The Electrochemical Society. S0013-46Sl(99)02-042-X. All rights reserved. 

Manuscripc submitted Febniary 9.1999: revised manuscript received July 8, 1999. 

Chemical mechanical polbihing (CMP) tia.s emer^ged as a pie-
rerred planarization technology in the manuEKturc of multilevel 
integrated circuits, and both dielectric and ntetal films are ameiuble 
lo planarization u.sing this technique. Dielectric films such as SKDj 
arc typically planarized using highly alkaline, silica-based slurries. 
The.se slurries contain approximately 10 to 12% solids by weight 
and are characterized by a pH in the vicinity of 11. Acitlic. alumina-
ba.<ied slurries are used for planarizing metal films suchas W.Al.and 
Cu. Alumina slurries used for metal CMP contain roughly 3 to 5% 
solids and chemicals such as complexams. conosion inhibitors, and 
oxidants. The alumina or silica panicles in the skury are submicron 
in size and hence may be considered to be in the colloidal regime. 

A key coasumable in (he CMP process Ls the poluhing/planariz-
ing slurry. The major waste stream from a CMP tool Is the polishing 
sluny in a very diluted form. For example, the vvaste from a dielec
tric planarization step is a stutpension of silica particles at a concen
tration of 0.05 to 0.2%. Available information indicates that approx
imately 30 to SO L of waste slurry may be generated per 200 mm 
wafer for each level of planarization. Waste slurries may undergo 
further dilution if mixed with post-CMP clean riase water. With 
increased implementation of the CMP technique in fabrication areas, 
the problem of slurry wa.ste treatment L< attracting increasing atten
tion. To comply with environmental legulatioas and to allow for 
recycling of detonized water, these dilute sluiries have to be treated 
lo separate solids fit>m the liquid dispersion medium. In addition, 
(here is some interest in recycling the silica waste slurries; this re
quires that the waste slurry be thickened lo approximately 10% 
solids without altering ihe size of the paiticles. 

Dispersed particles nuy be renxiv^ from .suspetLsion by coagu
lation or flocculation. Coagulating agents are u.«ually polyvalent 
electrolytes such as cakrium. aluminum, and iron sails, which reduce 
Ihe electrostatic interparticle repulsion sufficiently so that the van 
der Waals attractkin predomiiutes. allowing the panicles to agglom-
erate. Flocculants are typically high molecular weight polymen that 
adsorb onto particles aitd bind the solids together by ihe ftmiation 
of inierparticulate bridges. In both cases, aggregates result, which 
then settle under the action of gravity. 

Concentration of colloidal saspensioiLs has also been observed 
when an electrical current is passed through su!!peasion.s. This 
approach has been u.sed to separate colloidal matter from the dlsper-

* EkctiuchemKal Society SittilcnC Member. ** Eiccinjcheniical Suciely Active Member 
' E-mail: Kniii9u.uizuaa.ciki 

sion metlium. There are believed lo be two distinct mechani.sins re
sponsible for this observation: elecnocoagulatlon and electrode-
camation. These electrochemical phenomena repieseitt an alterna
tive approach to chemical conditioning for solid-liquid separation in 
coUoidid suspeasions. and have bten applied to the separation and 
purification of organic and inorganic colloidal matter on both indu.s-
trial and laliontory scales. 

Electrocoagulation has been studied as a meaas of treating waste 
waters containing food and protein.' oiL^ dyes.^ and various su.s-
pended particles including days ind silica.^^ The medianLsm is 
believed to involve the in situ generation of ions by the dissolution 
of the electrodes. Consumable meial electrodes, such as iron or alu-
minunL are used to continuously produce metal ioiu in the viciiuty 
of the anode. Electrophoretic molkia simultaneously concemates 
negatively charged particles in Ihe region of the anode. The released 
ions neutralize the charge of the panicles thereby &ciliiating coagu
lation.^ Inert electrodes, such ai titanium.' and the passage of an 
alternating current'" have also been observed to rentove metal ions 
from solution, and to initiate the coagulation of su-spended solids. 

In the electrocoagulation process, the electric field is applied to 
the medium for a .shott time (less ihan 10 min). and the trailed dis
persion transfened to a sepantion stage where settling occurs. In 
many applications ihe efficiency of the reaction has been improved 
by gende agitation during the elcctrachemical treatment, by either 
stirring or bubbling gas.'̂  In the later case, a combination of elec
trocoagulation and flotation has been foimd to be an effective treat-
mem of urban wastewater.'-" Elecuocoagulation has also been u.scd 
in coi^uiKnion with filtration to lemove silica and suspended solids 
that tend to foul reverse osmosis membranes, thereby extending the 
life of the membranes.'̂ '̂  

Electrodecaniaiion. by coMnsi, is a tedmiiiue that has drawn 
limited interest in recent yean. A complete histotical perspective of 
the .subject can be foimd in various review articles.'̂ " The phe
nomenon vi^ first observed when Pwli'̂  noted that die passage of 
a direct electrical current through a suspension of chaiged colloids 
resulted in the devebpment of two disUna layen: the bottom one 
contained most of the colloidal nulerial. A ntechanism for this pro
cess was first proposed by Blank and >Adko." and then veiified by 
\trttey and l^yt.'* Electrodecantation results from ihe charged 
particles migrating electrophoretically toward die electrode of oppo
site chaige. The accimiulation of panicles aiDund dial electnide 
iacreaiies the density locally and Aus the panicle-enriched suspen
sion .sinks to the bonom of the voseL At the opposite electrode, a 
coUoid-depleied regioa develops and rises. The stntification. or 
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decantation. process U siabilized against mixing by the muliant ver
tical density gradients. 

The electrodecanution mechanic has been applied to (he separa
tion of gold sols.™ proieins. '̂'̂  and viruses.^-^ X^iiaiions have been 
exploited to facilitate the scpantion of a variety of colloidal matlcr. 
For example, panicles with a specific gravity less than the sunxNind-
ing medium tend to accumulate at the top the vessel, and rubber 
latex has been coUecied as a cream in ihu way.^-^ The passage of an 
electric current has no effect on uncharged material: this allows the 
separation of mobile panicles from those at their isolectric poinL^ 
Multiple membrane dnices '̂ and senucontinuous/continuous flow 
desigas^-'̂  have abo been developed. Many of these approaches have 
been adapted to industrial-scale a^ications. 

The objective of this work was to investigate the effect of passing 
an electrical current through weli-chafactetized aqueous dispersions 
of submicron-sized silica or alumina particles. Bectrocoagulatioii 
and electrodecamation were both stud^ to assess iheir utiliiy for 
temoving sdids from simulated waste CMP slurries. Specificany. the 
effect that the applied field had on the conceniiation and size dutrib-
ution of suspend^ and sedimemed panicles was characterized. 

ExpertaKStal 
Suspension preparation.—CoUoidsl silica and alumina stupen-

sioas were u.sed Silica (SiOj) suspensions were piepaied by dilut
ing a commercially available. KOH-based. silica slurry, con
taining •'II.S wt/vol % silica, with deionized water. Alumina 
(AI2O3) stock, suspension! were prepared at a concentration of 
S wt/vol % by dispersing high-purity, submicron-sized. a-alumina 
particles in deionized (01) water. Appropriate amoums of stock sili
ca and alumina slurries were diluted with distilled water to achieve 
concentrations of 0.1-0.7 and OJ-0.6 wt/vol %, respectively. The 
suspensions were sonicated for S min with a model W-37S sonica-
tor/cell disruptortHeat Systems-Ullrasoaics. Inc.) to break up aggre
gates and disperse the solids. 

The size distribution of particles in suspension was measured 
with a Coulter N4 plus particle size analyzer. Turbidity, conductivi
ty. and pH measuiements were performed with a Hach latio/XR tur
bidimeter. Orion model 122 hand held conductivity meter using the 
standard probe, and an Orion tnodel 701A digital ion analyzer pH 
meter, respectively. Electrophoretic mobility measuremems were 
made on diluted suspensions (approximately 0.01 wt/vol % solids) 
with a Lazer Zee meter, model SOI (Pen Inc.). The pH of the 
suspeasioas was adjusted by adding small amounts of KOH/HNOj 
orNaOH/HCI. 

Experiments.—A Plexiglas clumber, depicted in Fig. 1. was 
desigiied to perform the experiments. Three liters of a suspension 
were placed in the chamber. Two 10.0 cm wide 304 stainless steel 
mesh electrodes (wire diameter 0.24 mm, IS.7S x 1S.7S wires/cm) 
were oriented vertically and submerged 11.S cm into the suspension. 
Electrodes of platinum-coaled glass plates. 10.0 cm wide, and sub
merged 8.0 cm into the suspension, were aLso tested. The electrodes 
were placed I I.O cm apart and connected to a manual switching 
device, which in turn wxs cotmected to a Hewlett Packard 6634A do 
power supply. The switching device was u.sed to reverse the polarity 
of the electric field to suppress accumulation of particles on the elec
trodes. An electric field (£) of 2.5 to 10.0 V/cm was applied to the 
suspension and the polarity was switched periodically. The swtpen-
sion was monitored visually for the formation of a clear fluid layer. 
Turbidity, conductivity, and pH measuiements were perfonned on 
samples taken from the top clear layer (directly below the suspen
sion surface), bottom coiKentrated l^er (collected fiom the bo^m 
of the container), and six sample poru (indicated on Fig. 1) at the 
end of the experiments; sample ports above the suspeasion surface 
were not u.se<l Size measurements on the concenu^ed solids were 
carried out as previously described. 

Analogous studies were aLto performed on aluniiiia suspensioiu 
doped with KNO3. which was added to increase conductivity and 
diminish charge stabilization of the suspensioiL Susperuions with 
KNO3 concentrations of 1 or 10 mM were studied. Electric fielib of 

ZSem 

j*—taocri 

(0) 

Hpifc 1. Experimeatal appanms: (a) Front view with six sample pons 
labeled, (b) Side view. 

13 or 3.6 V/cm were applied, and the polarity of the electric field 
periodically reversed. Ater an iraerval of tfeatment. the field was 
removed a^ the particle concentration changes monitored by tur
bidity measuremeras. 

Suspension charaaeristics.—Silica (SiO^) and alumina (AI2O3) 
particles used in the preparation of model suspeasions had mean 
diameters of 208 r 59 and 203 72 nm. respectively. Figure 2 
shows the elecirophoretic mobility of silica and ^umina particles as 
a function of solution pH. The Isoelectric poitNs (lEP) of the silica 
and alumiiu samples can be identified to be approxinuiely 2 and 9. 
respectively. 

Experimental results.—Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effect of an 
applied electric field on the separation of particles from silica (cr ~ 
2S) tiS/cm. pH "«9 J) and alumina (cr — 20 fiS/cm. pH •• 4.2) sus-
pen.sions. respectively. The susperuion characteristics were chosen 

H|UC 2. Etecunphuieoc mobility as a fiiactioa of pH. (O) 203 nm alumina 
in DI water; (•) 203 nm alumina in S mM KCI; (•) 208 am silica in 5 mM 
KCL 
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to represent typical iduiry wastes from dielectric and metal CMP 
opeiatioas. EHgum 3a and 4a show the concentration of solids on the 
bottom of the container (cVcd) nonnalized to the original solids con
centration (c„). It may be seen that the solids concentmioa increased 
at a rate of ~S.I and "<3^ h"'. respectively, for silica in a field of 
15 V/cm and for alumina in a field of 75 V/cm. Panicle size meas-
uremenu on these concentrated solids (••10 wt/vol % SiO^ and 
•<35 wt/vol % AljOj) showed that the mean diameter of the pani
cles was 213-84 and 238 84 nm for silica and alumina, respec
tively. These sizes matched the mean primary particle size in the ini
tial slurries. To ensure that ferric ion.s released during dLssolutioo of 

the stainless steel anode were not responsible for the panicle/liquid 
sepataiion. two experiinents were p^otmed with inen platinum 
electrodes. The results of these two experiments are also pkmed on 
Fig. 4a and show that, as with the stainless steel electrodes, the solids 
were concentrated at a comparable me when an electric field was 
applied. Again, no change in particle size was measured. 

Measurements on the electrophoretic mobility of the particles 
concentrated at the booom of the chamber (data not shown) were 
identical to those on the initial suspensions (Fig. 2). These mobility 
data, .showing no difference between the treated and untreated parti-

SILlCA 

Time (hrs) 

Tim* (hr) 

Figorc 3. (a. top) Nonnafizcd coocemratioa of solidi mcasomi oo (he bot
tom of (he conuiner. (208 nm silica, cq = 0.66 w/vol %. ir •> 230 fiS/an. 
pH CO. 93, no polarity !twi(dung. E = 2J V/cm.) (b, bouom) Nonaalized 
concen(n[ion of solids measufcd 25 an bdow (he suiface. 208 am silica, cg 
= 0.66 wi/vol %, a •• 230 tiS/cin. pH 9J, no polarity switdiinf. (#) £ 
= 25 V/cm: (•) E = 3.0 V/cm; (•) E= lO.O V/cra. 
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ngaic 4. (a. (op) Nocmaliied coacentndoa of solids mcanred on (he bot-
(om of die container. 203 nm aluraiaa. cg = 0J2-0.63 nrtAol %. <r 
20 |tS/cm. pH •• 4.2. £ = 73 V/dn. polarity switched evety 2 min. (O) 
Stainless siecl electrodes. (•) iaen plaiiiam efecnodes. (b. badon) Ndnnal-
iicd coaccairatiaa of aoSds measured 25 cm below the mitee. (203 am aln-
mina. cg = (U2-0.63 wt/vol %. a •• 20 mS/an. pH •> 4.2, E = 7 J V/cm. 
polarity switched evety 2 min. with waialiini steel electrodes. 
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cles. along with the absence of aggregation, indicate that electrode-
canution is the active mechanism causing stratification of the solids 
in these suspensions. 

Rgures 3b and 4b show the rate of panicle removal &om the top 
layer of silica and alumina suspeiuions: samples were taken 23 cm 
beneath the surface, about three-quaners of the way up from the bot
tom of the electrodes (see sample pon 6 in Fg. 1). As can be seen in 
the figures, the normalized concentration of solids in the top layer 
{C(^r„) decreases with time. In each case a stage Ls reached where 
continued application of the electric field has little effect on 
though a significant difference between the silica and alumina su»-
peasions was observed. In the alumina suspensions «r ^ 20 itS/cm). 
a clear fluid layir developed above die bulk of the suspeawn. This 
clear layer continued to grow as the experiment proceeded, and the 
tntetfKe between the clear fluid layer and the bulk suspension reached 
the sampling position (23 cm below the sur&ce) at 120 min (see 
Fig. 4b). The silica suspensions did not develop a dtitinrt clear fluid 
layer during the sepaiation process, which may be due to Joule heat
ing associated with the higher suspension conductivity (see below). 

For the apparatus shown in Fig. I. impasition of fields on the 
Older of sever^ volts per centimeter product temperature increases 
of several degrees Celsius (or more) in higher conductivity suspen-
siom (o- > 100 ^S/cm). No temperature increases were detected in 
the low conductivity suspensions (<r » 20 |iS/cm). The ekctrode-
cantation process will be most effective under (otherwise) quiescent 
conditioas. Joule heating cau.ses thermal convection, and this inter
feres with the decantation. In a separate set of expetimems (data not 
shown), fumed silica particles were dispened in deionized water to 
pnxiuce a low conductivity suspeasion ('•0.65 wt/vol %. <r " 
5 iiS/cm. pH 4.4). When an ele^c field of 73 V/ctn was applied 
to the suspeasion. a clear layer formed and behavior analogous to 
that of the alumina suspensions was observed. 

To further esublLsh that electrodecantation u the controlling sep
aration mechanism for the data shown in Fig. 3 and 4. a test with sil
ica suspensions was performed where stiiring was introduced. The 
resujLs of this experiment (Fig. S) show that as long as there was stir
ring. no significant separation occuired. As soon as stirring ceased, 
a substantial drop occuned in the concentration of solids 2.S cm 

below the surface. Additionally, when the field was removed, the r«e 
of particle depletion fell to nil. 

The extent and rate at which solids are removed from the top 
layer increases with the electric field strength provided Joule heating 
u avoided. Figure 6 shows the solids removal rate 2.S cm below the 
surface for the dau in Fig. 3h. The rates were calculated by plotting 
these data on a semilog plot, fitting a line to the portion of the curve 
where significant removal of the solids occurrcd. and determining 
the slope of these lines. Electrodecantation stems from electro-
phoretic motion of the panicles, which is directly related to the 
applied Geld strength. Higher electrophoretic velocities imply that 
panicles migrate faster toward the electrode of opposite charge, 
causing more rapid density increases at thu eiectnxle. Similarly, a 
panicle-depleted region forms more rapidly at the opposite elec
trode. The differences in densities cause the panicles to settle out 
along one of the electrades and the particle-dieted layer to due 
toward the suifKe along the other electiode.^ 

An operational problem related to the mechanism of electrode
cantation is that pvucles may form a cake on the electrode of oppo
site charge. In our studies, cakes formed during experimems that in
volved the coiHinuous application of a dc field. As the cake contin
ued to grow, the strength of the electric Geld was probably reduced 
within the suspension. To eliminate the buildup of partides on the 
electrodes, periodic reversal of the polarity of the electrode was in
vestigated. Figure 7 displays the effects of periodic reversal of the 
electric field on the concentration of silica particles at two different 
electric field strengths. The results imply that polarity switching 
need not hinder the separation and nmy actually enhance the rate of 
sepantion at higher field strengths. 

Due to dissolved metal ions and chemical additives, sluiry wastes 
from metal CMP processes are often characterized by electrical con
ductivities on the order of 100 to 1000 mS/cm. Consequently, aque
ous alumina suspensioas containing 1 mM and 10 mM KNOj (<r 
ISO ^S/cm. pH •• S.2 and a 13S0 i^cm. pH S.7. respectively) 
were prepared. These su-spensions remained stable for over 2 h in the 
absence of an electric fidd. Application of an electric field across 
these suspensions caused panicles to settle, as may be seen in Fig. 8. 
A field of 73 V/cm was requited to accomplish approximately the 
same particle removal Gram the 1 mM KNO3 suspension as was 
managed with 3.6 V/cm field in the 10 mM KNO3 suspension. 
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Co = 0.13 wt/vol %. CT " 55 (iS/cm. pH 9J. £ = 5.0 V/cm. no polarity 
switching.) 
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FifBfc C. Removal rate of silica particlcs 2J cm below die surftce at diffier-
ent Gdd strength*. (208 am silica, cq = 0.66 wi/voi %. a " 2S0 itS/cni, 
pH •> 9J, no polariiy nriicbing.) 
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Fiitnrc 7. EfTcct of switching the polarity or die electiades oo 20R nm xilici 
removal U cm below the surface (q, 0.65 wi/vol %. o- -> 250 itS/cm). (O) 
£ - 5.0 V/cm. no polarity .iwiiching: (9) £ — 5.0 V/cm. polaricy nnichcd 
every 2 rain: (V) £ = 10.0 V/cro. no polarity nritching: (•) £ — 10.0 V/cm. 
polarity .twitched every 2 min. 

Thi.s can be explained by the increased Oebye screening lliat 
lesults with laiger salt concemnuonit. Diminished elecirostaiic 
reputsioas allow the panicles to nnore readily focm aggregates that 
settle out of su.spen.sion. In both I and 10 mM suspeasions. laige 
aggregates were vi.sually observed to form and settle during the 
experiments, indicating that the electric field either induced coagu
lation or markedly enhanced the coagulation kinetics. Particle size 

measufements on the collected solids showed that the mean size of 
panicles in the sediment was approximMely SOO nm in the 1 mM 
KNO3 suspeasions and greater than 1000 nm in diameter in the 
10 mM KNOj suspensions. These results are in direct contrast to 
those depicted in Fig. 3 and 4. where paiticle aggregation was neg-
Ugibie. Buthermoie. it Is interesting to note that the experiments on 
silica suspensions at pH 9 J (Fig.3).perfonnedatapproximaulythe 
same conductivity as the I mM KNtSj alumina suspensions, did not 
show any size cfa»ge after treatmem. It is well known that silica sus
pensions are highly charge-stabilized at high pH values ^ and pre
sumably this explains why coagulation was not observed. 

Figure 9 shows the results of different electric field application 
schemes on pacticie removal by electrocoagulnion. The three data 
sets were obtained for the same initial conditions (10 mM KN(^. 
3.6 V/cm). As can be seen, the concentration of solids 2.5 cm below 
the surface was roughly the same whether the periodically reversed 
electric field was applied for the first 15 min. or for the entire 
120 min. Only 70% of the solids were removed after 120 tnin in both 
of these experiments. The results show that if the electric Geld is 
removed after 15 min. the particle depletion substantially decreases 
after 30 min. indicating that not all of the panicles have coagulated. 
Continually applying the electric field for 120 min causes significant 
stirring due to Joule heabng and gas evolution at the electrodes. This 
ttiixing holds some of the solids in suspeiuion and nay also resuh in 
smaller aggregate size, slowing the collection of the solids at the 
chamber booom. 

The experintent in which an electric field of 3.6 V/cm was 
applied for 5 min. removed for 10 min. reapplied for 5 min. and so 
on. yielded the greatest particle removal. ItNermitient application of 
the electric field allows large agglomerates to settle wfam the field is 
removed. When the electric field is subsei|uently reapplied, panicles 
that have not been subsumed into laige aggregates can be cap-
tured/aggregated. Some resuspension of large aggregates may also 
occur (due to Joule heating and gas evolution), but the resuspended 
aggregates simply settle out of saspension afterthe Geld is removed. 

The applied electric field, whether continuous or intentuneiK. af
fects the nature of the solid/liquid separation of alumina .suspensions 
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FiKore S. Normalized cancenntion of alumiai 2.5 cm bdow the surAoe for 
high conductivity suspensioas. (O) 203 nm ahimina and I mM KMO3. cq •> 
0.40 wt/vol (T *• ISO |iS/cm. pH • 5J. E = 73 V/cm. polarity switched 
every 2 min: (•) 203 nm alumina and 10 mM iCNOs. CQ " 0.40 wt/vol %, 
a — 1350 mS/cm. pH "• 5.7. £ = 3.6 V/cm. polarity switched every 2 min. 
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Figuc 9. fnflueace of electric field oa alumina panicle removal by dcctro-
coagulatiaa. (CoacentcatiaB meaiuied 2.5 cm below the niface. cq " 
0.40 wt/vol %. ir — 1350 mSlem, pH " 5.7. £ = 3.6 V/cm. with polarity 
•witched eveiy 2 min. (•) Field applied for eaiife experiment; (^) field 
applied for finn 15 mia of experincat; (•) field applied for 5 rain, off for 
10 min. oa for 5 mia. and ao OB.) 
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Fignre 10. Scfacnutic of die diffema coacaunuoa layea fanned due lo 
electrocoagulation of alumina nnpensioiu (a ^ I3S0 mS/cm). (a) £ = 
3.6 V/cm coDiinuously applied for 2 h. Region I. conceiunud solidt layer, 
t' - 0.I3-I.9R wt/vol %. Refioo II, partide-depleied layer, c 0.13 wt/vol 
%. (b) E = 3.6 V/cm applied for S min. removed for 10 min. applied for 
S min. etc. for a toul of 40 minutes. Regioo I. coocemtated solids layer, c = 
0.13-1.63 wt/vol %. Region IL particle-depleted layer, c 0.13 wt/vol %. 
Region 01. clear fluid layer, v » 0.01 wt/vol %. 

as K indicated in Fig. 10. Tlie situation depicted in panel (a) U ob
tained when the field is continuously appli^ (with polarity switch
ing). The panicle concentration of about two-thirds (2000 mL) of the 
su<ipension was reduced firom 0.40 to ^0.13 wt/vol % after 2 h (cC 
region U). Thiee distinct concentrauon zones. iaHead of two. formed 
when the electric field was applied intennittenUy (panel b); 97% of 
the solids were removed &om ••700 mL (23%) of the suspension 
after 90 min (region III), and an additional transition zone of 
••700 mL. containing ••O.n wt/vol % solids (region 11). developed 
between the clear top layer and the bottom concentrated layer. A 
rough calculation asing the mea.suted current shows that the power 
requirement to create a particle-depleted zone^ •>0.13 wt/vol % 
solids, using a continuoiu field «vas 3.5 X 10~^ kWh/L. By using an 
intermitlent electric field, the power consumption can be reduced to 
1.1 X I0~^ for a clarified legion caataining "O.Ol wt/vol % solids. 

Bectrodecamation and electrocoagulation have been demonstrat
ed as techniques to .wpaiaie coUoidally stable alumiiu and silica par
ticles &om suspensions. Electrodecantation was found to be the con
trolling mechanism in the treatment of silica (tr •>> 230 ^S/cm) and 
alumina (tr •• 20 |iS/cm) suspensions and appears to be a potential
ly useful technique for the concentration of diluted charge-stabilized 
suspensions at these low ionic strengtlM. Becau.se the physical and 
electrocheitucal piopefties of the particles in su.spension remain 
unchanged by the concentration process, this process u suited to col
lecting particles to be recycled and reused in CMP. This is in direct 
contrast to the higher conductivhy alumina suspensions where ag
gregates formed during the application of the electric field (electro
coagulation). The transition from electrodecantation to electrocoag
ulation Ls gradual and will depend on the suspeasion stability as a 
function of iom'c .strength and pH. It wa.« found that when electroco
agulation occurs, periodic removal of the electric field increa.sed the 
efficiency of separation. 

The experimental approach discussed in the manuscript pertains 
to the feasibility of using electrocoagulation and electrodecantation 
to concentrate solids from simulated waste CMP slurries. The treat
ment of large amounts of wa.sie generated during CMP requires that 
the separation process evolve from a batch process to a semibatch or 
continuous process. In developing a continuous flow apparatus, the 
separation chamber characteristics, such as distarKX bkween elec
trodes. need to be optimized to efficiently treat waste streams. In ad-
dition. chemicals present in CMP waste streams. e.g.. complexants. 
corrosion inhibitors, and metal ions, may influence which mechan-
um. electrodecantation/electrocoagulaiion. will dominate solid/liq
uid separation. 
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APPENDIX B: Electrodccantation of Stable Colloidal Dispersions 

This manuscript is to be submitted to Industrial & Engineering Chemistry 

Research. 
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Abstract 

Electrically-driven stratification of stable, mondisperse suspensions of 

sub-micron-sized particles has been studied in a 3-liter batch cell. A 

horizontally-directed electric field (< 10 V/cm) produces a clear fluid 

layer that grows atop low-conductivity (< 20 //S/cm) aqueous disper

sions of silica or alumina particles, as particles concentrate in the bot

tom of the cell. A model of the process, which neglects particle diffusion 

and sedimentation, indicates that the clear layer results from the rise of 

fluid adjacent to the electrode from which particles are electrophoret-

ically repelled. Particle depletion neax this electrode occurs rapidly 

compared to fe/vg, the time scale for the stratification process, where b is 

the separation between electrodes (11 cm) and Vg is the electrophoretic 

velocity of the particles in suspension (ca. 10"^ cm/sec). Reversal of 

electrode polarity with a frequency of 10"^—10"^ sec~^ prevents particle 

buildup on the inunersed electrodes and does not measurably alter the 

clear layer growth rate. Neither does it matter whether the particles 

are positively or negatively charged. The growth rate of the clear layer 

at the top of the chamber is initially slower than that predicted by the 

theory; at later stages the theory and experiment are in agreement. The 

discrepancies may be attributable to several factors, including omission 

of electrolyte and temperature gradients from the model, the geometry 

of the electrodes and the design of the batch cell. 
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Introduction 

Electrophoresis is particle translation caused by the imposition of an 

electric field. In contrast to particle sedimentation, electrophoretic ve

locities are of the same order of magnitude, in a given electric field, for 

species ranging from small alkali-metal ions to lOO-fnn. biological cells. 

Electric fields are thus potentially useful to maniptdate suspensions 

encompassing a broad range of particle sizes for which sedimentation 

processes axe not viable. 

One such manipulation scheme is a separations process known alter

natively as electrodecantation^ or electrophoresis-convection^. Accord

ing to Bier\ electrodecantation was first reported by Adolf and Pauli^, 

who were performing electrodialysis experiments on hiunan serum al

bumin and noticed an attendant stratification of the protein in solution. 

Subsequently, Blank and Valko'* described the qualitative mechanism 

that resulted in the strata; negatively-charged macroions were repelled 

from the cathode and attracted to the anode. This produced den

sity gradients in the vicinity of the electrodes and resulted in natural 

convection that, depending on the density of the macroions, either car

ried them to the top or bottom of the chamber. Three decades later, 

Kirkwood, et al.^ offered the first quantitative decription of the phe

nomenon, formulating a theory for the limit 1, where h is the 

electrode separation and Ug and D are, respectively, an electrophoretic 
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velocity and diflFusivity characteristic of the stratified species in solu

tion. The dimensionless group vJ)fD can be interpreted as an electric 

Peclet number that weighs the relative importance of electrophoretic 

(or electromigrational) and diflFosive transport, meaning the Kirkwood, 

et al. analysis applies to highly diffusive systems. 

In nearly any circumstance of practical interest, VehfD > 10^. It 

is therefore surprising that, despite the design and implementation of 

industrial and bendi-scale electrodecantation devices (cf. Bier^ for a 

review), there has been no signifcant advance of the theory beyond the 

low Peclet number limit. 

Here we revisit the principles of electrodecantation and analyze the 

limit of large electric Peclet number, since this is the appropriate asymp

tote for particulate suspensions. Our interest in the problem stems 

from a set of simple batch electrodecantation experiments that we per

formed on monodisperse, aqueous dispersions of sub-micron siUca and 

alumina particles. The e3q)eriments yielded stratified suspension resem

bling that which results from sedimentation, except the process unfolds 

on a time scale characterized hy h/v^. In particular, a clear fluid devel

ops and grows on the top of the suspension and particles collect in the 

bottom of the electrodecantation cell, as sketched in Figure 1. 

We begin the presentation with a development of a simple mathe

matical model of electrodecantation. We assume at the outset that the 

suspension is isothermal and that the electric field between the elec
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trodes is independent of position. These assumptions were similarly 

invoked by Kirwood, et al., and allow us to draw heavily on the analysis 

applied by Acrivos and Herbolzheimer® to enhanced sedimentation in 

inclined settlers. The scaling shows that the system behavior is largely 

governed by two dimensionless groups: 72. = vj./y-f-, a Reynolds nimiber 

of order unity, where I is the electrode height and pf and /x/ respectively 

denote the fluid density and viscosity; and A = l^g^pp — pf)co/fifVe, a 

large parameter denoting the Grashof number divided by the Reynolds 

mmiber, where g is the acceleration due to gravity and pp and cq are 

the density and initial volume fraction of the particles in suspension. 

We then describe the aforementioned experiments and make com

parisons with the model. The observations are consistent with the 

model predictions, except that the clear layer growth rate comes into 

agreement with the theory only in the later stages of the batch process. 

Other discrepancies between the model and the observations, as well as 

their likely explanations, are taken up in the discussion. In addition, 

because the process leaves the particle zeta-potential and size distri

bution imaltered, some conmients are made concerning the utility of 

electrodecantation as a method to gently decant clear fluid from sus

pensions of particles that are far too small to sediment at a practical 

rate. 
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Principles of Elect rodecant at ion 

The analysis of electrodecantation begins with, the balance laws. The 

simplest possible formulation is one in which the system is taken to be 

isothermal and void of ion gradients, which we have done. The constant 

temperature assimiption, in effect, omits consideration of Joule heat

ing. In high ionic strength systems, this is clearly a poor assumption. 

However, as will become evident, it is not obvious that electrodecanta

tion will work properly in systems which are not well-thermostated, 

since Joule heating drives deleterious stirring. 

In the absence of ion gradients, the electric field is essentially inde

pendent of position and orthogonal to the electrodes. Additionally, one 

need not provide a detailed accoxmt of the ionic solutes. 

Balance laws 

Given these simplifying assumptions, the remaining conservation laws 

that apply are conservation of momentum and mass. The momentimi 

balance is written in differential form, but is expressed in terms of an 

ensemble average, or bulk average, suspension velocity. This velocity 

is denoted u and, formally at least, is the local velocity at position 

X obtained by averaging over a representative volume element in the 

neighborhood of x. Note that the representative volume element en

compasses both fluid and particles, so u is not the locally-averaged fluid 
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velocity. Formulated in this mamier, the (dimensionless) momentimi 

balance reads 

= -VP + - A(1 - «i)e, (1) 

with 

V • u = 0, (2) 

where: P is the dynamic pressure, t is the time, p((j)) and are, re

spectively, the suspension density and viscosity normalized to their pure 

fluid values; and 0 is the particle volume fraction scaled on CQ. Equation 

(1) is completely analogous to the suspension momentum balance used 

by Acrivos and Herbolzheimer® to substantiate PNK theory and ap

plies as long as the particle Reynolds nimiber Ttp = pfV^a^f yLf is small. 

Here is the particle radius and vq is the characteristic velocity of the 

particles, which is their electrophoretic velocity at a representative 

volume fraction in the suspension (e.g. CQ). Using typical values for the 

relevant quantities, one can show that ftp is 0(10 ®). The magnitude of 

other dimensionless groups, as well as the scale factors, are simmiarized 

in Table 1. 

The parameter A is O(IO^). Consequently, whenever the (scaled) 

volume fraction deviates far from one, a strong buoyancy force results. 

It is this buoyancy force, which couples with the particle electrophore

sis, to drive electrodecantation. The term —A(1 — <^)e represents a 

gravitational body force on the fluid; this body force vanishes when the 
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volxime fraction of the suspension is equal to CQ (i.e. when the scaled 

volume fraction ^ = 1). 

Because the buoyancy force depends on the local volimie fraction of 

particles, it is necessary to accoimt for local variations in (j). This is 

done through a particle conservation relation, viz. 

^  + Up-V(?i  =- (^V-Us,  (3)  

with 

= Up — u = F(0)E = electrophoretic shp velocity of particles (4) 

In writing Eqn (3), two assumptions have been made. The first is that 

particle diffusion can be neglected. This requires that the Peclet num

ber  V be laxge .  Here ,  the  Pecle t  number  is  def ined by  "P =  vol /Dp,  

where Dp is the particle diffusion coefficient and / is a characteristic 

macroscopic length in the system (e.g. the electrode height). Again, 

using typical values, V is 0(10®)- The second assimiption is that the 

electrophoretic velocity of the particles is considerably larger than their 

Stokes sedimentation velocity. For silica or alimiina particles in the 100 

nm size range, the electrophoretic velocity exceeds the Stokes sedimen

tation velocity by a factor of roughly 500, assiuning electrophoretic 

mobilities on the order 10"^ cm^/V-sec at field strengths of 10 V/cm. 

An important implication of Eqn (3) is that, imless there are signifi

cant volume fraction gradients in the suspension at the outset, volume 

fraction gradients can only develop as a result of events near the bound
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aries of the suspension. This can be seen by recognizing that, when 

there axe no spatial gradients in the time derivative d<f>ldt vanishes. 

Boundary layer analysis: particle depletion at an electrode 

Because particle diffusion is negligible, the volume fraction variation 

propagates outward from the boundaries. In particular, the particles 

move away from the electrode at whidi they experience fin electrostatic 

repulsion. This estabUshes a particle depleted region in which ^ = 0. 

In the bulk of the suspension, the particle volume fraction remains at 

(j) = 1. Without further analysis, it is not possible to predict the thick

ness of the depleted region. However, based on the Peclet number, one 

can estimate that the transition from the particle depleted region to the 

homogeneous bulk region occurs over a length scale that is small com

pared to  / .  More  speci f ica l ly ,  the  th ickness  of  th is  t rans i t ion  i s  0{l /V) ,  

which is about the size of a single particle. From the macroscopic view

point, then, the suspension segregates into a particle depleted region 

and a homogeneous region (ignoring, for the time being, what happens 

at the other electrode), with a sharp transition from one region to the 

other. 

As noted previously, the particle depleted region will experience a 

large buoyancy force, and this will drive the clear fluid layer upwards, 

causing it to flow along the electrode. To some extent, this rising clear 

layer is similar to a natural convection boundary layer that develops 
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adjacent to a vertical, heated plate. The buoyancy force on the fluid 

is balanced by viscous stresses which resist the motion of the fluid 

upwards. Additionally, continuity (or incompressibility) requires that 

the rising fluid must be replaced. 

The resultant of these three effects: buoyancy, viscous stresses, and 

the need to replace the rising fluid, is that the particle depleted region 

does not grow indefinitely. In fact, on a time scale on the order of 

the depleted layer has ceased to grow and has estabUshed a steady 

arrangement. The layer ceases to grow after this short interval because 

the electrophoretic motion of the particles away from the electrode is 

balanced by the flow of fluid from the bulk suspension, which is required 

to replenish the fluid rising in the clear layer. 

A detailed analysis of the particle depletion at the electrodes follows 

rather closely that of Acrivos and Herbolzheimer,® for sedimentation in 

tanks with inclined walls. Here we highlight the feattures of the analysis 

as they apply to electrodecantation and refer the reader to their work 

for a complete discussion. 

The problem is best viewed from a Cartesian coordinate system local 

to the boundary layer (cf. Figure 3), with iz, the velocity component 

parallel to the electrode surface, rescaled to accoimt for the large body 

force. For the time being, we assimie that the electrodes are set at 

an angle B with respect to the gravity vector, though it will become 
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evident that the decantation rate is not a function of 0. Because buoy

ancy is balanced by viscous effects, u is and the thickness of 

the paxticle-free layer is Thus we introduce the following 

stretched variables 

u = y — (5) 

and express the position of the boundary between the suspension and 

the clear layer as 

y -  S{x, t)  = 0. (6) 

The function S(x, t)  must be determined from a kinematic condition 

that describes the development of the boundary between the fluid layer 

and the suspension, viz. 

A -1/3^^ 1 /-T\ 

In contrast to the inclined sedimentation problem, the RHS of (7) is 

unity and this difference arises because the electrophoretic slip velocity 

of the particles is perpendicular to the electrode surface, asstmiing the 

electrodes are flat. The form of (7) indicates that time may be rescaled 

according to < = and that a steady configuration for 6{x, i) will 

obtain on a time scale of as will be seen. 

The velocity components that appear in the kinematic condition 

follow from the boimdary layer solutions to Eqns (1) and (2). In the 

boundary-layer, the x-component of the momentimi balance reads 

d^u 

dy'  

' ML 
;^ + cos« = 0 + 0(KA-'/',A-''''), (8) 
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with 

« = 0 at y = 0, (9) 

and 

dufdy = o(l) at y — S. (10) 

In writing (9), we have assumed the electrode is a no-slip boundary. The 

RHS of the no-stress condition a.ty = 6is 0{[(p(l)72.//i(l)]^''^A~^/®} for 

inclined sedimentation, and similar argimients apply here. The solution 

for u is thus 

u = (yS -  cosO -h o(l). (11) 

The fluid motion is two-dimensional and the y-component of the ve

locity can be obtained from continuity, since dvfdy — —dufdx. If the 

electrode surface is taken to be impenetrable to the flow, 

V =- iy^^cos^-Ho( l ) .  (12)  

When Eqns (11) £ind (12) are combined with (7), the kinematic 

condition for 6 becomes 

+ 6^ cosO^ = 1. (13) 
at ox 

By the method of characteristics, one can show that Eqn (13) gives 

f, for i <i^ — (3a:/ cos^)^'^^ 
(5 = (14) 

(3a;/ cosd)^'^ for i > 

if one assumes that S tends to zero as x —0 (i.e. at the leading edge 

of the electrode). According to (14), the depleted layer a distance x 
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from the leading edge of the electrode, grows linearly with time for an 

interval t*, and thereafter growth stops. Based on typical values for A, 

the electrophoretic velocity, and the electrode dimensions (cf. Table 1), 

the boundary layer develops in approximately Ar^fH/v^ — 50 sec and 

is of thickness = 0.5 mm. 

Some Implications of the Boundary Layer Analysis 

The preceding boimdary layer analysis has several important impUca-

tions for electrodecantation, including: 

1. The clear layer is thin compared to the macroscopic dimensions 

of a separation chamber, but still large compared to the particle 

size. Provided the rising boimdary layer is stable and folds onto 

the top of the suspension, one can decant cleax fluid to the top 

of the chamber. The rise of the clear fluid sets the core of the 

suspension in motion, but to the level of approximation employed 

here, Acrivos and Herbolzheimer show that motion within the core 

of the suspension has Uttle influence on the particle distribution. 

As a consequence, the suspension is forced downward and particles 

concentrate at the chamber bottom. 

2. When coupled with the existence of a clear fluid layer, an impor

tant result of the particle conservation relationship is the following. 

Let h(t) denote the height of the suspension above the bottom of 
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the electrode. Further, let I  be the height of the electrode, b the 

electrode-to-electrode separation, and t the (dimensional) time. 

The divergence theorem can be applied to Eqn (3) to obtain 

if one ignores the regions of the chamber outside of the electrode 

gap. The thickness of the clear layer on the top of the suspension 

will therefore grow as 

and, unlike inclined settling, is unaffected by the tilt of the elec

trode surfaces. 

3. The clear layer develops quickly compared to b/vo, the time re

quired for a particle to migrate electrophoretically across the elec

trode gap. Nevertheless, during this brief period, one can expect 

that some particles will deposit on the electrode toward which 

they are driven. Particle buildup on this 'other' electrode must be 

controlled or suppressed, if the desire is to effect a solid/liquid sep

aration and concentrate particles on the chamber bottom. Particle 

deposition will also affect the applied electric field and, presum

ably, alter the process dynamics. As will be seen, periodic reversal 

of the electrode polarities can be used to control particle buildup 

at the electrodes without substantially altering the clearing rate 

(15) 

(16) 
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of the suspension. This practical measure sufiSces so long as the period of reversal is 

long compared to the time scale for boimdary layer development, but short compared 

to b/vQ. 

Methods 

General experimental scheme 

Electrodecantation experiments were performed in a Plexigleis container depicted in 

Figure 2. Three liters of suspension (see below) were placed into the electrodecantation 

chamber; at the inception of the experiment, the suspension w«is milky-white. Two 

304 stainless steel, wire-mesh electrodes were inmiersed in the suspension in a vertical 

orientation; the bottom of each electrode was positioned 11.5 cm beneath the surface. 

The steel wire of the mesh was 0.24 mm in diameter, with 15.75 x 15.75 wires/cm and 

spacing between wires of 0.41 mm; the electrodes were 10 cm wide. The electrodes 

were placed 11cm apart and were connected to a manual switching device, which in 

turn was connected to a Hewlett Packard 6634A system DC power supply (Hewlett 

Packard, CA). The switching device was used to periodically reverse the polarity of the 

electric field in some of the experiments. An electric field was applied to the suspension, 

which was monitored visually for the appearance of a clear fluid layer, such as that 

depicted in Figure 1. The depth of the clear layer was observed to increase with time 

and was measured with a ruler at various stages of development. The time since the 

intial application of the electric field was also recorded. The experiments were typically 

continued until the lower boundary of the clear layer approached the bottom of the 

electrodes. The electrical current was recorded from the power supply at the start and 

completion of the experiment. At the end of each experiment, turbidity, conductivity, 

cmd pH mecisurements were taken on samples from the top clear layer, bottom layer of 

concentrated solids, and bottom six sample ports, as indicated on Figure 2 (cf. Table 

2 for the port positions). Turbidity measurements were performed on 5-ml samples 
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diluted ten fold with water and converted to concentrations using calibration curves for 

each of the suspensions. Samples of 50 ml were used for the conductivity and pH tests. 

Temperature measurements were performed before and after the experiment using a 

mercury thermometer. No change in temperature was observed. 

Suspension preparation and particle characterization 

Monodisperse stock suspensions (approx. 3 liters ea.) were made from either amor

phous fumed silica (Cabot Corp, IL) or a-alumina (Degussa, OH) dispersed in distilled 

water at the following volxmie fractions: 0.013, alumina stock; 0.019, silica stock. The 

distilled water originated from a Milli-Q water system (Millipore, MA) at pH 5.7 and 

electrical conductivity of 1.0 fiS/cm. Portions of these stock solution were subsequently 

diluted with distilled water to produce 3 liters of starting suspension for each of the 

electrodecantation experiments described above. The concentration of these starting 

suspensions was determined from turbidity measurements; stock suspension volume 

fractions were determined by drying 5 ml of stock in a laboratory oven. 

To breakup aggregates, suspensions were sonicated for 5 minutes with a model 

W-375 sonicator/cell disruptor (Heat Systems-Ultrasonics Inc., NY). Particle size mea

surements were performed on a Coulter N4 particle size analyzer (Coulter Corp., FL). 

The silica (Si02) and sdimiina (AI2O3) particles were foimd to have mean diameters of 

189 ±1.4 nm and 203 ± 2.0 nm, respectively. 

A 50-ml sample was taken from the dispersed starting suspension for turbidity, 

conductivity, and pH measurements. These measurements were taJcen with a Hach 

Ratio/XR Turbidimeter (Hach Company, CO), Orion model 122 handheld conductivity 

meter with the standard probe (Orion Research Inc., MA), and an Orion model 701A 

digital ion ainalyzer pH meter (Orion Research Inc., MA), respectively. 

Electrophoretic mobility measurements were made with a Lazer Zee Meter, Model 

501, (Pen Kem, Inc., NY) on particles in stispensions diluted to approximately O.OIw% 

solids. Samples were diluted with distilled water and pH was manipulated by adding 
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small amounts of KOH or HNO3. Mobility measnrements were also taken in 5-mM KCl, 

with the pH manipulated by the addition of KOH or HCl; within experimental error, 

these data were the same as those obtained on diluted distilled water suspensions. 

Results and Discussion 

The principal results of the electrodecantation experiments are given in Figure 4, where 

h{t)/l is shown as a function of scaled time vot/b for three independent sets of exper

iments. The characteristic velocities used to scale the time were calculated firom the 

nominal electric field strength and the mobility vs. pH data shown in Figure 5, i.e. 

uo = fie^- Also shown on Figure 4 are the predictions of Elqn (15). While it is obvious 

that the model grossly overpredicts the decantation rate, these data suggest consider

able agreement with the theory. 

Firstly, the data scale as predicted for experiments that were performed under sub

stantially different conditions; e.g., the Si02 particles are negatively-charged, the AI2O3 

particles are positively-charged, and within experimental uncertainties, the results over

lap. 

Second, the model is predicated on the idea that the clear layer stems from a 

particle-free boundary layer adjacent to one of the electrodes. With l/b of 0(1), the 

boimdaxy layer is established on a time scale of C)(A~^/^6/t;o), which is short compared 

to the predicted growth rate of the clear layer on top of the suspension. Therefore, 

periodically switching the polarity of the applied field should not dramatically affect 

the temporal decrease of h(t), provided the period of polarity switching is long compared 

with To obtain the data of Figure 4, one set of AI2O3 experiments was done 

with a steady field of 0.45 V/cm, and another was performed in a field of 7.3 V/cm with 

the polarity switched every 4 min; the Si02 experiments were done with the polarity 

switched every 30 min. In each instance, the period of switching exceeded A~^/^6/uo 

by at least a factor of 15, and there was no apparent effect on the decantation rate. A 
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related series of experiments (data not shown), yielded no electrodecantation when the 

electrodes were forced with an AC frequency of 60 Hz. 

FineiUy, at longer times, the decantation rate goes over to that predicted by the 

theory. A line fit through the data for VQtfh > 3.75 has a slope of —0.42, whereas 

Eqn (15). gives a slope of —1/e = —0.43 on the semi-logio scale. 

The discrepancy between theory and experiment, as depicted in Figure 4, may be 

due to any or all of several factors, beginning with the role of the electrodes. In devel

oping Eqn (15), the electrodes were taken to be flat, rigid surfaces, which allowed for 

the application of a uniform electric field throughout the volume of the electrodecanta

tion cell. The electrodes employed in the experiments were stainless steel wire mesh, 

inserted 11.5 cm into the suspension and displaced from the chamber walls, as depicted 

in Figure 2. The steel wire diameter (0.24 mm) and mesh spacing (0.41 mm) are com

parable to //A^/^ = 0.5 mm, the thickness of the predicted particle-free boimdary layer. 

Thus in all likelihood, the electric field is not uniform cind perpendicular to the vertical 

plane of the electrodes; nor is it evident that the no-slip condition will obtain. 

In addition to these geometric considerations, further evidence that there are spatial 

variations of the electric field is given in Table 3, where conductivity and pH changes 

are listed as a function of vertical position. The data depict the situation after a period 

of electrodecantation. The initial formulation, pH and conductivity of the suspensions 

indicate that H"*" ions are one of the significant charge-carrying species. Over the course 

of an experiment, H"*" ions are consimied at the cathode, e.g. 

2H+ + 2E- = HJ, 

while at the anode, H"*" ions are generated, e.g. 

2H2O = 02 + 4H+ -h 4e-. 

Since Si02 particles are repelled from the cathode, a rising particle-free layer would 

convect higher pH ctnd lower conductivity fluid to the top of silica suspensions. Con

versely, AI2O3 particles are repelled from the anode, and this would cause lower pH and 
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higher conductivity fluid to rise to the top of alumina suspensions. The consequent pH 

and conductivity gradients are qualitatively consistent with those reported in the table, 

and because the measured changes are significant, it seems reasonable to conclude that 

the electric field varies substantially with position in the chamber. 

These data for the alumina suspension also show that, beneath the superposed clear 

layer, C/CQ is not unity—though there is a visibly sharp transition from clear fluid to 

particle-l<iden suspension. The data in Figure 6 illustrate that ^ = c/c© diminishes con

tinuously at port 6 until Vot/b = 2.4, at which time h(t) reaches the sample port. Similar 

results were obtained with silica particles, implying that the core of the suspension be

tween the electrodes is altered as the decantation proceeds. Electrophoretic mobility 

and particle size distributions, meas\rred before and after electrodecantation, showed 

no signiflcant alteration of the particle surface charge and no aggregation. Changes in 

particle concentration were also observed to cease upon removal of the electric field. 

This suggests that gradients within the core are not caused by sedimentation of aggre-

gagates that result from coagulation of the particles. Moreover, the invariance of the 

scaled decantation rate to an order of magnitude change in the nominal field strength, 

cLS well as temperature measurements taken on the suspension, imply that Joule heating 

is not involved. 

The concentration changes in the core may be due to instability of the particle-free 

boundary layer, which is susceptible to travelling-wave instabilites for inclined settlers®. 

For example, Herbolzheimer® observed travelling waves in inclined settlers for which 

= 250, < 0.1, and l/b = 10; for the electrodecantation experiments 

= 215, = 0.05 and l /b = 1. Should they be present, the travelling waves 

would re-intrain particles from the core, in effect disrupting the sharp transition from 

the bovmdary-layer to the suspension. Gentle stirring due to buoyancy-driven motion 

at the electrodes would tend to fold this disrupted, or blurred, transition region onto 

the core and produce a gradual stratification of the suspension between the electrodes. 

It would also retard the development and growth-rate of the clear fluid layer atop the 
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core. 

In view of the conductivity and pH gradients that develop, electrical stresses, which 

have been omittted from the present analysis, probably influence the base state cind 

stability of the particle-free boundary layer. The electrical stresses are O^etoE^), where 

Co is the permittivity of free space and e is the relative permitivity of the suspension. 

For e = 80, 10~® < ecoE^ < 4 x 10"^ N/m^. While this certainly exceeds the nominal 

stress scale (cf. Table 1), the viscous stresses are 0{^^^hjvq(1) = 4 X 10"^ N/m^ 

in the particle-free boundary layer. As one moves from the boundary layer into the 

suspension, the buoyancy and viscous effects diminish as the particle volume fraction 

increases from zero. One might anticipate, then, that in a region beyond the particle-

free boundary layer, electrical stresses compete with the buoyancy and viscous effects, 

and this may contribute to the vertical gradients simmiarized in Table 3, as well «is 

to the continuous decrease in <f> shown in Figure 6. To investigate the existence and 

structure of such a region, one must employ a more complete description of the ion 

transport, and so this is a matter for subsequent study. 
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© 

Figure 1. The qualitative features of batch electrodecantation of stable colloidal dispersions, 

a. a uniform dispersion at the inception of the experiment, b. a clear layer forms atop a 

particle-laden region, particle concentration increases beneath the electrodes, c. the clear 

layer grows with time. d. the end of the experiment: the clear layer reaches the bottom of 

the electrodes and continued application of the field produces little subsequent change. The 

initial  height of the suspension above the bottom of the electrodes is denoted I  (panel a);  h(t) 

indicates the suspension height at subsequent times t (panel b). 
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Figure 4: Tbenonnalizedhd^ of the suspension A//versus dimensionless time Vgr/d. Dauareshown 

on a semi-Iogio scale and die height of tbesuqienslon is reckoned from the bottom of tbe electrodes; l-

11^ cm and ^ « 11 cm. Legend: a. SIQi. CgslJxlO'', /i, s-2.8xl0~* cm'/v-s, nominal 

E = 7.3V/s with poladQr switched every 30 min; o. SiOb *23x10"*, /i, «-2,8xlO"* cmVv-s, 

nominal £s:9.8V/s with pcdaifty switched every IS min; a, AljOi, CgsUxlO'^, 

/i, =4.2x10'^ cmVv-s. nominal £s7.3V/swith poiaH^ switched every 4 min; •. AljOs. 

Cg = 1.3xlO~'> //, >4.2x10'^ cm'/V'St nominal £«3.9V/s with poiaiity twitctwdevery 30 min; •. 

AI2Q3, Cg =9.7xlO~*, /I, *4.2x10'^cm'/V-s. nominal £*0.45V/s with no polarity switching. 

The solid line is Eqn (IS). Hie dashed line is the best-fit to the data ftr Vgr/fr>3.7S. 

I 
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Figure 5. Electrophoretic mobilities as a frmction of pH. Legend: O, 203 mn alumina 

particles in 5 mM KCl, pH adjusted by adding small amounts of HCl or NaOH; #, 203 nm 

alumina particles in distilled water, pH adjusted by adding small amounts of KOH or HNO3,-

•, 189 nm fumed silica particles in distilled water. pH was raised by adding small amounts of 

KOH or HNO3. Error bars represent one standard deviation on either side of the mean. 
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Figure 6. Scaled volume fraction 0 as a function of dimensionless time votlb for alumina 

dispersed in Milli-Q water. Each datum represents an individual electrodecantation experi

ment. The initial volume fraction co ranged from 7.6 x 10"'* to 1.6 x 10"^ in the experiments. 

These smaJl variations in the starting conditions had an insigniiicant effect on the inital pH 

(approx. 4.2) and electrical conductivity of the snspension (approx. 20 /iS/cm). 5ml-samples 

were taken 2.5cm from the top of the suspension through port 6 at the time indicated. The 

nominal E = 7.3 V/cm, with the electrode polarity switched every 2 minutes, except for the 

data point at dimensionless time of approximately 5.8 (switched every 4 minutes). 
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Table 1: Representative values for parameters, scale factors, and dimensionless groups. 

Magnitude'* 

Parameter 

Qp, particle radius 

Pp, partide density 

Dp, particle diffusion coefficient 

1 to 2 X 10"'̂  m 

2 to 4 X 10^ kg/m^ 

2 X 10"^^ m^/sec 

/ie, particle electrophoretic mobility 2 to 4 x I0~® m^/V-sec 

E, electric field strength 100 to 1000 V/m 

tr, electrical conductivity I to 2 x 10"^ S/m 

Scale factor 

Co, concentration 

t;o, velocity 

/, length 

I/vq, time 

fifVoH, stress 

initial volume fraction of particles, 10"^ 

electrophoretic velocity Ue(co)? 10~® m/sec 

electrode height, 10"^ m 

10* sec 

10"® to 10-'' N/m2 

Dimensionless group 

TL, Reynolds number 

A, Grashof over Reynolds number 

•p, Peclet number 

Tip, particle Reynolds number 

Pp, particle Peclet number 

Pfvol/nf, 0(1) 

I'̂ gi.Pp - Pf)colnfVo, 0(10'") 

vol/Dp, O(lOfi) 

PfVQOpfnf, 0(10-®) 

voOplDp, 0(1) 
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Table 2: Relative vertical position (cm) of sample ports. 

above chamber beneath air- &om bottom 
bottom water interface of electrodes 

port 6 12.0 2.5 9.0 

port 5 9.0 5.5 6.0 

port 4 6.2 8.3 3.2 

port 3 4.1 10.4 1.1 

port 2 3.1 11.4 0.1 

port 1 1.3 13.2 -1.7 
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Table 3: Stratification of pH, electrical conductivity and particle concentration. 

SiOz" AljOa^ 

c/co cr/<To ApH= c/co <T/cro ApH-^ 

port 6 0.00 0.40 1.45 0.00 3.35 -0.88 

port 5 0.00 0.58 1.12 0.25 1.98 -0.67 

port 4 0.00 0.54 1.52 0.53 1.27 -0.45 

port 3 0.00 0.61 0.82 0.84 0.82 -0.11 

port 2 0.03 5.96 -0.47 1.12 0.81 0.75 

port 1 11.1 5.93 -0.48 5.58 1.08 1.45 

bottom 12.4 6.32 -0.48 11.9 1.14 1.43 

" Conditions at the end of 7 hrs of electrodecantation with 80 V applied across the 

electrodes; polarity switched every 30 min; cq = 2.3 x 10"^; (Tq = 5.7 ^S/cm; initial pH, 

4.44; initial cTirrent, 5.5 mA; final current, 9.3 mA. 

^Conditions at end of 3 hrs of electrodecantation with 80 V applied across the electrodes; 

polajrity switched every 2 min; Cq = 0.9 x 10"^; <Tq = 18.2 /iS/cm; initial pH, 4.09; initial 

current, 20 mA; final current, 48 mA. 

— pHfizial pHitiitiitl. 
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APPENDIX C: Measurements on the Diflusion coefficient of colloidal Particles by 
Taylor-Aris Dispersion 

This manuscript has been published in the Journal of Colloid and Interface 

Science, (195, 19-31, 1997) and is reproduced here with kind permission from Academic 

Press. 
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Taylor-Aris dispcniaa in naiTOw-tore capiOaric* « UMd lo 
measure tbe <tiffininn codBciait of mllnidal panfcfca in aqaaana 
suspensioa. The method is shom ID yirid acciuaie toultt tar 
particlcs up to alMMit 0J iim in diamfwr; the neaauRncnt liaK 
for larger partkies is prahibitivciy loof and impfaiafcai. For lqr> 
drophobic particles, interactioni with the capfllaiy walla can ina^ 
duce error into the iotctpietaiioH of the data. Tte oieaauraMnis 
also suggest that bwqwicy-dtivcn panicle motian can imnduce 
error. Consequently, a netliod to capiOafy bydrodynamic 
fractionation was devclopad to csiaMiib whan ttacae bdocs ware 
of negiigibie effect. The rcsuitt rowrtnita an ocdar-and-a-half im
provement in the KmiU*ity of the itrhnimir wUch ha* been re
cently shown to work for nanometer-azed proteins. The data sug
gest that, when matched with the appropriate theory, diipenian 
in capillaries may be a UMAII pnbe at coUoidal and giaoieatlunal 
interaction potentials, i iiii laei^i iii 
~ Key Words: Brownin motiMi: capiDaqr hydrodynamic fractlHi-
ation: capillary ekcttaphoreais; mllnidal diapcniana. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Brownian motion of colloidal parades is a fundamen-
cal process of considerable inierest owing lo. among other 
things, its role in the coagulation and theology of disper
sions. the attachment of particles to surfaces, and the trans
port and fate of particles in a variety of multiphase flows, for 
example, membrane and filtration ptocesses and contaminant 
transpon in the atmosphere and in saturated groundwater. 
As a result, many techniques are available to determine the 
diffusion coefRdent of particles, including spin-echo NMR 
(1.2). uitracencrifiigation (3). and dynamic light scattenng 
(4. SI. Here we describe the imptementadon of Taylor-Aiis 
dispersion (6-8). a technique that has typically been used 
to measure the diffusivities of molecular sduies (e.g. phe
nols (9)). as well as mutual diftiisicn coefficienis in binary 
solutions (10). 

The theory of Taylor-Aris dispersion is well-developed 
(11. 12). and moreover, the technique is conceptually sim-

' To wtiom coaespondeace should be addicsied. 

pie: a bolus of sample is introduced into a cylindrical capil
lary and eluted past a detector, where the spatiotemporal 
diniibution of the solute is measured and converted into a 
diffiisivity. However, if a and D respectively denote the 
radius of the capillary and the diffiisivity of the analyte. and 
if re is the mean time for the analyte to reach the detector, 
accurate interpretation of the detector signal requires that 
the quantity Dt^lar be. in some sense, large. Historically 
this requirement has meant that the method is imptactical 
for coUoidal-sized panicles larger than 10 nm. since arlD 
% 8S min for A K O.OS nun. Fortunately, long (ca. 1 m). 
narrow-bote (s 100 itm diameter) capillaries are now rou
tinely available at a reasonable cost, due in pan to the grow
ing utility of capillary electrophoresis (13 ).-tJsing such cap
illaries. Bello er diL (14) have recently shown that the Tay
lor—Aiis method works well for proteins. In fiised-silica 
capillaries of diameter 75 to 100 /im. diffusion coefficients 
within 1% of accepted values were obtained for proteins 
with Stokes radii on the order of 035 nm. In smaller-bore 
capillaries (diameters «7S /im). interactions between the 
an^ytes and the capillary walls were sufficient to introduce 
3.5 to 4.5% error into a classical Taylor-Aris interpretation 
of the data for the 0 J5 nm proteins. To mitigate the effects 
of analyte-wall interactions, measurements were also per
formed in 75 /an capillaries coated with polyacrylamide-
dexiran. These dan were accurate to within 29r for proteins 
with Stokes radii as large as 3.5 nm. i.e. diffusion coefficients 
as low as 7 X I0~* cm~/s. 

Here we examine the extent to which the Taylor-Aris 
dispersion technique can be used to mea.sure the diffusivities 
of larger species (i.e. colloidal particles). whose diffasi vities 
are considerably smaller dian tliose of proteins and for which 
wall interactions might be significant. We also address a 
related question left unanswered by Bello er ai. That is. in 
the absence of tabulated values, when can one have confi
dence in tbe measurement? 

We have found that, with an experimental arrangement 
quite similar to that used for capillary electrophoresis, classi-
^ Taylor-Aris dispersion can be used to accurately mea
sure the diffusion coefficients of colloidal particles as large 
as 0.27 fun in diameter. In principle the technique will work 
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for larger particles, too. but the measurement times become 
prohibitively lengthy since larger diameter capiUaiies aie 
required to suppress interactions with the walls. 

The particles analyzed were tobacco mosaic vims (TMV). 
hydrophobic and hydropfailic polystyrene (PS) spheres, and hy
drophobic polymethyl methacryliie (PMMA) spheres. The dtf-
fiisivities thus obtained were found lo agree wcQ with those 
detennined independently by photon candaiian specnoscopy. 
In some instances, the combined effects of gnvitadonal body 
forces and interactions benween the panicles and the capHlaiy 
walls were sufRdem to bias the measurement sigmficamly (ID 
to 20%. or more). Cbnsequently. we found it usefid lo rsiahlitfi 
guidelines indicating how one might know when the data were 
reliable. This was done by petfonning experiments similar lo 
the Taylor-Aris measurements, except die sample was doped 
widi a small amoum of a tracer sohne. mesiiyl oxides By exarain-
ing die diffoence in die mean ir^jdnne times of the analyie 
panicles and the tracer soiue. we found iha one could assess 
whether the panicle cfisiributian is reasonably ufufoim over the 
capillary cross-section, as is required by <he Tqrlor— 
Aris theory at dmes much greater dan a'iD (6-8. 12). More 
specifically, if the difference in lesidenoe was less than 
about one-thinlofthe standard deviation in the pwideigsidence 
time, then the Taylor-Aris method yielded accume difiusiviiies. 

The presentation that follows begins with an overview 
of the experimental scheme. Thereafter the details -of the 
measurements and their results are described. The paper con
cludes with a discussion of the utility of the method and 
some comments concerning the possibility of probing colloi
dal and gravitational interaction potentials by measuring par
ticle dispersion in capillaries. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

General Experimental Scheme 

A Beckman capillary electrophoresis system (P/ACE 
21(X)) was used to carry out the dispersion experiments. 
The features of the device that were employed are depicted 
schemaucally in Fig. 1. 

Each experiment consisted of the following steps: coliunn 
prerinse: sample injection: imposition of a piessure gradient 
to elute the sample past a UV detector; and postrinse to 
clean the capillary. With the exception of sample injectioos. 
flows were driven through the capillary by the imposition 
of a pressure drop induced with the pressure solenoid. 
Buffer, wash, and sample solutions were introduced into the 
capillaries from 5 mL vials placed in an automated sampling 
carousel. The prerinse consistedof uvo to three pore volumes 
of carrier buffer forced through the capillary to ensure that 
(he capillary was equilibrated to the carrier buffer. Next, a 
sample plug was injected into the colimu by applying an 
electric field along the capillary for S to 30 s; this method 
of introduaion is known as electrokinetic injection. After 

uv 

vw Vial 

FIG. L .SrhnjMric of ihe 

the sample was introduced, carrier buffer was pushed 
through die capillary to drive the plug of sample past a UV 
lamp set at a wavelength of 214 nm. An absofbance detector 
with a 200 fan wide apettuie was used to reconl the changes 
in absofbiiice as the sample zone passed a window burned 
in the column 7 cm from the outlet. The dau recorded by 
the UV detector were then transferred to a personal computer 
and stored: a typical output recorded durwg die dispersion 
experiments is shown in Rg. 2. Finally, to eliminate the 
buildup of residue, the capillary was washed with a postrinse. 

Two types of capillaries were used in the experiments: 
coated and iincoatwl The postrinse for the uncoated capillar
ies consisted of separate washes with 0.1 A^NaOHandMilli-
Q water (Millipore Corp.. Bedford. MA), each for two to 
three pore volinnes; the coated capillaries were rinsed with 
Milli-Q water for four to six pore volumes. The Milli-Q 
water had a conductivity of OJ pS/cm. Throughout the 
experiments, the P/ACE 21(X) circulated coolant through the 
cartridge containing the capillaries to maintain a constant 
temperature of 25'C (see Fig. 3). 

Tbe data were then fit with a Gaussian curve, and from 
the equation parameters, the first and second moments were 
determined (II. 14). After the first and second moments 
were coirected for tbe width of the initial sample zone and 
the detector aperture, the difhision coefficients of the sample 
were calculated (11). As iKxed. the length of die detector 
aperture was 200 too, and the width of the electrokineticaUy-
injected sample zone was detennined fhun the elec-
troosmosis rate of the fluid along with the duration and 
strength of die applied electric field. The electroosmosis rate 
for each column was detennined as described below. 

Sample Preparation 
Four kinds of particles were studied, viz. TMV. hydropho

bic PMMA spheres, and hydrophobic and hydrophilic PS 
spheres. 
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Tobacco mosaic virus CTMV) was obtained from Ameri
can Type Culture Collection (Rocfcville. MD) suspended in 
10 mAf sodium phosphate bufier (pH 7^) at a concentration 
of approximately 1 rag/ml. To ensure that the TMV was 
equilibrated to the 2 mAf carrier buffer, the TMV suspension 
was passed ihrough a P[>-IO gel filtration column containing 
G-25 Sephadex CPharmada. Piscataway. NJ). The TMV 
was eiut^ from the column with the appropriate carrier 
buffer (described below; and dilated with the same buffer 
(o a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. The samples were 
then allowed lo sit overnight before use. 

The hydrophilic panicles studied were catt»xyiaK-niodi-
fied polystyrene latex spheres. 0.19 and 0.83 /tm diameter 
(Imerfacial Dynamics Corp_ Portland. OR), obtained at 
concentrations of approximately 4% solids. Two types of 
hydrophobic parucles were also studied: carboxyl charge-
stabilized polystyrene latex spheres. 0.27 /un diameter (In-
terfaciai Dynamics Corp.). supplied at a concentration of 
49^^ solids, and 0.24 ftm diameter PMMA spheres (NASA 
Space Science Lab. MSFC. AL) at a concentration of 
roughly 20% solids. The stock solutions were centrifiiged 
down, resuspended in the appropriate carrier buffer (see be
low). and sonicated using a Branson 12(X) sonicator (Bran
son Lncrasonics Corp. Danbufy. CT). This procedure was 
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FIG. 3- Caniid^ assembly. 

repeated six to ten times to ensure that the spheres were 
equilibrated with the running buffer. The suspensions were 
diluted to a final volume fraction between 0.01 and 0.(X)1 
and allowed to sit overnight. The total volume of sample 
injected was between 1.63 and 9.02 nl. which means that 
the minimum number of particles ever introduced was 
around 10*. 

A stock solution of electrophoresis grade l(X) mAf borate 
buffer (Run buffer A. Beckman Instruments. Inc.. Fullenon. 
CA ) was diluted with Milli-Q water to 0.2 and 2 mAf. Except 
for the trials with the 0.83 iim PS spheres, the diluted borate 
buffer was used as the caviier buffer in the e-xpeiiments and 
also to wash and resuspend the samples. The 2 mAf borate 
buffer had a conductivity of 29 ^ 1 aS/cm and a pH of 8.6 
= 0.1 ai25*C.andthe0.2mAf borate buffer had a conductiv
ity of 9 r 1 ftS/cm and a pH of 8.6 r 0.1 at 25^. The 
experiments on the 0.83 fan PS spheres were petfotmed in 
the 100 mAf stock buffer. 

Capillary Prtparation and Characterization 

Fused-silica capillaries of lengths nuiging from 27 to 400 
cm and diameters ranging from 20 to 75 itm weie used for 
a suite of measurements. The capillaries were obtained fiom 
several companies: 7S pm (Polymicro. Phoenix. AZ): SO 
and20^ (J&W Scientific. Fbisom.CA):and 25 ^m (Su-
pelco Inc« Bellefonte. PA). Other experiments, involving 
the hydrophobic particles, were perfonned in capillaries 
whose interior surfaces were coated with hydrophilic mate
rial. A wax coated (SO /<m diameter. 312 cm length: J&W 
Scientific) and a polyethylene glycol coated capillary (SO 
ftm diameter. 97 cm length: SCE. Austin. TX) were em
ployed. 

All of the capillaries were supplied without windows for 
the UV detector (Rgs. 1 and 3). To create windows in tiie 
fused-silica capillaries, the outer polymer shell that encases 
the capillary was burned off with a match. 7 cm from the 
end of the capillary. For the coated capillaries, hot sulfuric 
acid (»s250*C) was used to remove the polymer exterior, 
so as not to damage the coating on the interior. To delineate 
the window boundaries, two pieces of tape wete wrapped 
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around the capillary. The window was formed by dropping 
Che acid on the capillary exterior exposed between the pieces 
of tape. 

The fused-silica capillaries were initially conditioned by 
washing for S min with Milli-Q water. 10 min with O.I N 
NaOH. S tnin with Milli-Q water, and finally 10 min with 
carrier buffer. The coated capillaries were washed with 
Milli-Q water and buffer for 10 min each: to avoid damaging 
the coatings, no 0.1 W NaOH was used. 

An important parameter to be established for interpreting 
the Taylor—Aris dispersion measurements is the capillary 
radius a. For the TMV experiments, the velocity of a tracer 
sample, mesityl oxide, was lecoided at both hi^ (approxi' 
raately 20 psi) and low (appioximateiy 03 psi) pressure 
drops. Using these data and the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, 
the radius of the capillary determined at the high and low 
pressures agreed to within 3%. 

For the sphere experiments, an alternative method was 
developed. After the dispersion measurements were com* 
plete. the capillaries were cut into sections approximately 
27 CO 37 cm long. The capillaiy sections were placed in the P/ 
ACE 2100 and filled with mercury.' A previously-weighed 
sample vial was placed in position to collect mercury as 
high pressure was applied to ̂ ve mercury through the capil
lary for a prescribed period of time (30 to 60 min). Voltage 
readings were recorded during the experiment fnxn the side 
of the P/ACE 2100 with a ponable digital multimeter. These 
readings were then converted into pressure readings using a 
linear relationship established by Beckman Instruments. 
After 0.5 to 1.0 ml of mercury was pushed through the 
capillary and the required time recorded, the mercury-filled 
outlet vial was weighed and the mass flow rate was deter
mined. The Hagen-Poiseuille law was used to determine 
the radius of the capillary from the pressure drop and the 
volumetric flow rate of mercury. Using the mercury elutioo 
method, the capillary radii were measured 2 to 5 times, 
yielding results that varied by approximately 1.0%; the aver
age of these measurements was taUcen as the capillary radius. 
To confirm chat this method was sound, selected capillaries 
were examined using a scanning electron microscope 
ISEM). The average radius found using the mercury experi-
menc agreed to within I'Xr of the SEM measured radius. 

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy Measurements 

A submicron particle analyzer (Coulter Electronics. Inc.. 
Hialeah. PL) was used to independendy determine the diffii-
>>ion coefficients of the spheies in suspension. This instru
ment employs photon correlation spectroscopy to determine 
the average diffiision coeffident of the dispersed particles. 
These results were used as a beiKhnurfc for the diffusion 

coefficients obtained from the Taylor-Aris dispersion mea-
surements. 

Capillary Hydrodynamic Fractionation Measurements 

To gauge the extent to which die particle probability den
sity fiuction is uniform over the capillary cioss-sectioiu a 
variation of the dispersion experiments was performed. A 
small amount of mesityl oxide was introduced to the sample 
suspensions. This doped sample was eiectroidiieucally in
jected into the capillary and a Taylor-Aris dispersion experi
ment performed as btfore. Any substantial difference be
tween the average residence time of the mesial oxide and 
the spheres was indicative that the radial distribution of the 
particles in the capillary was nonuniform (IS—18). 

Electroosmotic and Electrophoretic Mobility 
Measuremeias 

The capillary electrophoresis system was used to measure 
etectroosmocic and electrophoretic mobilities. The electroos
motic mobility of the capillary walls was measured by intro
ducing a sample of buffer doped with a small amount of 
mesityl oxide. A known electric field was applied until the 
sample was driven down the capillary past the detector. The 
electroosmotic mobility was determined using the following 
equation: 

M 
" Etm' 

[1] 

where £ is the electric field strength. Z. is the distance fhun 
the point of the sample injection to the detector window, and 
fn is the mean residence time of the mesityl oxide marker. 
To determine the electrophoretic mobility of the spheres, a 
sample of the spheres, doped with mesityl oxide, was in
ject^ an electric field applied, and the electrophoretic mo
bility was calculated by 

Af = f21 

where fR is tbe mean residence time of the particles. Samples 
containing only spheres were tested to verify that the sphere 
elution times and profiles were not modified by the ad^tion 
of the mesityl oxi^ marker. The ^-potential of the capillary 
walls was then determined by the use of the Smoluchowski 
equation, viz. 

fM 
<«o " (31 

'Caution; Caie should be taken to avoid coniiaf in cowact with iiic where ft is the viscosity of the Sample, c is the relaDve 
tnetcuix or breathing merciuy vapon. permittivity of water, and Co is the permittivity of free space. 
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A numencal algorithm for eiectrophotetic behavior in weak 
electrolytes was used to determine the ^-potentials of the 
spheres (19). 

Interpretation of Experimental Data 

Certain conditions must be met to ensure that the classical 
Taylor-Aris theory may be applied. Two of the mofe sig
nificant requirements are as follows. Firsc the individual 
panicles should have the oppoitunity to sample all of the 
radial positions in the capillary. Thus t^. the mean residence 
time of the panicles, needs to satisfy the following criteria: 

Dta 
> 10. [4] 

and 

J:- < _£ 
2iiU U 

Ua 

and a/Ocni * 10~-. Here (.a!a^)^'^{lUalu) is the Dean 
number. vID is the Schmidt number, and a/Oci is the 
capillary radius normalized to the radius of the coil (11). 
Fifully. shear-induced migration is insignificant provided 
that (20-22) 

ya'(b' 

ID 
< 1. [9J 

The details of this requirement are discussed elsewhere 
( 1 1 .  1 2 ) .  

Second, the sample particles should favor no radial posi
tion over any other. The Taylor-Aris theory, which treats 
the analyte as point particles, gives that t% « £,/ (j, where U 
is the mean velocity of the carrier fluid and £ is the distance 
from the point of the sample injection to the detector win
dow. That is. it follows from the theory that the mean axial 
velocit>' of the analyte will be that of the carrier fluid (12). 
This means that, in the experiments, paiticle-wall interac
tions and size-exclusion effects slKMild be suppressed. So 
among other things, one requires that apltt< \. where is 
the radius of the particle. Also, buoyancy-driven motion and 
inenial efTecu should be negligible. So respectively. 

where r is the shear rate and <b is the volume fraction of 
panicles. 

With tiiese stipulanons in mind, one may extract the diffii-
sion coefficient of the analyte from m, and m^. (he tirst and 
second moments of the UV detector signal (e.g. Fig. 2). As 
is well known (II). 

Q — r ( 1 • -*-3 1 
24mi !_(I — I J 

x[i^i( l  -6,)"=].  [101 

where 

and 

d, = (768)=(2.1701 X 10 ')Xu 

Xn 
2mi - IW7 •<- (mf -t- 4/n7iW;)' 

S/BT — 

[111 

[121 

«s I. 

(51 

(61 

Before the first and second moments can be used in Eqs. 
[ 101 - [ 121. corrections for the width of ttie injection sample 
zone and the detector apenure need to be applied: i.e. 

mi = m. [131 

where ii is the number of times the capillary is coiled in the 
canridge xssembiy (Fig. 3 » and 

is the Stokes settling velocity of the particles. In Eq. [71. 
p. is the density of the particle, and p and :/ are the carrier 
fluid density and kinematic viscosit>'. respectively. Effects 
due to coiling of the capillar\-. i.e. the effect, can be 
diminished by limiting the velocity to 

and 

Z fijnz- (141 

The corrections needed for the injection zone ate given by 
( 1 1 )  

"'I 

and 
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TABLE I 
Diffuaon OwHkiim aid CHDF Data 

Cmittaiy 
Bome CausHM 

Oi Diameier buffer do* peaks 
Sample tlO" cnr/s) (tm) Coiiiag (niM) (10"* cmVs) (%) (Y/N) 

TMV 25.2 2.0 3.96 = 0J6 -1.0 Y 
27.2 2.0 356 = a74 -li) Y 

0.19 itm PS lam spheres (hydrophilicl 2.61 = 0.<U •r» 2.0 2.60 = 0.26 -0.4 Y 
25J za 2.56 raJ26 -1.9 Y nil 
25.4 2.0 2.72 = 024 4.2 Y 
46.4 2.0 ZJA ~ 0.08 -1.9 Y 
75.7 2.0 2.74 = 021 5Jl Y 

0.r7 wm PS laiex spheies (hydrophubicl 1.83 r 0.0* 74J 0l2 I.9t r 0.11 4.4 Y 0J4 
233 2.0 2.13 = 0.19 16.4 Y 1J«6 
22a 2.0 2J2 = 0.08 26.S Y 1.77 
43.6 PEC 0.2 1.84 = 0.13 0.6 Y 0.06 
47.1 •n 0.2 1.70 r 0.07 -7.1 .N 

0.24 (un PMMA spheies (hydraphobic) 2.06 = 0.04 73.6 0.2 2.21 jr 0.11 13 Y 0J8 
23J 2.0 0.84 r O07 -59.2 N o.ao 
45.9 PEC 10 1.79 = 0.08 -13.1 Y OSS 

0.S3 um PS laiex spheres (hydnphilic) 0.59 r 0.(M 722. 100.0 1.01=005 72.9 Y 3J7 
" • fDTA - DBVDQ X 100. 
'The diffiisioa coefficiem quoted by ATCC. die nppiier of die TMV. 

where v;,, is the volume of the sample (analyte) zone in
jected. The corrections for 6L. the width of the detector 
aperture,  are (11) 

2 t / [ L j  [17] 

and 

Note the corrections for the apenuie width are less signifi
cant than those for the sample zone and may be negiecied 
for most systems. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Diffusion Coefficients 

The diffusion coefiidents determined from the Taylor-
Aris dispersion measurements (DTA) ue listed in TaUe 1. 
The benchmark values (Da) for the TMV were provided by 
the supplier, and the benchmarks for the spheres were oi^ 
tained from the photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) mea
surements. The estimated error in the PCS measurements 
was r(0.04 X 10"*) cmVs. The radius of the spheres was 
determined using the Stokes-Einstein equation and the PCS 
diffusion coefficient measurements, viz. 

kT 

6lzDaM 
[19] 

where k is Boltzmann's constanL Tis the temperature, and fi 
is the viscosity of the solution. As was discussed previously, 
certain requirements need to be satisfied to ensure that the 
Taylor-Aris dispersion theory can be applied. The ranges 
of parameters a^ dimensionless groups pertinent to these 
requirements are listed in Table 2. For some of the experi
ments. was not small compaied to unity and 
this will be disctissed in the subsection on nonclassical ef
fects on dispersion and the axial particle velocity. 

The experimental results for the rod-shaped (300 nm x 
18 nm) IMV are plotted in Rgs. 4 and S as a fimction of 
dimensionless residence time r. Figure 4 shows all of the 
experimental results, and IHg. 5 is the average of different 
experimental runs with similar values of r. The TMV data 
show that as r increases, the scatter in the data diminishes. 
Larger r values reflect a more complete sampling by the 
particles of each radial position, which may increax the 
accuracy and reproducibility of the measured diffusion coef
ficients. The longer resident times may also help to attenu
ate any variability in the initial sample zone and in the impo
sition of the pressure gradient by the solenoid. The literature 
values available for the diffusion coefficient of the TMV 
varied from 2.60 x 10"* to 5.00 x 10"' cmVs (23-26). 
with 4.40 x I0~* cm~/s being the most recently quoted. 
This broad range of values can in pan be explained on the 
basis that the dau were obtained by different methods and 
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TABLE 2 
Dmmsianiess Groups 

Sample Ua/t' X ll>' DrSc X 10- tUa^ X IC irirlZD X 10^ 
TMV 4j;-8j 6.4-7.7 X lO"-' 2.5-12.5 6.1-6.6 0.5I-0.9S 
0.19 pm PS latex spheres 2.5-17.5 0.0I-0.I3 5.4-15.5 0J4-3.45 
0.27 vm PS latex tpheres 2JI-I6.0 0.01-0.19 1.0-225.0 5.4-IK. 1 a68-4.64 
0.24 nm PMMA spheres 2_'-I8J: 0.01-0.47 2J-265.0 5.7-IS.O 0.65-4.85 
0.83 Mn PS latex spheres 16-3.1 I.I)t-l.4a 3Ji—».4 5.4 iWlt-Il.w 

" The equivalent-sphere radius of TMV was esiimaied from Uie diffusion cocfliciem by usinf ihe Sioket-Eiiuicin equaiion. 

that different strains of the virus are of slightly difTerenc 
length and diameter. The value supplied by ATCC. 4.0 x 
10"' cm-/s. was used for D,,. 

The experimental data for 0.19 /tm diameter hydrophilic 
PS spheres are ploned against r in Rg. 6. The experimenis 
were r\in in live different fiised-silica (uncoaied) capillaries 
of different lengths and diameters to produce diCfeient r. 
The results in ail of the capillaries are in good agreement 
with the PCS difftision coefficient, and the mean values for 
the diffusion coefficient are better at the larger r values 
{Table 1) .  

The diffusivit\- of the 0.27 fun hydrophobic PS spheres 

was measured in both oncoated (fased-silicaj and coated 
capillaries. These data are shown in Table 1 and Rg. 7. 
Qearly the results of the measurements in the 22 and 23 
/Ml uncoated capillaries are unsatisfactory. These data are 
evidently biased by interactions of the panicles with the 
capillary walls, as indicated by the capillary hydrodynamic 
fractionation experimenis (see below). It is important to 
note that the UV eluiion profiles for these experiments were 
completely Gaussian, so without the benchm^ provided by 
the PCS measurements, one would not necessarily suspect 
that these diffusion coefficients were in error. The results 
obtained in the 7S fim capillaries were more accurate, pre-
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FIG. S. Oiffusion coefriciem of TMV otained from Taylor-ArU e.t-
perimenis with similar r. Error banc rcpre.<ciii one standard deviaiinn on 
either side of the mean (see Fic. 4 for raw data i. Tlie solid line repnoem^ 
the diffusiviiy quoted by ATCC 
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Once again the diffusion coefficients finom die 23 un-
coated capillaries were unsatisfactory. In this case the elution 
profiles were not Gaussian and exhibited trailing shoulders 
that suggest adsotptive/hydrophobic interactions with the 
walls. To diminish wall effects, the experiment was repeated 
in (nominally) 75 ;im uncoated capillaries: Gaussian profiles 
and better results were obtained. Nevenheleis. without a 
beiKhmarfc for comparison, one could not be confident of 
these data. Results of comparable accurac\- were obtained 
in the PEG and wax coat^ capillaries (though the wax 
coated capillary subsequently plugged*, and no particular 
advantage was gained by using them. 

Though we performed no measurements of Hamaker con
stants. it would appear that, of the hydrophobic spheres. 
PMMA is more strongly attracted to the capillary- walls. For 
example. PMMA plugged the wax coated capillary and. on 
tile basis of non-Russian profiles, appeared to adsorb lo 
the walls of the 23.5 ^im fiued-silica capillaries (Gaussian 
profiles were obtained in 73.6 tim fused-silica capillaries). 
The 0.27 taa PS spheres showed no evidence of adsorption 
to fiised-silica capillaries, though some adsorption to the 
wax coating is believed to have occurred (the elution profiles 
e.xhibited trailing shoulders). When non-Gaussian behavior 

"T» 

FIG. 6. DifriLNion caefticicm for 0.14 hydrophilic PS spbem in -
mM boraie buHer measured by Taylor-Ahs dispenion ax a funciioa of r. 
Fu]ed.siiic3 capillanes with diamcKn of 75.7. 46.4. 2S.4. 35 J. and 22.2 
urn were lued in ilie expetimeais. The solid line it the diffusion coeflicient 
nbuined b> photon cotielaiioa tpeciroicopy. 

sumably because the cross-sectional area of the capillaries 
wa.>i on order of magnitude larger. Unfonunately. use of these 
large diameter capillaries created a need to use columns as 
long as 4 m CO maintain r > 10. which in mm caused 
the time needed to perform the experiments to increase to 
approximately 5 h per trial. To suppress hydrophobic effects, 
capillaries with hydrophilic coatings were tried. The 43.6 

PEG coated capillaries yielded excellent results despite 
the comparatively short residence times (r * 12. « 50 
min I. The result.\ quoted for the 47 f/m wax coated capillary 
were obtained by titling a Gaussian curve to Ihe front half 
of Ihe L'V absorbance signal. In these capillaries, the elun'on 
profiles evinced u significant shoulder (Fig. 8) and. in the 
absence of any benchmark data, would presumably be dis
carded. It seems likely that some particle adsorption occurred 
on the wax coated capillary inasmuch as this capillary 
plugged after one < .satisfactor>' I tun with 0.24 ^m PMMA 
sphere> (see below and Rg. 9f. 

The data for the 0.27 nm PS spheres, especially those 
from the narrowest capillaries, point to the need for more 
substantive guidelines indicating when one might have con-
tidence in the measurements. This point is reinforced by the 
IWUILS shown in Rg- 9 for the 0.24 pm PMMA spheres. 

2.40 

2.20 

2.00 -

• 43.6unPEGc 
• 47.lMn«i 
A 22.2uin ftaM liiei c 
V 23.5uin ftaad i 
• 74.3iim«UMd«keac 

1.80 

1.60 ' J 
20 40 60 80 100 120 

RC. 7. OifTiKinn imfNcieni of U.27 (IRI hydrophabic PS spheres ob
tained fmm Taytar-.ArLx experimentv with similar r. Expehmentv with r 
• 93 and 126 were done in 2.0 mM borate buffer, and the other enpenmentv 
were |jerfufintd in 0.2 mM horate buffer- The solid line lepteiienb ihe 
liifTuiioa coefKciem obtained bv using photon correlation lipectnMCopy. 
The eiiiN liars represent one siandanl deviation un either side of the mean. 
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the eiution profile (12). we investigated the utility of the 
mean particle residence time as a gauge for when the long
time dispersion data could be accurately interpreted with 
the classical theory. This was done by performing capillar\' 
hydrodynamic fractionation (CHDF) experiments as de
scribed in the expetimental section. The dimensionless pa
rameter of interest in the experiments is A/R/C. where A/R 
is the difference between the mean residence times of the 
panicles and the tracer solute, and is the staitdard deviation 
in the panicle residence time. 

The result of the study are summarized in Table I: note 
that these dau are for residence times well in e.xcess of a'I 
D. We have found that, when ^%1<t upprojches or exceeds 
unity, the panicle eiution proliles are not adequately interpre
ted with the classical theory, irrespective of how beautifully 
Gaussian these data may be. Figure 10 shows the result of 
a CHDF experiment on the 0.27 ^m PS particles in 74.3 
Mm fiised-silica capillaries. Here is 034. and the Tay
lor—Aris dispersion measufements were within of D„ 
for these conditions. When fiised-silica capillaries with one-
third the diameter were used. -Vr/ct increa.sed by about a 
factor of four, as did the error in the diffusivity measurement. 
Figure 11 shows a result of a CHDF experiment on the 0.83 

FIG. 8. Typicai non-CaiKiian eiution piofilc: 0.Z7 itm PS sphetet. OJ 
mM boraie buffier. 47.1 t̂n wax coaicit capillaiy. 

was obtained, the leading edge of the eludon profile was lit 
to a Gau-ssian di.stribution. and. in each case, the diffiision 
coefficient wa.<: underpredicted. 

Finally, measurements were also anempted for hydn>-
philic 0.83 fxm PS spheres (Table I). The eiution profiles 
obtained were Gaussian and reproducible (r * 26. TR * 90 
mini. However, the diffu.sion coeflidenr derived from the 
profile differed from Dn by 73%. 

In their inudy on the u.se of Taylor-Aris dispetsion to 
mea.sure protein diffu-sion coefficients. Bello et aL (14) 
found that the shape of the eiution profile (i.e. Gaussian vs 
non-Gaussian i vva.N a rea.sonable indicator for when their 
cli.spersicin data would yield accurate values for die pnxein 
diffusivities. For the colloidal systems investigated here, it 
>eomN clear that the shape of itie eiution profile does not 
sufh'ce as the sole determinant of when the Taylor—Aris 
theory can be used to interpret the dispersion data. 

Capillary Hydrridynamic Fractionation 

P\s previously noted, the cla.ssical theory of Taylor—Aris 
dispersion gives thai t%. the mean.residence time of the 
panicles, will be the same as that of the fluid in which they 
are immersed for /R »» DIa'. This result holds, provided 
factors that would bias the radial panicle distribution in the 
capillary (e.g. size-exclusion effects i are negligibie. Since 
such factors do not necessarily alter the Gaussian fonn of 
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J IML 
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• 47.ium«a«ooan4cicMV 
• 73.Sum AMM Mca eaoMy 
A 23 Sum fUMd Mici cjpitirf 
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FIG. 9. OifTiMon cotflicicm of vm hyiiraphotiic PMMA spheio 
in 0.2 aiAf bnnie bufTer olMaineU from Taylar-Ah> e.xpennwm> wiili 
similar r. The soiid line nepieienb the diffuxun coefricient iibuined hv 
piloian conciaiion specnoNCopy. The CIIIN bars reprocni one uamlanl iJe\ I-
aiion on either side at' the mean. Only on« expenmeni WON pertocnnl in 
the wax coated (.-apillary becaiLsc the capillaiy plugged on ihe «caind run. 
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300 320 340 

Time(min) 

380 
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and where O* is the dispersion corrected for equilibrium 
double layer, van der Waais. size-exclusion, wall resistance, 
and inertial effecB. The algorithm was tested on cases ana
lyzed by Siiebi and DosRamos (27) and was found to be in 
agreement with their results. 

Hamaker constants as well as the zeta potentials of the 
capillaiy walls and panicles were required as input for the 
calculation of D'/D'a- A range of Hamaker constants found 
in the literature (31) for the interaaion between quartz and 
PS/PMMA in water were considered for the uncoated capil-' 
laries: the Hamaker constant for the PEG coated capillary 
was estimated using a range of values typical of polymers. 
Ekctrokinetic measurements were performed as described 
in the Materials and Methods, and their results are listed in 
Tables. 

Tlie results of the calculations of 0*/D?A- and the cor
rected diffusion coefficients, are shown in Table 4 for those 
experiments in which Gaussian curves were recorded and 
^r/o- exceeded 0.1 (cf. Table 1). In uncoated. fiised-silica 
capillaries the correaed difiiisioa coefficients were in better 
agreement with <as measured by PCS). Interpretation of 
the data in the PEG coated capillary was not improved, but 
it should be noted that interaction with the PEG coating may 
not be adequately represented by the simple model used 

FIG. 10. Typical absotbance pre6lc wuirtBd duriiif a capillaiy hydio-
dynamic nactionaaon experiment when ftmin—inn is iosignilicam. 
a •> 0_Vt.0.17 fim PS spheres. Q.2 DiM boiaie bnfler. 74J (ini (iiied-silica 
capiUar>'-

f j t n  PS panicles in a 22.2 ftm fiised-silica capillary. For 
these circumstances, the Taylor—Aris profiles were quite 
Gaussian, but the CHDF measurements yield = 3.4. 
As a resuiL the diffiisiviiy extracted from the dispersion data 
is in error. 

As a final iIlu.<xration that is a useful long-time 
metric, consider the measurements performed in the PEG 
coated capillaries with the hydrophobic spheres. For the 0.27 

PS spheres. A/R/CT is small compart to unity, and the 
resulting diffusion coefficient agrees with Da- For the 0.24 
^lm PMMA spheres. .^/R/<T is near uiuty and the error in 
the diffusivity is —13.1^. 

S'lmclttssiciil Effects on Dispersion and Axial Particle 
Velncity 

To determine if colloidal and hydrodynamic forces sub
stantially modify the dispersion of the sample (27-30). the 
dispersion data were corrected for their effects. A numerical 
algorithm based on the method of-Silebi and DosRamos (27) 
was used to calculate the ratio DVDta where 
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HC. It. Typical abMxtance prdile lecofded during a capillary hydro-
dynamic fracnonaiion experiment when I'ractionaiion become-t impoiiaiu. 
Simlv « 3.4.0.8? am PS spheres 100 mM boiaie buffer. 22.2 iiia fi»ed-
silica capillary. 
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TABLE 3 
Ekctraidiictic Data 

Bonle Eleciroosinoac Zen 
bu/Ter mofeilifv poKaiial 

Capillary (mAf) (10" ear/V ty (inV) 

Fused silica 100.0 0.68 -87.12 
2.0 I.ll -14121 
0.2 1.18 -151.18 

PEC coated IO 0.26 -3331 
0.2 0.54 -69.18 

Wax coated OJ: 1.17 -149.89 

Borate Elecini|ilniiiiic Zcia 
buffer mobilicy poMia 

Pamcles (mAfI (iCcmW-s) (mV) 

0.19 um PS 10 -4.11 -76JI 
0a7 Mm PS 10 -4.76 -89J3 

0.2 —».14 -I20.T9 
0.24 um PMMA 10 -4.41 -80.15 

0.2 -3.68 -84J1 
0.83 um PS 100.0 -3J7 -43.67 

here. In all cases, the adjustments were smalL as one might 
expect from extant theory (12.27-30) and the modest fluid 
velocities (ca. 100 fim/s) employed in the experiments. For 
the 0.27 Mtn PS and 0.24 fan PMiA spheres in (nominally) 
75 /im capillaries, the agreement between the conected Dta 
and Do was excellent. The discrepancy between the corrected 
OTA and Do remained significant for the 0.27 and 0.83 foa 
PS spheres in the (nominally) 20 to 25 >im capillaries. 

In calcxilating effects due to graviiational set
tling of the patticles (29. 32) were neglected. Owing to 
the design of the capillary cartridge (Fig. 3). the particles 
experience a time-periodic body force transverse (and par
allel ) to the capillary axis as they flow around the capillary 

29 

coil. For the 20 to 25 fan capillaries in Table 4. the capillary 
is coiled 4 to 8 times in the cartridge assembly: for 75 (tm 
capillaries, n = 35 to 40. The half-period of the forcing is 
roughly U2nU. and the characteristic settling time of the 
particles is a/Usmt,^. As can be seen in Table 4. agreement 
between the corrected Dta and Do is poor when 
2nUa is greater than about 0.1. This suggests that buoyancy-
driven motion of the panicles may have a significant influ
ence on their dispersioiu For plane Poisetiille flow between 
parallel plates. Shapiro and Brenner (32) have analyzed 
transverse periodic forcing of Brownian particles, and Meve 
(29) has analyzed steady transverse gravitational forces 
combined with classical DLVO wall interactians. Neither 
analysis applies directly to the experimental arrangement 
used here. However, qualitatively these analyses show that 
the effect of the buoyancy forces will be to diminish the 
convective contribution to axial dispersion relative to that 
for the classical case. Certainly, if buoyancy effects are sig
nificant in our system, then omitting them fiom the interpre
tation of the elution profiles will result in an overestimation 
of the diffiision ctKfficient. and this is what is seen with the 
uncoated capillaries in Table 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Taylor-Aris dispersion has been shown to yield accurate 
measures of the diffusion coefficient for colloidal particles 
as large as 0.27 ftm in diameter. The technique worked well 
for both spheri^ and rod-shaped (TMV) particulates, for 
which the orientationally-averaged translational difliision 
coefficient was obtained. Because the principles of the mea
surement are straightforward, the method will work for even 
larger particles, but the measurement times become quite 
long as the particle size moves beyond O.I ;un. To some 
extent the measurement time can be controlled by using 

TABLE 4 
Colloidal and Hydfody—ic Cowcctioiu 

Canceled 
Capillary 
diameier AM OTA An d.' 

Sample '(iml (10"''l> <IO"*cmV*i i^i ('^i 2nUa 

0™7 um PS 
ih>'drophobici 

0.24 Jim PMMA 
(hydrophobic! 

0.8? urn PS 
(hydrophilic) 

743 

Ti.b 
*s.r 

OJ* 
tJ6 
1.77 

0J8 
0^ 
3sr 

3.67-32J 
3.67-32.2 
3.67-32.2 

3.44 

3.67 

OMI-0.962 
0.930-0.964 
0.947-0.962 

0.961 
0.975-a976 

0.973 

1.84 = 0.11 
(2.02-105) = 0.19 
(2J0-Z23) r 0.08 

2.12 = 0.11 
1.75 = 0.08 

0.99 = 0.05 

0.4 
I0.6-I2J 
20.1-22.1) 

3.1 
-15 J 

68.2 

0.0 
IJ> 

-OJ 

0.1 

-5.9 

0.02 
0.I3-0.I4 
0.15-0.16 

0.05 
0.0(1-0.09 

1.18-1.40 

- 4, - - tTrvt-'T' X 100. 
' PEC coaled capillary. 
- The Hamaker cooKam tor PEC coadiig was eMinaied nsiiig i nafe of vaiuet reponcd for patymcn (311. 
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smaller capillaries, but ctre must be taken to suppress inier-
actioiis between the panicle and tbe capiUvy wills if one 
wishes to interpret the dispersion data with classical Taylor-
Aris theory. The classical theory has been generdizixl lo 
account for many effects (12). and the data here suggest 
that DLVO interactions and time-periodic buoyancy 
forces—either acting separately or in conceit—are a sig
nificant cause of the depKuture from the stipulations on the 
classical theory. Thus to use a generalized theory of the 
dispersiotu one would have to measure the ^-potential of 
the particles and the capillaries, as well as the particle densi
ties and size—in which case, given the Stokes-Einsiein 
reianon. the rationale for doing the dispersion measurement 
is all but lost. 

In closing we should like to make two points. Rrst. with 
precise control of the pressure drop across the capillary, one 
can avoid doing Hg flow rate measurements to doermine the 
capillary radius, as well as separate capillary hydrodynamic 
fractionation measurements lo assess the uniformity of the 
particle distribution over the capillary cross-sectioa. Our 
pressure control was sufficient to perform the dispersion 
measurements, but the stabilization time of the solenoid 
made accurate determination of the pressure drop vs flow 
rate tedious (hence we tried this approach but once, for the 
TMV). A superior method of applying the picssure differ
ence would make it possible to determine the capillary radius 
by simply measuring the residence time of a conservative 
solute tracer. Similarly, knowing the capillary radius and the 
pressure drop, one also knows the mean residence time of 
the fluid in the capillary. The mean residence time of the 
particles (i.e. the first moment of the UV absorbance) could 
then be used to determine whether a bias existed in the radial 
panicle distribution. 

Second, the ultimate utility of dispersion measurements 
in capillaries may prove to be as a tedmique to study colloi
dal and gravitational interactions rather dian as a tool to 
measure diffusion coefficients. For example, the mean resi
dence time of particles in capillaries has been used to investi
gate the role of colloidal forces in hydrodynamic chromatog
raphy and to study electroldnetic lift (18L 20-22). The dis
persion of the particle velocities about this mean should also 
be of interest from practical and fimdamental perspectives. 
To illu.strate this point, the mean axial particle vdocity is 
plotted in Fig. 12 versus the nnean velocity of the carrier 
buffer for the systems summarized in Table 4. Two obvious 
features of the figure are that the particle and fluid velocity 
are nearly equal, and there is remarkable agreement between 
the data and the calculated result based on the model of 
Silebi and DosRamos (27). The^iercent relative error in the 
calculation, averaged over a set of experiments, is given in 
Table 4 as di- ( U f -  - L'̂ UUir X 100. where Uf 

0.27iimPS/74.3itfnl 
aZTum PS / 23.Si«n ftiMd I 
0.27ii>n PS ' 2Z.2um ftiaM I 
0.24umnMM/73.e 
0.24iimPMMA/45.i 
a.(3iMPS/2Z.ZiMl 

, r 

and respectively denote the calculated and measured 
panicle velocit\-. It is clear from the table and the figure 
that, whatever combination of colloidal and gravitational 

Cross-aaclionaHy mmtwgea fluid vetadty. L' 
(cmAacxIO^) 

FIG. 12. Measuicd panicle vefcntia vs the crou-«cciioiially averaged 
fluid velociiy. The iolid line repre«na ilie pcediaed avetafe panicle veloc-
iiy for a given aou-fcctiaaally aveiaced fluid velcciiy usinf ilie nediad 
of SiMi and Oodtanaf (27). 

interactions is involved, their effect on Up is quite weak 
compared to their influence on the particle dispersion, 
hardly differs from U and. owing to the low fluid velodty. 
the line for in Fig. 12 is essentially insensitive to the 
bu£rer ionic strength and to the particle and capillary 
poientials (cf. Table 3 for the range of electrokinetic parame
ters used in the determination of C/1^). C/r woukl also appear 
to be insensitive to those factors omitted from the Silebi and 
DosRamos model (e.g. time-periodic transverse forcing of 
the panicle motion). Conversely, the measured dispersivity 
can be substantially altered from DTA and the influence of 
the colloidal and/or gravitational effects on the dispersion 
is readily detected. 
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APPENDIX D: Capillary Electrophoresis Measurements ofElectrophoretic 
Mobility for Colloidal Particles of Biological Interest 

This manuscript has been published Applied and Environmental Microbiology, 

(64(7), 2572-2577, 1998) and is reproduced here with kind permission from American 
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Tlw cIccttaplMrctic •Mfeilitics at ikicc kactcrtel tiraia* wm ia««siifaMtf Wf ca^ilafy cicciraplMcuis (CE) 
and were coapand with rcsalu aMaincd kji aiiuafktitapliacMis (ME). Tkc CE acasarcawats titldtd bi* 
modal ricctfaplntBgiaaM lar n>o af Ike Uf^*. tku iliaaiiatiai far Ihe Ant IMM Ikai sartece duife varia
tions wiihia a aMaacioaal papalaiiaa caa ke praktd bjr CE. latiapapalaliaa variatiaas were aat deiicud by 
ME. The mofeiliiies of three cheaiicaHy ditiiact type* af laieK •kiaiphtm were alta awasand. Difcmices 
between the OKan aMhilities ohiaiacd bjr CE aad ME were aat siatiMkalljr ligaMlcaal iP S 0.M); Ihe tiaadard 
deviations of Ihe CE aieasareaieats were typically 2 la It tiwet laMller ihaa thaie afetataed by catapataMe ME 
neasareawau. The wprodaciMllty at CE peraiitud batch la batch BMbility variatiaM lo be pn^d hr the 
bacteria (oae of Ihe siralas ohifeiicd sach variatiaM). aad aMiagaliaN was evidcal ia aae af the latex 
sospeasions. These cfiKts were nat McasaraMc with ME. 

Over the past dccade. capillary clectropfioresis (CE) has 
been dcvelopi»i into a standard tcchniquc in biMedimiliigy. CE 
is used for analytical separation of charged solutes, such as 
carbohydrates, proteins. ONA. pharmaceuticals, hcrbicides. 
and pc.<iticidcs. as well as kiwcr-inolecular-weighl ions (I. 19. 
27). CE is a powerful clinical diagnostic utol for pioiiling. 
>crccning. and detecting drugs, catbnhydratcs. lipids, enzymes, 
prnieiiui. and nucleic adds (46). Variants or CE. known as mi-
ccllar ciuctrokinetic capillary chromatography (Z7) and capil-
l;ir\ ckctrochromatography (36). allow solutions of nonionic 
3nai>ics lo be resolved. 

Rcccnth. CE has been applied to suspensions involving par-
liclcs m'binlogical interesL including viruses (19). bacteria (9. 
l')|. silica soLs (31). and polystyrene nanosphcrcs (45). An ad
vantage of cicarophoretic separation cumparcd with liliraiioii 
iir ccnirifugaliun is that elMrophorcsis is charactcrislically 
gentle and suitable for labile compounds and micTDorgamsms. 
For example. Ebersole and McCormici>. (4) fcMmd that more 
than W'r III the bacteria that they tested remained viable after 
CE. and other workers (13.35) have obtained similar viability 
results for cells separated dielecirophoretically in electric fieids 
liaMnt; comparable strengths (ca. 100 V/cm). 

While (he capabilities of  ̂to separate compounds and 
partielcs are well-established (for reviews see references 2. 
26. and 27). the method has not been widely used to measure 
L-lectraphorctic mobilities. Accurate measurements of electro
phoretic mobilities arc important in many biological and envi
ronmental MTicnces and technologies, ranging fmm dinical di-
jsnostics (4n. 41) to biocolloid adhesiim (8. 10. 12. 17.33. 39. 
•>'. 44). Tobacco musaic vims (A. 15) and polymer latex mo-
hilitics ((i. 15.23) have been characterized 1^ C  ̂but Zhu and 
Chen (47) lound that for human, erythrocytes, the clectro-
phurctic mobility measured by CE differed by ZKr fnim pre
viously published values. As there have been no direct com-
pansons between CE and other techniques, we determined 

' C'orrcspondini author. Mailiof aikiress: Ocpattment of Chcnical 
and Environmenial Enpneering. The Linivcnufv of Arifona. Tucsaa, 
.VZ fl.S7;i. Phone: (520) 621-MMJ. Fax: (53)) A2I-MMI. E-mail; jch 
urniax¥>eUj:he.arizona.edu. 

electrophoretic mobilities by (TE and by microelectrophoresis 
(ME), and we report the resulu obtained here. Our objectives 
were esteniially to examine whether CE couM be used to 
measure the ekctrophoreiic mobility of larger particks (diam
eter, ca. 1 |iml of biologicai interest and to assess the accuracy 
of the CE method compared with ME (8,29, 42). We present 
results for the electropliorelic mobilities of three strains of 
bacteria and three chemically distinct microspheres (used in 
biocompatibility deierminatiaas) at two pHs and three iimic 
strengths. The method that we used was based on the work 
done with tobacco mosaic virus by Grossman and Soane (15). 
Differences between CE and ME mobility measurements were 
not sutistically significant, and the CE dau typically showed 
lower variances than the ME data. In addition, it was possible 
by using CE to detcct electrophoretic heterogeneities in twi> of 
the bacterial species, as well as aggregation in one of the latex 
suspensions. To our kmiwledge. this was the lint use of CE lo 
resolve mobility variations within a monodimal population. 

MATOIMLS AKO MCniOOS 

•acMiM iiviMf aad pnaamiM. The bactcnaJ strains uwMijird in ilxt> 
itiid*«cie Ai;M.a fram-ncfalitc. nmiilc. cllipiiilil tacicmun (nun iif IcnfiR 
(o widm. DIM w iaiiiMcd irom Uic Snannah Rncr deep Hiiwirfacc cnvi. 
mmiicm. and i*o suaim iMilaicd tram ihc Ocpanmcm ol Encrf* iiic at Uracr. 
Va. The Oyster (raundntcr auiaics acre Cl>l (a inm-iKfativc. nimnuiilv:. 
cUipMNdal inaenuffl vntli a ratio of length to aidlh nT IJ!| aad PUW}! (a 
fiaiii-pasitnc. niaiinoiilc. cDipMidal haocnun with a catio of Icnfih to width of 
2j). The cqymlcnt sphencal radii o( the banena Mcd. bmcd on their prfi|ccicd 
arcM.scfe all appranmatcly II.S ML Cyttucexweie VWMA the earljr stamnaiy 
phase (•laiiHiiiii i at M» nm. sppifiisii ly I.SI in ^ml litlcnaKicr AasJu 
cmtainint ini ml afliri PTYC (lUS | of pcpmaie per liter. lUS | nl tnpuHK; 
pcr lilcr. 11311 ( m «cs« enraei per IKcr. U.h f of M(U, • Tlt̂ U per liter, tun f 
of CaCI. - IHX) per literl at mom teapcniiifc (32 lo 24X1 with comunt 
afiiaiiair(IW ipml. The cells wefc sepaiated hvcemhtifauim (31 min. lir* s » 
and icaapendcd in III) ml oC WKt-ucriliard HAf-napMiiwlpnV^nauironic 
and (MOPS) tavfcr omaiaiiit 4.1 Mt ( of MOPS (Si^iK tiiraicd u pi 17.112 oith 
I N' NaOlt; cmducinrinr. 7MI uSuic nme afeafUi. in mM) per liter. The 
weeiag pnceduie rat repeated le prodiirr cack (aal aqsnsian (coKcntn-
tM in* to in" edlannl). which was then mcutncd at mmn lenperaiiuc for 
IK h. (nic haaetial species and stafc o» (tmh •eie picdiiaited on the rcsulis 
or a Klaicd hacteaal attacftmcm amOf (J|: Ihe CE tcchamic •»><* descnhc 
• mtMC and adaptable i» spcoes at all •ape* 'f pmnh.) At that pnuii. ixB 
dcnsu* m aiemurcd h* acndtnc nnmfc diieci cnmtiaf (2D). Thcnufhout the 
pmeai. oilturc puntv w» rcpeaiedhrby dhta nwal ottKmuoa (ap-
pranmatclv 10* celh •etc ntKRcd). plaunf. and iMpaiowni ol calon* mor-
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UV 
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FIG. L Scftcmauc duifnoi oi the CE apparacus. 

piKilop-. Oircct vtMul otHcnriiioQ wm aisio locd lo coairai thai tlic ccUs «ccc 
mimodupcnc mi ihc tunc of (he c^nflicau. 

O: mcaMtccmcnw were pcrfonncd witii at Icatt tlircc KpiTMc budlcs of codi 
microorfMism. The baictics wen; grawn and piepared for memutaaetn cm Jitfcreni dtys. Typically, three U) hvc mobility mcawfcaicfitt were obiaiacd for 
4 ftven tuu^ aUhou|tt in lomc imuuKci. as few a one or mo meamucmenu 
were ooutned. ME mcasurcincnu were obiauicdwuh cells fitooi a luifle culture. 

Mkian|lwm amd ^npanUmu The followinf three lypci cf truatmpHerct 
were tiudted: ii.6-tim-duifiiictcr. Mirtacuuit-free, hydropftuhn, amidiae potyscy-
renc latex mtcrcMphercs (Interfactal Dynamio Corp.. Portland. Oref.}: 
liiamcter. surlaaant-rrcc. hidnyhilic artatytatc-modiicd pi4yiiyn;nc laicx 
(C*ML) micrcHplieres (Intertacial Oyoamics Cofp.1: aod n.24.^iw'di'tictcT. hy-
dnipnobic pdymetliyl methacrylatc (PMMAl micni^hercs (NASA Spacc Sd* 
cnce Lati. .Maishait Space Fliyht Center. HcMtmlic. Ala.|. The hydrophobidtics rcpurtcd bcioar are the hydniptabicitacs under the teat conditioftt uacd in thi» 
<(cud\ The potyxyrene aiid PMMA iphetcs were iiippliid at nock concentra-
tioru equivalent to roughly 4 and 3^% eti*. reapeciivcly. The luoek lolutiofis 
were centnfuged for 4 to Ift nio. dcpmdiiif on the sie of the nkfoiphcrev 
rcMcipcnded in the appropnaic carrier buSets. and MMiieated for at teaat litmin 
(o poiducc monodiepenc auipciiiiioajL Tlic earner buiea uaed were KMi mM 
riiiraie (Bcckman borate buffer kic pH eondueihriiy. |.M1 mS/cm| and 2 mM noratc (pH conduaiviiy. 41.3 ^S/em}. The 2 biM borate buffer wasi pro* 
duccd by dilutinf a IIHI mM buffer loHitioit with ultrapurc water (Ultra^Pufe Wutcr Rewareh Croup. DcpartoKnt of CheiBical and Enviranflieaul Engineering The L'nivetsity of Anzonal. The buffets were Hier nerilized. The waihinf pnKvdure wa.« repeaucd three times for the CMLand amiduie and h to 
III timc« lor the PMMA partirica cince the PMMA sock folutions contamed rcMdual impurities from the emulsion potymciuauon process. The iiMpfWinni were diluted to final volume fiaaionsofCini to anit and stored (wemif ht at 4*C 
to otmrc that the «phcrcs were in equilibnum with the carrier buffets. The 
amtdme and CML panicic meamremeau were made in the 2 and III) mM httfAic Duflcfv The PMMA meaturements were made in the 2 mMboraie huffier. Pmtr ui mcaMirements. the imyeMioos were inspected Cor iggn [•iinn with a 
iivnt micro^ufw. 

<*C waiurttnii A Bcckman P/ACE Sjvem 2lll> eapiUatf aone clectnK 
pnarcxis unit, controlled hr Deckoian System Gold soAwarc. was uacd to measure clci.iroph(tretie mobiliticx. A schcntaiie diagram of the instiumcM is shown 
•n I't& 1 /Application of an cicctne feeU down the aiis of the rnwllafT dPDWc 
partite transport by the loUowuig two tncchwiiimi' i li i iiiyluiniii (liuilauan 
due to the parudc '̂ natnv chargei and deetroasaiOBis (bulk nnttiiuii of die 
ciimcr civxtroiyte in whicn the panidcsarcre immeraedl.M,thei hi iinplwiii iii 
mobility ol a particle population (or suUpnpuliCioo I. folliiWB ftom the translaiioo 
racc cofflpared with the translation race at s neutral diipMt. which AMIUCS from 
irw mict past the UV detector at the ckemw—otie vekiciiy of the buffer (21. 
2.M: M " (1/ip - U,cf). where is the daiancc from the inlet 
rcMrrvoir to the deteoor. I-' ts the iroliafe diffncnee afiplied across the lenfth of 
trw tapillsry and r.«f and are the mean mignuon times of the reference marker and the partide populawm tor subpopulation). respcetivcly (27). The capUlanes u^d were obiatn  ̂ (rasi Mymicm Technnlofics (Phoenix. 
/\nz. 14nd were tfexible fuivd lilm capillaries (inside diameter. 75 ̂  I that arere not cnatcd on the inside and had an eaunor poiyimidc cnatwf. Tlie capillaries 
amnceted the anode (inleti rcscf«oir» to the raitindr (outlcti resetvaici (Hf. t) 
.ind »^n; cypicalty 57 em kin| (distance from the cathode resenroir to the 
detector. 5ti cmi A dcteaor window wras cfeaied by buraini off the polyimade 
cuatine 7 cm from the outlet: the detector cell volume was fJ(lir m *). Pnor to 
cacn UK. the eapiUane  ̂ were conditioned by usuif the Bcckman i ipilliry re-
ptaecTTtent procedure (a litmin higli pii, auiic rinse wmh Bcckman dpiUaiy te-
nrnerator solution A. S mm of H^O. 10 flbn of buffer). 

The iipumum detector wavelength was detemined for eaeh sample iwycniion by measuring the abMrbanec ol a capiUaiy MIed with the luiptniiiin iwer the 
range of pouiblc wavelengths after a bnaeline was established far the background 

buffer. The nptimum dcteaor wavelength fi>r all of the meaauremcnis was 214 
nrn. For the baetena. the kmcr detection limit miKipnnrti'd to an infected 
bactenal concentration of appcunuaatdy llT ccUarmi (*u not flhcavnl or 23<n 
cells (fDranmfccied volume of 25 nl|. Forthcmicrea^res.tbcdctecuon itmu 
was ID*** pamclcamiL 

Actual mraauteients were preceded by a prennsc with buffer (5 mm lor 
bacteria and Z min for latex microapheresi. Samples were introduced into the 
npillary with a 2* to IOhi nandard high piiiiii (2fVlb |̂ inieeticm. The ui-
{cetion time waa a fiineuon of the sample absotbmre Typaatfly. a S-* tnjcaum 
was used, and for a 57<an-long capillary with an maide diameter of 75 um the 
sample volume iiyetcd was apprammatdy 25 nL CDl was alio inieacd elcaro> 
kmctacalhr by uiinf a 175>VAcm applied electnc leld far ifl s to mtcoducc the 
sample into the ciliary. Heating effixts were avoided bv mainuinuig the cap* 
iilaty at 2S*C dunag the meaauremenu and by performing an Ohm's Iswr test t.^Zl 
to establish the operating conditions for which there waa m linear reUtiutt&nip 
between the sfylii it elcetric fleld and the currcni within the capillary. PK: 
applied elcetne ieMs used raofcd from m ia42hV'cm. 

A neutral dnpnnt. aKsiqrf oade (15. 31). wat added u> each ample (2 «*( 
mcsityl onde in 4ni pi of suspension) to determine the electroosmotic vctoaty. 
Measurements were determined for the sample with and without the marker u» 
vcriiy that srtiiiinn of tiK marker did not affect colloid migration. IDcetrofcinctte 
meaaufcmeats were ate determined for the background buffer and (for bactenal 
mnpli H a bacterial ffltrate. which was obtained by passing the bactenal suspen
sion through a 0.2-ism'parcMae Aoodiac sterile ilier. The mcasurcmcnu were 
detemined at least three times per mmplc. 

Aseiieaof high-pressure rinaes (5 minwith ILI K IICI.5 min with H^.5 mm 
With Bcckman capillary rcfencrator solutiim A and 5 mm with HfO for baetena: 
5 min with Beckman capillary tegcncrator solution A and 5 mui with 11^ rw 
later spheresi were used bi.twu!a sueccssnc measurements. The contenu of the 
cathode and anode buffer icsctvoin were replaced after three measurement to 
mimmire the cffcet of elcctiode reactions on buffer cumpusmoo (4). At the end 
ol cach period of rime matmiu the capillary was prepared for storage ny 
repeating the rinse procedure twice (for a uwal of three nnscs). This sundard 
rinse ptocedure waa ftdhiwcd by suecesnve liwmin high«preasure nnscA with 
methanol and air. and then the rapilliry was stored dry. 

MC maaiotwBMMa. ME cleetrophoietie mobilities were measured with a 
LaKr Zee model 50I meter (PenKem. lacu Bedford HillL.K.Y.}. Measuremenu 
were made aa recommended in the lavr's manuaL at room temperature. The 
model 5(11 meter did aoi have a thcimostat and reported the dam as a ( potcn-
tiaL which could be convened to ekctrcphorctic mobility by usmg the Smolu-
chowski equation (37); M * (cWls)C* where is the biiffcr viscoaiQr. c is the 
relative permutivity of the buffer, and c« is the permittivity of a vacuum (IUI54 x 
in CVK • m^l. The parameter values uitemal to the model 51)1 meter ucre 
refcrcncevaluesfbrwaccrat2lfC.McaBuremeatswcrc repeated at least ID times 
for cach panielc. 

RESULTS 

Bactcria. CapQIary eiectropherognnis for the earner buOcr 
and the bacterial (iliraie exhibited no eiectrophofciic peaks. 
T h e  i i r e n g t h  o f  t h e  e l e c t r a o i m a t i c  f l o w  ( E O F )  w a s  7 . 1 3  ~  0 J 5  
iun - cm/V - s (>f — 36). The marker did not affect the magni
tude or distribution of the electrophoretic mobilities Tor ihc 
bacteria. Preliminary expen'menu showed that the results were 
also independent of the injection technique employed. 

Electnipherocrams of At264 and CDl exhibited two clec-
trophoretic peaks, as shtNvn in Fig. 2. Neither A1264 nor CDI 
exhibiied significant batch-to^iaich variation in their electro
phoretic mobility modes, but some variation was observed in 
the fractions of the populations associated with these modes 
(Table 1). Note that the mode mobilities, Af, and Af-, varied 
little from batch to batch, and there was little variation in 
the area-weighted average of M, and Af;. Similar results were 
obtained for AI264 (data not iliown). 

The third bacterium teaed. PL2W31, exhibited only one 
electrophoretic peak (Fig. 2) and balch-to4>atch variation in 
mobility. The m^ilities of the batches were -031 r 0.04 iim • 
cm/V • s (« « 5), —0.45 = 0.04 |im • cm/V - s (n « 2). and 
—0.41 rr 0,02 i&m - cm/V - s (n » 3). 

The CE and ME resulu are compared in Table 2. Differ
ences in the mobilities obtained with the two techniques are 
shown in Table 2. The CE data for A12M and CDl are re
potted as the mode mobilities and relative peak areas, aver
aged over all of the measuremenis: the ttandaid deviations 
shown are the mean standard deviations for the batches. No 
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li lt mini for CDI. The cnlumn lcn|Ui *a> 77 on. (c| Neimal naikcrpcak (T-I mini and a uncle baetcnal peak (7.7 mint foe FLSWJt. 

himodal distribution was deieaed by ME for AI2M and CDl. 
Since batch-lo^iatch variability was evident with PL2W31. 
cnmparisons between the measuretnent techniques were based 
on results Trom a single culture of thit inicronrganism. CE and 
ME measnirements were not obtained with cells fmni the sane 
culturc for A12M and CDl, as these organisms showed no 
signiticant batch-to-batch variability in (TaMe 1). 

Microspheres. Light microscopy of the micmcpheres re
vealed monodisperse suspensioiu eacept for the PMMA. 

Am. Eirviaon. MICKOBIOL. 

pailides. which exhibited significant aggregation. No electro-
phoretic peaks were obseived with the baseline. The strength 
of the EOF was 10.77 = 0.17 - cm/V • s (n « 9) in Z m.M 
borate buffer and fi.60 = 0.18 ̂ m-cm/V-s(ii >8) in 100 mM 
borate buffer. The marker had no effect on the magnitude or 
distribution of the elecirophoretic mobilities for the latex 
spheres. Typical eiectropherograms for amidine and CML par
ticles are shtiwn in Fig. 3. The results of the CE and .ME 
experiments are summarized in Table 2. 

CE measuremenu obtained with the heterogeneous PMMA 
suspension revealed a bimodal distribution in mobility (Fig. 4: 
Table 2). Aggregates of microspheres were apparent when the 
suspension was inspected by light microscopy. After sonication 
for I h. the PMMA aggregates were disrupted (tj ,̂ the ws-
pension was monodispene. as determined by light microscn-
py). CE measurements obuined for the mom^isperse suspen
sion yielded one etectrophoretic peak (Fig. 4). Additional CE 
measurements were detennined after time intervals tanging 
from 0 to 2.5 h to test for reaggregatioa of the microspheres. 
Time-dependent aggregation was apparent as determined by 
both visual inspection (light microscopy) and the redevelop
ment of a bimt^al distributicm in the elearophoretic mobility 
dau (Fig. 4). 

DISCUSSION 

The general agreement between the data obtained with the 
CE and ME mobility measurement techniques is indicated in 
Fig. S. Statistical differences in the mean elearophoretic mo
bilities determined by CE and ME were investigated by using a 
paired r test (P « O.M) (7), a sign test (P • o3o). aiid a Wil-
coxon signed rank test (P • 0.47) (14): differences between the 
means were insignilicanL Systematic diferences associated with 
Ihe choice of colloid. pH. or ionic strength were not observed. 

The finding that CE results agree with ME results is not 
surprising. Electrokinetic theory shows that, as fong as the par
ticle size is no more than a few percent of the capillary diam
eter. the influence of hydrodynamic interactions on mobility 
measurements is negligtile (2S). Colloidal (e.g.. van der Waals) 
and/or hydrophobic interactions between the analyte and the 
capillary wall can also bias mobility measurements. Such inter
actions are well-documented for proteins and other organic 
analytes (18.24.30), which tend to adsorb to quartz capillaries. 
Similar effects have been observed for 0.2-iun-diameter hydro
phobic polystyrene and PMMA particles in capillaries with 
inside diameters of 25 |im (6). Analyte-wall interactions can be 
diminished by using capillaries with larger cross-sectional areas 
(S. 6). by modifying the carrier buffer, or by using coated cap
illaries (34). Coatings that reduce wall interactions, however, 
often reduce EOF and increase analysis time. 

Based on similar numbers of repUcate measurements, the 
uandard deviations for CE results were typically much lower 
Ihan the sundard deviations for ME measurements (Table 2). 
This was probably because a single CE mobility measurement 

TABLE 1. Batcli-io.balch vafiation in CDl dectrophcrugranu 

•itch 
No. of 

neaiuie. nenu 
M, (lun • cm/V'tf eaiAf-ir 

% a f  
uaal acca a* peak 1 

(itra • 
ai>\ • tf 

1 5 -2iMsai2 31JI = IltM -151 I0.1t 
2 3 -2211 OM -ZSZ T 0.13 «7.7 i ia7 -2.40 • o.in 
3 5 -irrrOiH -2.71 s 0.12 61J i 7.4 -2.44 i 0J17 
'tt, andacc the nAiliuciiorifec imaadtccaadMdcsin Uic ekaio. 

pkcrqiiiB. icapecuiclir. * W is Ike Brc»wci|hicd awnae of M, aad tf;. 
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TABLE 2. Cumpainan of dcclrophoicoc mobiliiics a* dctetmincd BJR CE and ME 
Sample .1/, (iim • cm.'V • »r -W. (urn • em/V • *tc (lUB - cai/V • Mmc (»<"' ''I' • tm/V • it 

Uancna 
AI:a*' -14)t-a.ll5(7r -Ulr (110(7) ai9?3A(7) -1II7»0J>7(7/- -1.9S sOiiSdOf -(112 
mf -12S 11107(111) -m«0.1I (IX) 4IU«IL6(1R) -2^ £ am (ID/' -2J4 = a32(I0r -020 
PLIW31-' -a5i£am(S)* -o.7« iojs(io)* 027 

MicTospiieiex 
'Mnidioe' -L79r 0.111(3) -I.9« «0.I2(10) ai9 

-3.42i0.14(3) -2.9510.2s(10) -a47 
PM.MA- -4.41 lOJIKfJ) -5.17rn.ll(3) 7*.* • 3.1 (3) -4^7^009(3/ -4.73 i0J9{10) ai6 
Aandine' -1.95 = 0.17(3) -1.7*^0.21(10) -ai7 
CMU -.VA4>0JNi(3) -3itt = a20(10) 0.13 

' M, Hid M- uc Ac noMiocs (or Uic (tat ud accmid nudes in (tic cIccinpacnifniB. lopccincl*. 
tfcx »lAc cicctnipliarcnc moailinrac dncnuiKd II* CE. 

' it OK dcctroiphorcu; onMiiy tt dcictniiied Iw MB 
'' Mcasuxcmcnu wen: dctcnnuKd in 10 nM MOK bufcr. pH 7JI2. 
' The niimbcn in paicnilicia arc UK iwiibuJi of lian ihai im—ii nnaa woe deuniacd. 
M/,r u UiocifMcd avcrafc of W, MdJV^ 
' .Mobiliiy wai dnermincd by iiiciMifui( mgliipte cuiiwcs of taadctia. 
* MoMiiy «ai dcicnmncd mraiMhaf a niflc aitaiifc nf badciia. 
' Mcaturctncnu wcic dcicimincd in T m.M bmaic baler. pK US. 
' Mcatufcmcau «cic dcicnnincd in liai mM bocaic biifcr. pK U9. 

wa.s based on (i) analysis of a relatively large number of par-
liclcs (appraximaiely 10* particles) and (ii) the lime required 
I'or (he analyte (o move distances on the order of 0.1 m in an 
electric Held stronger than 100 V/cn. By contrast. ME and 
related measurement techniques (22) detect particle tranila-
lion over short distances (typically less than 100 iioi) in weak 
fields (10 V/cm or less) and often icly on observation of far 
fewer particles. 

Two of the bacteria used. A1264 and CDI. and cme of the 
microsphere types used. PMMA. exhibited multimodal behav
ior during CE measurements. Similar dimibutiiMis were ncK 
obtained with ME. CE is a sensitive analytical separation tech
nique tailored to resolve mixtures of charged ̂ utes on the 
basis of their electrophoretic mobilities. Thie sensitivity stems 
irom the strength of the applied field and the unifomiity of the 
panicle velociues over the capillary CIQK section. Thus, when 
a large number of particles is sampled, an elcctrapboretic 
histogram and a more detailed picture aie obtained. 

The resulu of related studies on bacterial mplian (3) sug
gest that the bimodal electrophoretic mobililiei of the CDI 
and A1264 populations were due to intrapopulaiiaii heterote-
ncities in surface charge rather than aifregatioo. coniamina-
lion. or artifactual peak splitting. Bimodal mobililies of ceUt 
have been observed in other contexts, and in thcK caMs the 
himixlality has been attributed to variatioiis in surfiKe stnic-
lure (the presence or absence of appendages or capwiar na-
icrial) (8) and surface antigens (38). Ebeis^ and McCoimicfc 
(V) round that differences in chain morphokigy can cauae mul-
limodal behavior in bacterial electrophoretic mobiliiy. Visual 
inspection confirmed that the ceUs used here were monodis-
pcrsc. Spread plating revealed no maior coniaminani. The 
detection limit for bacteria was approximately 2300 oeUs or 
roughly 1/lOth the sundard number of cells injected. The pres-
cncc of a significant contaminant (observable with CE as a 
separate peak) should have been reoognited by direct visual 
observation or by differences in colony morphokify following 
growth on solid media. The multiple peaks were in no way due 
10 the carrier buffer, cell cxMdalci. or mesityl oxide. Ennaiuiw 
et aL (11) concluded (based on both theory and eaperiwems) 
that artifactual peak ̂ ilitting is avoided by buffering idutians 
at least 1 pH unit from the particle iwekctric point. Since 
bacterial isoelectric poinu are generaHy in the range from 2 to 
4. depending on spedes and growth uage (16), and since the 

pH of the MOPS buffer was 7.02, artifactual peak splitting is an 
unlikely source of multimodal mobilities otwrved. 

The PMMA microspheres also exhSiited an electrophorciic 
mobility distribution. Direct visual observation revealed both 
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FIG. 4. Eicctrophcrofraou for the PM MA suspeauoa. McaHifcncnu were 

ntn;uncd in Z mM bonic buier with an ofipiicd eiccinc icid ot 175 VAan over 
a Sf-an cokimn. The uijccuon inierral mm 5 %. (a) NcttcnU marker peak (4.2 min) 
and iwo inicrcMphcrc peaks (7.11 aad 7.7 nin) far the iniljfdii^ni PMMA 
partidcs (poor to soniauion). (b) £«olutiofi of btinodal elcctnipliocctie aiobijtfy 
tn PM.MA Mtspcnuoru. Elecuophcruffaim bated on sittpcnsioes vcfc obuincd 
immediately after sonieatiofi (dished tiiie) and 25 h after MMUcatinii (solid Itae). 

individual panides and aggrefaicd clumps in sufpenioas used 
I'or the original CE and ME measurements. Soaicalion (ubae. 
qucnily prcxluccd a monodispene iuspensiMi of PMMA mi
crospheres that yielded a single peak in the corresponding 
clcctropherograms. Subsequent CE measumneiMs obiaiiied 
with the same suspension revealed the timcHiepemieiit evohi-
lion ot' a second peak. Within 2.S h, the suspention was coa-
pri«;d or mainly aggregated panides. as indicated by vimal 
iiupcction. Over the same period the area of the peak contain-
inc the monodispene microspheres decreased, while the sec
ond peak grew, presumably due to aggregation. 

Despite the noticeable difference in the areas under the 
peaks in their respective electropherograms. the numbers of 
amidine and CML (Fig. 3) particles injected were actually 
similar. A likely explanation for this phenomenon is the dif-
icrcnces in the spedfic absoifeances of the partides. as the area 
of an elcctrophoreuc peak is a functioa of both the number of 
particles injected and the specific absoibance of the panides. 
Since both colloid volume fractions (less than 0.01 for both 
microorganisms and microspheres) and UV absoriiance (typi
cally less than 0.1 absorbance unit) were kiw. lieleciian arti
facts assodated with high partide concentrations are unlikely. 

In the CE measurements, elearoosmotic flow was charac
terized by doping the samples with a neutral marker, mesityl 
oxide. EOF measurements were reproducMe for all of the 

carrier buflisrs tested. The standard deviation of the EOF in 10 
mM MOPS huffier (pH 7.02) was roughly three times the stan
dard deviation of the values obtained at both ionic strengths in 
the borate huffier (pH 8J5). This probably was due to the 
neutral pH of MOPS solutions, since electioosmows in un-
coatcd capi&ries it estremely sensitive to pH changes in the 
range from pH 4 lo 8 (27). 

CDl samples were inject^ both electrokinetically and by 
high pressure. Electrok^tic injecticms have been known to 
bias samples (27). since analytes with lower (more negative) 
electrophoretic mobilities tend to remain in the sample viaL 
No diffierence in either the distritution or the magnitude of the 
electrophoretic mobilities exhibited by CD! was observed in 
response to the chawge in injeaioa technique (data noi diownl. 

CDI exhAited multimodal behavior in electrophoretic mo-
biUty at relatively low field strengths (175 V/cm). Higher ap
plied electric fields were required for A12M because at low 
fieU strengths, microbial motility distoned the CE peaks. At
tempts to uncover multimodal dectraphoietic behavior in bac
terial strain PL2W3I by increasing the applied electric field to 
approimately 350 V/cm were unsucceafuL 

The reprodudbflity of the CE dau allowed batdi-to-batch 
variations to be studied in the bacteria. A1264 and CDI 
showed variations in the distributions of their populatiom be
tween the respective mobility modes, although this had only a 
minor effect on the average mobilities of the populations. 
PL2W31 exhi>iied batcfa'4o^tch variabiUty in its (unimodal) 
mean electrophoretic mobiliiy. Invest^tors should be able tu 
use CE to help assess the influence of such variability on 
biophysical processes (e-g., attachment to surfaces) or. alter
natively. to help evaluate connections between variations in 
surface charge density and outer membrane structure and 
composition. 

In summary, CE measuicmenu of electrophoretic mobility 
were not distinguishable from measurements of electropho
retic mobility obtained by ME. Based on similar numbers of 
replicate measurements, the sundard deviations for CE results 
were typically much lower than the standard deviations for ME 
measurements. Distributed mobilities, which were readily ob
served with CE for two bacterial species and one of the poly
mer latices. could not be detected with ME. 
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